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Abstract 

Title: A Novel Design of Broadband Antennas with a Defected Radiating Patch  

Structure for Wireless Communication Systems 

Author: Ali Giuma F Esseid  

Major Advisor: Brian Lail, Ph.D. 

Generally, conventional wireless communication systems transfer data 

between two points through a channel, consisting of broadband with a multi-

frequency band. Broadband or multiband is very important in wireless 

telecommunication devices. It is quickly advancing as high-speed and high-level 

data rate wireless modern communication technology. In wireless modern 

communication the antenna plays a very crucial role. Broadband with a multi-

frequency band purpose has been the incitement of this research. However, there 

are a lot of challenges in designing and accomplishing a broadband with a multi-

frequency band antenna than with a tight impedance bandwidth single antenna. 

Appropriate broadband with multi-frequency band antenna should be officially 

recognized in which working over an especially in broadband by as exactly the 

same determined by (WLAN (5.15–5.35 GHz and 5.725–5.825 GHz) Federal 

Communications Commission. At the same design, good enough radiation 

properties over the perfect frequency range are also compulsory. 
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This dissertation focuses on broadband with multi-resonant frequency 

microstrip patch antenna style and analysis. Studies are undertaken covering the 

areas of broad with multi-band fundamentals and microstrip patch antenna theory. 

In recently years, the slot width and length in the patch antenna established 

itself as an effective a flexible, small, easy to install or etch on the solid surface, 

and easy to fine-tune for broadband with multi-frequency-band applications. The 

essential and main aim of this thesis is to suggest an effective antenna which, 

practical new design procedure to design an open-slot antenna with the foam gap 

and provide physical vision into the design using full-wave analysis methods 

through two software packages.  

This investigation systematically focuses on developing a new schema to 

design broadband and multiband with an open-slot antenna and a foam gap. The 

simulated software packages are used to confirm the new technology by comparing 

the results and clearly show. In this design, the effect of reactive loading on the line 

fed, three layers, and open slot loaded microstrip patch antenna with the gap is 

investigated by the (Method of Moments) (MOM). Itemized analyses of reactive 

loading appropriate to slot location and variation of slot width and length are 

presented. 

In this work, the design of the wideband patch antennas is considered uses 

the open slot technology. The radiated antenna layer, return loss simulated, gain, 

bandwidth, radiation pattern, and directivity have been investigated. The 

argumentations, investigations, and results of this thesis are helpful in designing 

and improving the performance of conventional characteristics patch antennas as 

per the need of the community and without harm to the environment and 

interference of signals. 
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Chapter 1:  

Introduction 

1.1. Background and Objectives 

In modern civilization, the information rate of wireless communication 

devices became quicker and quicker with huge bit rates and large wireless 

communication systems capacity. Consequently, technology has become less 

inexpensive, therefore, tremendously increasing more wireless networks being set 

up in schools, homes, workshops, and offices. Researchers expect that nearly all 

electronic devices will include an integrated wireless network in the near future. 

Higher transfer data rates and faster communication technology are needs for the 

progress and expansion of wireless communication systems for the modernistic 

community. Network technology plays a key role in wireless communication data 

transmission.  

However, with research and development activities are continuous in 

addition for the physical transfer rates for wireless Wi-Fi standardization of more 

than 100.00 Mbps, which used in cellular telephone operators and exploiting 

network technology due to these cellular telephone data net workings are in 

progress. The development of efficient wideband antennas is capable of the 

popularity of indoor and outdoor wireless networks. These systems are used 

frequently in residential and official areas due to low cost, high effectiveness and 
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efficiency, and low profile. The electromagnetic wave spectrum (radio waves) is an 

indigenous resource for wireless networks, whereas the role of the patch antenna is 

useful to employ this kind of resource. Electricity waves are gradually converted 

into an electromagnetic signals spectrum by the antenna in wireless transmitter 

systems. An antenna is considered as a very critical section of receive and 

transmitter devices systems [1][2][3]. The first design of the antenna was by 

Heinrich Hertz [4][5], who was responsible for the comprehensive performance of 

wireless device systems, such as high-speed internet, increased coverage area, and 

bit rates [6][7]. Thus, for the successful operation of this system, the radio aerial 

used must be properly designed and fully match the operating resonant frequency. 

Microstrip patch antennas provide various features over usual antennas because 

they offer a low profile such as ease of fabrication, lighter in weight, smaller in 

size, lower in thickness, and lower cost. Also, patch antennas can be made available 

for broad bandwidth, double and circular polarization, feed-line flexibility, and 

multi-frequency operation [6][7][8]. In the modern community, printed patch 

antennas are more widely used for wireless device applications due to dependent 

advantages, such as compatibility and matching with integrated electronic circuits, 

easily to etch on solid surfaces, minimum disturbances, and highly reliable in 

dangerous conditions like speed, weather conditions, and atmospheric pressure. 

Recently, the printed patch antennas are designed to work in double-band as 

well as multi-frequency and wideband applications that may be linear or double 

polarized. These antennas are helpful in all notebooks and other handheld or 

stationary communicating electronic devices [9][10][11]. The dielectric substrate 

layer having a specific dielectric fixed is the essential component of a simple 

printed patch antenna. The dielectric material is used in a microstrip antenna 

principally the mechanical force of the patch antenna is provided. The dielectric 
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layer allows electrical waves to propagate through it, which will extract a little part 

of the total energy available for wave’s radiation, which degrades the electrical 

wave properties of the radiating layer [12][13][14][15][16]. The radiating patch 

layer is printed on the front side of the dielectric material, and a ground layer is 

found on another side of that dielectric material. Generally, the mineral patch 

antenna takes the following geometric models, such as elliptical, rectangular, 

circular, triangular, square, and ring [15][16]. The dimensions of the patch antenna 

depend on the center frequency operation of the antenna. The portable handheld 

communicating devices require an antenna with wideband and multi-frequency of 

lower thickness. These appliances are the applications of microstrip patch antennas 

in wireless communication systems. 

In the last seventy years, various advanced software and tools have been 

designed to improve the functioning of the conventional patch antenna. The single 

patch antenna has a low gain and tight bandwidth. For the workable applications 

and requirements, there are needs for improving the gain and enhancement 

bandwidth of the single patch antenna. Thus, several different strategies are used 

for increasing the gain and the bandwidth. The defected radiating patch structure 

(DRPS) or open rectangular Slot (ORS) etch in the radiating patch structure is one 

of the approaches. In radiating plane of a patch antenna, a defected slot shape is 

introduced, and the protected current distribution depends on slot shape, length, 

width, dimension, and location of the defect during the communication. This 

process is one of the explanations of the (DRPS) or (ORS) due to disturbance at the 

protected current distribution, the current path flow through the area surface of the 

patch, as result the current path has been increased. This increase is useful in 

electromagnetic waves which propagate through the dielectric substrate layer and 

control the excitement. However, to maintain the required multiband performance 
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and generate the number of resonant frequencies as well as expand the bandwidth 

with high gains, the radiating layer is loaded with a single U-shaped or E-slot 

placed behind the patch layer. The proposed antenna configuration was first 

verified using AWR software followed by ADS. In the following sections, the 

design procedure and presentation of simulated results data are described. 

1.2.  Motivation 

In the last seventy years of research, as a result of the fast development of 

communication systems technology, the single microstrip patch antenna has 

reached a relatively high level of modernization and become quicker and more 

practical in devices citizens use daily. Consequently, the single microstrip patch 

antenna spread heavily in a much more modern wireless communication 

application. The single mircostrip patch antenna is used in approximately all areas 

of life such as radio frequency identification [8] weather forecasting mobile [17] 

satellite communication [18][19] , global positioning systems [20][21], worldwide 

interoperability for microwave access [22][23], medicinal applications of the patch 

[22][23][24][25][26] , telemedicine applications [27][28][29], radar [19] , air traffic 

control [31][32][33],and robotics control [34] Besides, it used to transfer computer 

data to other devices that are much quicker than that of transferring information by 

using a keyboard or hand typing. The evolution of the single mircostrip patch 

antenna has been hampered by many issues. The most significant issues are how to 

select the most trustworthy and robust extraction technique, which can operate in 

the patch antenna front with a wide-band correction antenna without harm to the 

environment and interference [35][36]. Another subject is how to choose the 

appropriate temple or workbook technique that can operate in the patch antenna 

posterior classification of characteristics vectors in order to establish the final 

decision in relation to design modeling techniques [37].Although the narrow 
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impedance bandwidth, radiation performance, and low gain are considerable 

drawbacks [38][39][40][41][42] that prevented its use in wide-band, multi-

frequency, and double-polarized [43][44][44]. There has been much research about 

broadband multi-frequency patch antennas in the last few years such as using thick 

foam or air gap material [45][46][47],slots on the sides [48][49][50], multilayer 

[51], wide-slot and parasitic patch [52] have been suggested in the last seventy 

years to resolve these problems. Also, there are several techniques to fulfill a 

broadband multi-frequency patch antenna, such as using the coupling between the 

feeding structure and the slot and L-shaped slot with a W-shaped feed [53][54], a 

patch with a parasitic patch and wide – slot [52][55][56], a defected ground 

layer[57], a rotated slot in the ground layer with a parasitic in the center of radiating 

layer, a curved -slot in the rectangular patch layer, a planar monopole  patch 

antenna, two parasitic strips with slots [58] , a monopole  patch antenna [59], a strip 

line feed-loaded  with square slot in patch [60], and hexagonal wide-slot and line-

feed with monopole antenna [61].In a request to develop the performance of a patch 

antenna with a wide band and multi-resonance, all the above, researches have 

outlined some successful related optimization techniques, but unluckily, they did 

not give perfect exemplification or rapprochement between the characteristic 

extraction designs, because they used complex feeding with the multilayer radiating 

patch. Also, the antennas proposed in the complex design can achieve broadband 

and multi-resonant frequency with a less than 41% relative impedance bandwidth. 

In addition, the methods proposed in the simple designs are very useful to extend 

the bandwidth and realize multi-resonant frequency bands. To the best of our 

knowledge, the relative impedance bandwidth is more than 41.00%. Thus, the 

essential motivation behind this research work is a novel technique to improve the 

performance of conventional patch features comparing new characteristics. The 

second of the objectives of this investigation is to design and simulate a rectangular 
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patch antenna with a strip line-feed and (DRPS) or (ORS).  The effects of slot 

dimensions length (Ls), width (Ws), and substrate thickness (h) on patch antenna 

parameters are to be studied. 

1.3. Developmental History of the Microstrip Patch Antenna 

Below is a summary of probably the more implication pertinent 

developments in the history of microstrip patch technology. In 1953, first 

proposition of the microstrip patch antenna was designed by Des champs [62]. In 

the mid-1970s, Munson. Researched it more intensely, resulting in the first real 

contribution of conventional patch antenna technology to the world [39], one of 

very significant developments in the fields of electromagnetic signals and antennas 

history. Research and development into microstrip patch technology continued into 

the 1980s, which was to be directly developed and enhanced by additional material 

with high-level dielectric constants [63][64]. Also, in the 1980s, the new design 

was investigated by using a multilayer patch antenna, coupling a second layer with 

the driven element layer [65] and horizontally coupling patch layers with each other 

in one element. The bandwidth enhancement procedures were further investigated 

and matured during the 1980s, using a considerable slot on a patch layer to excite a 

patch antenna successfully [66]. Moreover, patch antennas organized in arrays were 

investigated in the 1980s, and arrays structure was developed, analyzed, and 

evaluated, also, the limitations on the overall size and the effects of the feed on 

patch arrays were explored [67]. In the 1986s.realization producing circular 

polarization and other types of polarization of the microstrip antennas were 

including radiation properties effective on patch antenna [68]. In the 1980s, several 

preliminary studies were conducted, and they benefited from the ease with which 

patch antennas could be introduced with microwave components and applications. 

The large evolutions and application of microstrip patch technology in the 1990s, 
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which is obtained by advanced analytical, several very good researches resulted, 

and available software packages. Some tools were integral equation technique 

based codes [69], and the (MOM) plays a crucial role in numerical electromagnetic 

applications [70] which are fast enough that designers could use them to obtain a 

good result and a perfect design in a short time with low cost. Also, Finite Element 

Method (FEM) [71] was introduced to analyze microstrip patch disadvantages and 

problems with the added advantage of being able to analyze the environment's 

effect. Finally, the accurately model is Finite Difference Time Domain technique 

(FDTD) [72]. Besides, several excellent works developments and completed by 

applying software packages in the 1990s, as bandwidth enhancement techniques, 

exploring new techniques to integrate microstrip patch antennas technology, highly 

efficient printed antennas, and reduced surface wave effects. Other advances in the 

1990s included antennas that could operate over multiple and different bandwidths 

[124], and printed antennas that reflected arrays with a very high-level gain 

[68][73]. Another area in microstrip antenna technology was the size simplification 

of the patch antenna conductor  [13][74][75] throughout the 1990s. Photonic band 

gap technology (PBG) was explored and realized in the 2000s to enhance efficiency 

and improve overall radiation performance of the microstrip antenna  [76][77]. 

Furthermore, very important advancements occurred with performance, limitations, 

and applications of the traditional microstrip patch antenna structures over past 30 

years. 

In addition, the fast improvement of modern communication systems with 

highly advanced technology applications, caused attention to antenna 

characteristics. For that reason, there is a rising meant for consolidated, cost-

effective wideband and multiple band antennas for utilization in successful 

applicable wireless communication structures [78][79][80]. Also, there is an 

imperious need for wideband and multiple frequency band antennas with a size 
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reduction of the radiated area in patch antenna technologies. These technologies 

have focused on attracting attention to the characteristics of microstrip antennas. 

Single patch antennas are small, easy to fabricate, easy of conjunction and easily 

conjoined integrated RF devices, and their circular, elliptical and linear 

polarization, make them costly. With the development of technology, the design 

should be mobile, inexpensive, and multifunction for modern wireless 

communications applications.  

Consequently, the multiband with wideband antenna operation is highly desirable 

for new wireless communications applications. This type of antenna helps achieve 

multiple applications simultaneously in one device. 

1.4  Thesis Organization 

Chapter 1: In this chapter, the main points explain the thesis, including the 

motivation of the work and thesis of an organization. 

Chapter 2: In this chapter a detailed literature review about the compact 

microstrip patch antenna, is presented discussing past activity involving wideband 

antennas with bandwidth enhancement by different techniques. 

Chapter 3: This chapter gives necessary information about the microstrip 

patch antennas theory, along with advantages and disadvantages and different 

feeding techniques. Many methods are used to analyze the microstrip antenna and 

the fundamental antenna parameters for its performance evaluation are outlined. 

Besides, quantifications of the frequency domain such as return loss (RL) in dB, 

Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR), bandwidth, gain, type of polarization, and 

radiation patterns are explained. 

Chapter 4: A foam and air gap with a strip line-fed technique is suggested 

and measured for designing a rectangular patch antenna operation at 5.000 GHz 

(Wi-Fi band) applications with perfect characteristics. The reflection coefficient 
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was about −40.64 dB at the lower band resonant frequency and -35.73 dB at the 

upper band resonant frequency. The maximum peak gain was obtained of 7.922 dBi 

at resonant frequency 4.420 GHz and 8.910 dBi at 5.620 GHz with bandwidths 

36.84 % and 28.93 %. According to the results obtained, the patch antenna is 

efficient with simple structures. 

Chapter5: In part one, the novel patch antenna geometry with an amended 

radiated layer is proposed. The patch antenna has been improved to create a DRPS. 

The simulation results showed that the bandwidths increased from 6.667 % to 49.00 

% in the lower band and increased from 10.477 % to 37.98 % in the upper band. 

Also, the area of the radiated layer reduced from 22.00 % to 15.00 %, which makes 

the design smaller and more convenient for many wireless devices system 

applications where broad bandwidth is in one antenna. 

In part two, novel patch antenna geometry with a U-slot on the backside of a 

radiated layer and S-slot on the front side is proposed. The patch antenna has been 

improved to create two broadband with a DRPS. The simulation results show that 

the antenna with an S-shape slot can operate in 2.410 GHz and 5.8211 GHz bands, 

which covers the 2.4000 GHz (lower band) and 5.8000 GHz (upper band) for 

indoor and outdoor wireless applications (WLAN). The bandwidth is 11.553 % for 

the lower band and 35.971 % for the upper band. 

Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusions, we have newly designed four 

different broadband single microstrip patch antennas. The characteristics of 

broadband single patch antennas have been investigated through different 

parametric studies using two diverges software. First, it verified by using 

Microwave Office (AWR) (Ver. 2019) software program followed by the 

Advanced Design System (ADS) (Ver. 2016) software verifications simulation 

software. The recently designed single patch antennas have achieved stabilized 

radiation patterns, perfect impedance matching, high gain, and good reflection 
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coefficients. The recently designed patch antennas with U- and S-slots can be used 

for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) applications in two-bands. The lower 

band has a resonant frequency of 2.400GHz with a wideband of 11.553%, where 

the upper band has a resonant frequency of 5.8211GHz with a wideband of 

35.971% with good impedance matching for both bands. 
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Chapter 2:  

Literature Review and Broadband Restrictions of 

Microstrip Patch Antennas 

Microstrip patch antennas are one of the most widespread antennas used in 

modern wireless communication systems. For this reason, I choose this topic for my 

thesis.  Before starting my research, I found very important to have a very deep 

understanding of the existing data information that has the relationship of 

microstrip patch antenna. The main sources of information for the thesis are such as 

scientific books and journals, theses of research, and the Internet. There are three 

main areas of reading in the literature review, which are antenna designs, methods 

to improve the performance of the bandwidth of microstrip patch antennas, and 

related simulation software. These chapters are divided into two main sections: the 

review of research literature and the history of techniques. 

2.1.  Development of History of Broadband Techniques  

Microstrip antenna patch engineering has a history of over 70 years[81] , 

they were at first introduced by Decamps in to1953. However, sufficient attention 

to microstrip patch antenna radiators was not given until the 1970s. In addition, 

they grew considerably, and many of them constraints were overcome in 1972 [82], 

when Bob Munson invented popular applications in 1974 [62].The first 
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experimental study of the stacked microstrip patch antenna was in 1979; the 

separate substrate study of such a design of the two resonant frequencies was 

reported in [83].  

2.1.1.  Air Layer Technique 

In 1984, a new technique was reported by Lee, Ho, and Dahl. This method 

increased the bandwidth of the patch antenna directly to increase the thickness of 

the dielectric through adding a new layer (air gap) between the ground plane and 

the radiating layer [84]. The wideband microstrip antenna with a single layer and a 

coaxial fed in a rectangular shape with a U-shaped slot in the same layer was 

reported in [85]. The first circular patch antenna had a rectangular-shaped slot at the 

center and gap. The foam substrate foam-gap of permittivity unity was used 

between the ground plane and patch layer. Two types of a coaxial feed were used in 

design one with an offset feed (r > 0) and the other at center (r = 0).Two designs 

were tested in [86]. A Broadband triangular microstrip patch antenna with a U-

shaped slot at the center and foam substrate was tested in [87].The wideband 

microstrip single-layer patch antenna suspended in the air over the ground layer and 

supported by a nonconductive pin was tested in [88]. He is used of air as a 

dielectric substrate with feeding strip where the large height of the element between 

0.14 λ at the lower end and 0.27 λ at the higher end. This geometry removes the 

need for the parasitic elements and the air gap necessary to support the patch to 

increase bandwidth. A thick substrate with a low dielectric as one technique for 

broadening the bandwidth with the L-shaped probe feed was reported in [89].  

2.1.2.  Foam Layer Technique 

This technique is an excellent feed for the thick circular patch antenna used 

is a foam layer. It is low cost and effective in the fabrication of antenna array and 
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able to achieve broad band with higher gain. A new design of a V-shape patch 

antenna in three layers for broad band dual- frequency operation, where a V-shape 

was the radiating layer and the ground plane with a H-shape slot was between the 

radiating layer and microstrip feed line was developed in [90] . Experimental 

results showed that the patch antenna had good impedance matching in the same 

polarization planes, broadband, dual-frequency operation, and good radiation 

characteristics. A novel E-shaped patch antenna was designed to expand wideband 

with air gap and two parallel slots. The mechanism of expanding the wideband 

from the behavior of the current path on the patch was through adjusting the slot 

length, width, and position. This technique was fabricated, measured, tested, and 

reported in [91]. A new broadband design of a pair of wide slots in a rectangular 

patch antenna used an air substrate and a probe-feed. It is a simply in designed by 

inserting two I-shaped slots at two edges of the rectangular radiating layer. 

Broadband can easily be achieved by adjusting slot length and width where air gap 

is the maximum (14mm). 

2.1.3.  Defected ground Structure (DGS) Technique 

The experimental result was tested and reported in [92]; it is a good 

impedance matching over a broad band. A new technique used an air gap with 

defected ground structure (DGS) to improve the broadband antenna. The antenna is 

the U-shaped slot ground plane parallel to the radiating layer edges and air gap. The 

thick air or foam substrate had characteristic features that could easily enhance the 

impedance bandwidth to a greater value[85] [93][94] where the DGS was used to 

decrease the cross-polarized radiation field without affecting features of a usual 

antenna. Therefore, the two techniques improved the cross-polarization radiation 

and impedance bandwidth of the antenna by adjusting the proper aperture's 

dimensions the U-shaped ground plane and a thickness of an air gap. In addition, 
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further improve of the gain for the antenna was also observed, when if compared to 

a conventional antenna. The experimental results were reported in.[95]. The DGS 

technique was simple and easy to etch on all the microstrip substrates. The 

technique was used to reduce the cross-polarized radiation field without affecting 

characteristics of a conventional antenna such as, co-polarized radiation patterns 

and the input impedance. The new concept was examined, tested, and verified by 

simulation and experiment in [96]. 

Another implementation of a DGS improved the impedance bandwidth and 

polarization purity in radiated fields of the patch antenna at the same time. It has 

been demonstrated by adjusting the width to length ratio of a patch antenna. This 

ratio attributes different characteristic features if compared to other possible 

techniques such as modified feed shape, dual feed, and modified shaped ground 

plane. The comprehensive realization using simulated and supported by 

experimental dates were reported and presented in [97] . 

2.1.4.  U-slots Technique 

The technique of cutting U-slots was used to design dual and triple-band 

patch antennas. It is a new develops, when a U-slot was cut in a radiating layer of 

the patch, the antenna became a dual-band antenna. If another U-slot was cut in the 

same layer, the result became a triple-band antenna. Also, the technique used the 

M-probe fed and L-probe-fed of patch antennas. These antennas were, reported, 

simulated, fabricated, tested, and measured in [98]. 

2.3.  Literature Review of Scientific Research of Broadband Limitations 

In order to start the project, I had many steps. The first step was to survey, 

and study research papers previously performed, organized, and conducted by other 
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researchers and investigators. The scientific papers of this title research were 

selected papers and accurate studies for the papers to help me to complete this 

literature review for the thesis as result. It gives a good picture, clear idea, and easy 

understanding of the implementation of this project. The effects and techniques that 

will improve the bandwidth of the microstrip patch antenna will be explained and 

summarized in this section from drawn research scientific paper.  

2.3.1.  Development of Bandwidth of Microstrip Patch Antennae  

The five reasons effectiveness effected on any design of patch antenna for 

wireless communication systems are  

(1) High efficiency 

 (2) Low cost overall 

(3) High performance  

(4) Physical antenna dimensions  

(5) Substrate antenna over which radiating layer is designed 

In literature, so many have been reported, such as creators, inventors, and authors in 

65 years ago to now, about how to improve the antenna gain, the impedance 

bandwidth, antenna efficiency, and radiation efficiency. Section 2.3.1 is devoted to 

a literature review in which several past research works are offered for 

comprehension of current challenges in the field of impedance bandwidth of 

microstrip patch antennas. 

This design focused on an approach to improve the single bandwidth, 

significant lowering of the resonant frequency, and almost exactly with an antenna 

size reduction, the design was measured, reported, and simulated in [99]. The 

antenna was basically an inverted U-shaped patch antenna that designed with three 

layers with a different substrate. The inverted U-shaped patch was created by 

making two rectangular shaped edges layer are filling by air has height (u) at the 
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two radiating layer edges of the patch antenna with an H-shaped slot on the ground 

plane and fed by an aperture-coupled feed. Two elements used to improve the 

antenna parameters were the height (u) of the downward edges and the air-substrate 

thicknesses. The height (u) of the downward edges at the radiating layer was easily 

controlled to shift into lower resonant frequency with the antenna size reduction 

whereas the air-substrate thickness improved the bandwidth greater than 9 %. 

The proposed work was a novel technique to improve the gain and the AR 

bandwidth of the single frequency microstrip patch antenna. The antenna consisted 

of three substrate layers of different thicknesses ground plane (1.585 mm), radiating 

patch (0.508 mm) and driven patch (5.800 mm) and single feed. The AR bandwidth 

and gain antenna were optimized by varying the feed location point and the ratio of 

the length to width of the radiating patch and thickness of the foam substrate. The 

antenna was measured, tested, and presented in [99], where the AR bandwidth was 

13.5% and the gain is less than 7.7 dBi. 

An approach that applied a new method for the broadband patch antenna 

was presented in [99][100]. The designs’ objective was to achieve a linear 

polarization and circular polarization and broadband high efficiency by adding a 

load to the slot on the ground plane, an H-shaped patch antenna on the radiating 

layer, separated by a gap (10 mm) with an L-shaped feeding line at the bottom of 

the patch ground plane. The design involved geometries of two different slots (ring-

shaped slot and cross-shaped slot) at the ground plane of microstrip patch antenna. 

The two antennas had similar parameters to operate at the fundamental frequency 

from 1.99 GHz to 2.18 GHz. The circularly polarized was realized by integrating 

the broadband with a single-feed and a cross-shaped slot connected to the 

microstrip patch antenna where the linearly polarization was realized by integrating 

the broadband with a single-feed and   ring-shaped slot connected to the microstrip 

patch antenna. The novel designs of two broadband had high-efficiency active 
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integrated antennas with the circularly and linearly polarized First, two design the 

impedance bandwidth improved by using gap technique for the circularly and 

linearly polarized and high-efficiency by using the power amplifier technique for 

both. Second, a broadband linearly polarized antenna and a broadband circularly 

polarized antenna were designed to function over a wide frequency range as an 

alternative to a single frequency point. The linearly polarization achieved a 14.6 %, 

and the circularly polarized polarization achieved a 14.0 % at high power efficiency 

over 50 %. The test and the simulation results were obtained by using the software 

ADS. 

2.3.2.  Development of Circularly Polarized of Microstrip Patch Antennae  

This design was to achieve a broadband, circularly polarized, and high 

efficiency by 2x 2 arrays. The patch antenna was designed from three layers and L-

shaped feed line below the ground plane, where the radiating layer was above the 

ground plane separated by gap of 10 mm, and the cross-shaped slot in the ground 

plane. The antenna was designed to achieve many functions by applying many 

techniques such as power-amplifier integration, gaps with low permittivity, and 

cross-shaped slots in circular patches. The power amplifier technique was used to 

achieve higher efficiency of the antenna and the gap to improve bandwidth, where 

the cross-shaped slot and the circular patch achieved circularly polarization. The 

antenna exhibits one band resonates at 2.40 GHz with bandwidth of 22.6% and 

efficiency of 50 %. The simulation results were obtained by using the software 

(ADS) and tested in [101].  

The design of the U and E-shaped slots and the half U and E-shaped slot 

patch antennas for ranges of U-shaped slots from 0.750 GHz to 1.000 GHz and 

from 2.350 GHz to 2.90 GHz of E-shaped slots were presented ,measured ,and 

simulated by [100]. The two designs were based on the foam gap and probe-feed 
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antenna. The U-shape had a slot size of 84.8 mm x 32.8 mm with an optimized 

microstrip patch antenna length of 70.00 mm and width of 84.00 mm, whereas half 

U-shaped patch antenna had a slot size of 84.8 mm x 16.4 mm with an optimized 

microstrip patch antenna length of 70.00 mm and width of 42.00 mm. In the design 

were several techniques to reduce the size of the microstrip patch antenna, such as 

using a shorting pin and wall with stable the radiation patterns [102][103][101]. All 

structure technique designs achieved an effective power higher than 90 % of 

radiation efficiencies. The bandwidths of 25.6 % and 20.0 % were achieved for the 

full U-slot patch antenna with a shorting pin and half a U-shaped patch antenna 

respectively, and the size reduction of 43 % at the gap is 28 mm for both. The 

Bandwidths of 24.5 % and 25.2 % were achieved for the full E-slot patch antenna 

with a shorting pin and half an E-shaped patch antenna, respectively, and the size 

reduction of 49 % at the gap was 10 mm for both. An approach path that applied a 

new method for the proposed folded patch antenna with double gaps in opposite 

directions and double L-shaped slots which could raise the average gain and the 

wide impedance bandwidth.  

2.3.3.  Development of Bandwidth by Gap  

The simulated and measured experimental results were demonstrated in 

[104] . The inventors’ objective was to achieve wider multiband impedance 

bandwidth and change from a rectangular antenna to trapezoidal. The new methods 

increased the patch height to 0.085 λ0L, and, the patch shape was changed from a 

rectangular antenna to a trapezoidal antenna, and the cutting pair L-shaped slots on 

the folded-shorted patch antenna with two foam substrate had different height (15 

mm and 3 mm), where λ0 was the wavelength in the free space for the proposed 

antenna at the lower cutoff frequency of its operating bandwidth. The result of the 

new methods was the proposed antenna can achieved a much larger impedance 
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bandwidth of (1.69–5.03 GHz) 99.4 %, and the peak gain was 6.8 dBi at a smaller 

size of 0.14 λ0L x 0.28 λ0L and[105] a low profile of 0.085 λ0L. As a result, this 

smaller sized patch antenna should find many applications in modern indoor and 

outdoor multiband, such as Wi-Fi and Wi-MAX wireless communication systems. 

Single-feed wideband patch antennas in. [105] focused on characteristics of 

wideband circular polarization and single band-frequency microstrip patch antennas 

based on a multilayer’s and pair capacitive gaps (3.3 and 3.8 mm). The novel patch 

antenna was easy to achieve with good impedance matching at a single frequency 

by tuning the capacitive gap and other design parameters where the coaxial probe 

position was at the center of ground plane. For achieving the widely circular 

polarized pattern, the top layer size of the patch antenna was 16 mm x16 mm, and 

the length of the corner section L4 was equal 6.5 mm. The characteristics of the 

patch antenna were simulated using HFSS software and return loss of the 

implemented antenna was measured using a HP 8720C network. Measured results 

agreed well with simulated ones at 5.2, 5.3, and 5.775 GHz. the wide axial ratio 

bandwidth (20.2 %). The antenna had a good return loss of 6.00 GHz and a higher 

gain of 7.6 dBi at 5.000 GHz, which could use for (WLAN -band) wireless local 

area network communication systems. 

Research about a wideband circularly polarized antenna with an Γ-shaped 

feed, focused on an approach to improve a broadband circularly polarized antenna 

with  two Г-shaped feeds  and  two air gaps in 2012, presented, measured, and 

simulated in [106]. The patch antenna was formed by a pair of Г-shaped electrical 

dipoles and a pair of necktie-shaped patch antennas with heights of 20 mm and 17 

mm from the ground plane, respectively, and two Г-shaped feeds where the air gap 

between the two dipoles was 40 mm and the air gap between pair necktie was 11 

mm. The patch antenna easily achieved circular polarization by the pair of L-probe 

feeds using a feed network made up of a pair of 90°. The new circular polarization 
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patch antenna with air gap microstrip feed and a conjugation aperture achieved a 

wideband, stable peak gain. The Г-Probe feed and aperture coupling techniques 

showed a measured axial ratio bandwidth of 33% with stable, symmetrical radiation 

patterns, low back radiation and good gain performance of 6.75 dBi. 

Design of wide-band patch antennas and circularly polarized with gap in 

[107] focused on characteristics of two variations of a new feeding (series fed) 

technique for a broadband circularly polarized aperture-united patch antenna with 

capacitive gap (foam gap). Aperture-coupled antennas [108] have several 

characteristics over strip line fed and coaxial fed patch antennas. Separate 

multilayers where be used for the patch antenna and the feed circuit to insulate 

forged or spurious feed radiation from the patch antenna by use of a common 

ground plane and to allow more free space for the feed system. The characteristics 

of a new feeding (series fed) technique was suited to circularly polarized antenna 

designs and achieved circular polarization by two symmetric feed lines where each 

port was fed out of the phase by 180°. The quarter-wavelength technique of 

transmission line was placed between each slot to produce the 90°out of phase 

difference needed and produced for circular polarization. The inputs impedance of 

the feed line was easily controlled by the location and dimension of the aperture 

with minimum cross-polarization levels in the design. The series feed design and 

foam gap improved a bandwidth of 34 % at 5.23 GHz with a maximum gain of 9.0 

dBi and very low cross-polarization levels, great improvement in the ease of the 

gain and bandwidth. 

2.3.4.  Development of Ultra-wideband of Microstrip Patch Antennae 

A novel broadband multi-slot antenna with line feed was introduced in 

[109], focused on characteristics of diversity and variations of dimensions slot on 

the impedance bandwidth and gain in the ground layer. The antenna consisted of a 
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multi-slot and the strip line feed with multi-style configuration. Patch antenna was 

easy to achieve with good impedance matching at a single frequency by tuning the 

slot dimensions and feed line properly. This increase of the current path made the 

impedance bandwidth drastically increase and select the operating resonance 

frequency of the antenna. Therefore, a novel broadband slot antenna with line feed 

achieved a higher gain and radiation pattern over the operation resonant frequency 

and comparatively stable with a bandwidth of more than 40 % (5.65 GHz - 8.79 

GHz). A novel broad rectangular slot antenna with line feed 50-ohm coplanar 

waveguide was simulation and construction in [110]. The approach applied a new 

fed method for antennas of wireless local area network (2.400 GHz) and Ultra-

wideband with a notched band. The design included a novel coplanar waveguide-

fed and rectangular narrow aperture where a compact sized antenna operated in the 

Wi-Fi and Ultra-wideband (notched band) systems. The antenna was achieved by 

inserting (gap) a coplanar and waveguide with a fed line   and rectangular slot 

inside the ground plane, with the spacing gap (S) between the patch layer and the 

ground layer, whereas the incision (notched) band was achieved by adjusting the 

slot length, with the length slot line to be about half a wave-length. The parameters 

length, width, and spacing of the rectangular slot affected the patch antenna 

parameter, such as improving the broad band, gain, and impedance matching. The 

consequences showed that the new rectangular slot inside the ground plane with fed 

by a 50  ohm had a large bandwidth from 2.100 GHz to 11.600 GHz with antenna 

gain less than 4.00 dBi was achieved, where  the band notch function from 5.100 

GHz to 5.900 GHz with antenna gain  less than 1.50 dBi was achieved. Three 

layered rectangular dual band patch antennas with defected ground configuration 

and a feed network stub for the Wi-Fi and the Wi-Max band applications were in 

2015 calculated, simulated, and tested in [111] , the microstrip-feed network stub 

antenna with complex structure was described. The design included a stacked patch 
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antenna with three layers of dielectric substrates out of which two substrate layers 

had metal patches. The two unequal rectangular patch antennas printed on the top. 

A ground plane with an E- shaped defect and Feed line with a thump (stub) on the 

back side of lower substrate layer. The rectangular patch antenna had a height of 

5.100 mm and a total surface area of 4.8 × 4.1    . The designed antenna covered 

two wireless communication system bands from 2.3900 GHz to 2.6400 GHz (Wi-Fi 

band) and 3.3900 GHz–3.76 GHz (Wi-Max band) with impedance bandwidths 

(Return loss = -10dB) of 9.00 % (0.2500 GHz bandwidth centered at 2.5150 GHz) 

and 10 % ( 0.3700 GHz bandwidth centered at 3.5700 GHz), respectively. 

2.3.5.  Development of wideband for Wi-MAX and WLAN applications 

New annular ring crescent-shaped double band and wideband antennas with 

coplanar waveguide feed and a T-shape stub for Wi-MAX and WLAN applications 

,were simulated and measured in [112]. They proposed their project on a double 

resonant frequency patch antenna which make available a replacement for broad-

bandwidth antenna. The double resonant frequency structure was obtained by a new 

crescent-shape printed inside a circle (ring) frame, coplanar waveguide feed, and T-

shaped stub with defective ground structure excavated in specific location of the 

ground layer. The two antennas were manufactured on a lower priced FR-4 

substrate with a thickness of 1.60 mm, relative permittivity of 4.40, and copper 

layer thickness of 0.070 mm, with total size of 26.50 mm x 28.00 mm x 1.60 mm. 

These two frequencies were dependent and achieved by loading of a crescent-shape 

printed inside the circle (ring) frame. The technique of T-shape stub lengths was 

used to verify the two resonant frequencies and the technique of the defective 

ground structure used in the printed antenna to improve the gain and the bandwidth. 

The two resonant frequencies were achieved at 3.500 GHz and 5.800 GHz with 

great bandwidth and gain less than 2.2 dBi for both, the desired resonance 
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frequencies of the Wi-MAX band and the WLAN band at 3.500 GHz and 

5.800GHz, respectively. 

A three-layer antenna for a wide band on diverse layers of the different 

dielectric were put together on each other to work WLAN and Wi-MAX 

applications as  presented, measured, and simulated in[94]. The authors focused on 

characteristic stacked antenna structure to improve gain, impedance bandwidth, and 

broad band at the same structures and time. Two horizontal slot antennas on diverse 

layers of the dielectric substrates with two slots structures etched on a radiating 

layer and coaxial feed, where the air gap was between the top layer and bottom 

layer of the proposed multilayer antenna, were proposed two different slots the T-

shaped structure slot and the inverted L shaped structure slot. Two slots had created 

one leading to broad band and the other to double-band operation, respectively. The 

width of the horizontal slot was used as a parameter to improve the broad band with 

the T shaped slot. The broad band improved as the horizontal slot width increased, 

where an inverted L-shape slot and the width horizontal slot enabled the patch 

antenna to operate at double resonant frequencies at the same structure and time. 

The simulated results of the T-shape slot antenna structure achieved a 25.090 % 

impedance bandwidth (3.570 GHz – 4.630 GHz) operating in the Wi-MAX band. 

The bandwidth of the inverted L-shape slot dual band antenna at of lower resonant 

frequency was 9.530 % whereas the upper resonance frequency was 6.950 % with a 

gain 2.76 dBi and 4.29 dBi. 

2.3.6.  Development of Multiband Wi-MAX and GPS applications 

New Multiband planar inverted F antennas with and without a U-shaped 

strip sophisticated for Wi-Fi and GPS applications were simulated and constructed 

in [113]. Inventors focused on two techniques used to improve the broad-band and 

multi-band antennas: the planar inverted F with a U-shaped strip working to 
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improve broad-band and the planar inverted F without the U-shaped strip working 

to improve multi-band on same the antenna. The planar inverted F antennas are 

consisted with or without a U-shaped strip, and the metal-frame patch antenna was 

fed from the main board of the device through one of the mineral connections. The 

antenna was considered a mixture of two parts: one was the U-shaped strip, 

working as a mono-pole antenna, and the other one was the metal frame of the 

device, the performance of which was like a planar inverted-F patch antenna. The 

proposed antenna with planar inverted -F without the U-shaped strip  achieved a 

resonance at 2.400 GHz for Wi-Fi application, and generated a stabilized radiation 

pattern  with width band and high efficiency, where the metal frame with the U-

shaped strip achieved a two  resonance at 1.575 GHz for  the GPS application and 

2.400 GHz for the Wi-Fi application. 

2.3.7.  Development of wide band antenna by wide gap and strip line 

A new technique was applied to improve the wide band antenna by using a 

wide gap and a Y-shaped mineral strip line for wireless applications. The plan 

focused on an approach to generate circular polarization at a wide-band (1.100 

GHz–1.710 GHz) for wirelesses applications (L-Band) with the Y-shaped coupling 

mineral strip line. The antenna was simulated by Micro-wave Studio (CST) and 

measured in [114]. A wide L-band antenna consisted of a wide-gap and loaded a Y-

shaped mineral strip line on a radiating layer and was printed on an FR-4 epoxy 

board with a thickness of 1.500 mm and a relative permittivity of 4.400 on both 

sides. In addition, the antenna was supported by a square piece (120.0 mm ×120.0 

mm) of foam gap with a thickness of 80.00 mm and relative permittivity of 

1.070.The foam gap and Y-shaped mineral strip line were two techniques applied to 

generate circular polarization and achieve the impedance bandwidth by the micro-

disturbance produced by the conjugation effect from the inserting of the foam gap 
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and the Y-shaped metal strip line. The simulated and measured results showed that 

the maximum gain was 3.2 dBi with a circular polarization and impedance 

bandwidth of the antenna of 35.900 %, so it could work at wirelesses applications. 

A wideband L-shaped mono-pole slot antenna and a monocular C-shaped 

feed with an L-shaped gap was designed, simulated, and measured in [115] 

Wideband Antenna and Circular Polarized Monopole with L-Shaped Slot . 

Proposed their work on the effect of various slot and feed line length on antenna 

parameters as such reflection coefficient and bandwidth. The antenna was 

manufactured on an FR-4 substrate on a layer with thickness of 0.80 mm, a loss 

tangent of 0.020, and a dielectric constant of 4.30. The size of the ground plane of 

the patch antenna is 70.00 mm x 70.00 mm, which was appropriate for almost all 

sizes of the portable instruments. The L-shaped mono-pole slot was etched at the 

left corner on the ground board. The width of each arm is11.00 mm, and the length 

was 30.50 mm, whereas the C-shaped feed line was excavated on the radiating side 

of the antenna, which was parallel to the mono-pole slot. It has a length of 21.00 

mm and width of 2.00 mm. The effects of the L-shaped mono-pole slot width 

variations on the bandwidth and reflection coefficient is proved by increasing the L-

shaped slot width; moreover, the bandwidth and the reflection coefficient were 

improved where the resonant frequency shifted in the direction of  the lower 

frequency. With further for slot width was 13 mm, the maximum bandwidth and a 

good reflection coefficient were obtained. Therefore,[106] the total measured and 

simulated bandwidth of the antenna was 23.00 % (1.500 GHz to 1.900 GHz) with a 

reflection coefficient of - 34.50 dB 

A wideband L-shaped slot antenna with a gap and single fed line was 

presented and designed in [106]. The designs’ objective was to achieve wide 

bandwidth for the circularly polarized antenna and a more constant gain by news of 
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the methods. In this design, a symmetrical L-shaped slots to feed patch antenna. 

The L-shaped slots were etched on mineral bottom-layer with a troubled corner and 

foam spacer to achieve high gain and wide bandwidth. Varying the L-slot 

parameters (width and length) and varying the truncated corner length with constant 

a gap thickness (25.00 mm), the performance of the antenna can be easily affected. 

Finally, a good reflection coefficient and broad bandwidth were obtained by all 

techniques above, and the antenna was appropriate for most a-sizes of the portable 

instruments of Wi-Fi and Wi-MAX. The antenna was manufactured and 

constructed on Rogers 6006; a microwave substrate on the layer had a thickness of 

1.524 mm with a loss tangent of 0.0012 and a dielectric constant of 2.600. The size 

of the ground plane of the patch antenna was 82.00 mm x 82.00 mm. In addition, 

the foam gap layer had a thickness of 25.00 mm between the reflector-layer and the 

base-layer of the substrate with a lower permittivity of 1.00. Therefore, using feed 

line length, an L-shaped slot, a constant gap thickness, and a truncated corner, the 

wideband antenna was achieved, more stable gain obtained and circularly 

polarization generated. The simulated and manufactured original succeeded in 

achieving an overlapped wideband of 46.50 % (2180 MHz–3500 MHz) and 

reflection coefficient more than -40.00 dB with good gain (4.75 – 7.28 dBi) and 

provided a circularly polarized broadside patterns and decreased back-lobe 

radiation.  

The wide-band rectangular patch antenna supported by an air gap with a W-

shaped ground layer and a probe-fed technique for the Wi-Fi band applications was 

measured and presented in [80]. The design focused on a wide-band rectangular 

antenna with new geometry of the ground layer for the Wi-Fi frequency band and 

worked on parametric analysis. The rectangular radiating layer dimensions were 

95.00 mm x 65.00 mm and the ground layer dimensions were 149.00 mm x 95.00 

mm with ß angle from the bend section edge and a bent ȣ angle leaving a little flat 
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section of 10.00 mm in width. The thickness between the small flat section from the 

ground layer or air gap and the radiating patch layer was 3.00 mm (air gap 

thickness).In this case, a comparative study was done among the various parameters 

of ground layer such as ȣ angle and ß angle with constant air gap thickness. It was 

found in each case that when the ȣ angle was increased from 0° to 40°, the 

bandwidth was increased and when the ß angle was increased from 60° to 120°. 

With the proposed design, the antenna gains greater than 8.5 dBi was easily 

obtained with an impedance bandwidth less than 12.3 %. Moreover, the radiation 

pattern was improved. 

A broad band rectangular shaped antenna with air gap, two E slots and U-

shaped ground layer in parallel was proposed and experimentally studied in [80]. 

The design objective was to achieve a wide-band and probe-fed antenna with cross-

polarization lowering. The rectangular patch antenna had two of wide slits denoted 

as E-shaped at the center of the radiating layer and dimensions were chosen to be 

90.00 mm x 60.00 mm for the center frequency at 1.700 GHz. The ground plane 

had two flanges to make U-shaped with an edge height of 10.00 mm and a length of 

80.00 mm, which made an angle of (180- ß) between the antenna bottom ground 

layer and top of the flange, where the air gap was between the radiating layer and 

the ground layer by a substrate thickness of h = 14.3 mm. The different techniques 

were applied for the analysis of several parameters of the rectangular patch antenna. 

Techniques applied on the design were      and ß at the same time. By using the 

techniques given in this design, some of the disadvantages or problems of the 

individual and traditional patch antenna characteristics proved better than before. 

The patch antenna geometry exhibited cross-polarization levels (Hand E-plane) 

about 20.00 dB and 30.00 dB, respectively with a wide impedance bandwidth of 

more than 25.10 %. 
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A broad band patch antenna with an air or foam gap and two symmetric 

gaps spacious on the radiating layer was measured and fully tested in [116] [85],  

proposed a design of an air substrate embedded rectangular patch antenna for GPS 

application. The antenna consisted of a probe-fed rectangular patch which was 

embedded with a wide two symmetrical I-shape slot to improve the impedance 

bandwidth and to generate perfect radiation pattern characteristics and high gain. 

The patch antenna dimensions were 65.00 mm x 105.00 mm (length and width) and 

the ground layer dimensions were 150.00 mm x 150.00 mm. The measured results 

for the preliminary model of the rectangular patch antenna in which, different slot 

lengths with different air gap substrate thicknesses as techniques were selected in 

this design. First, they observed that for achieving a wide bandwidth with good 

impedance matching where the slit length between from 45.50mm to 55.25mm with 

the spacing between outer edges of the two slits was 21.00mm. For techniques 

used, the maximum impedance bandwidth determined from a 10-dB reflection 

coefficient was 0.408 GHz or more than 24.80 % with respect to the center 

frequency at 1.644 GHz and maximum peak of gain at more than 6.50 dBi. 

The effects of the width of the antenna and thicknesses of the substrate on 

the performance parameters of a rectangular-shape microstrip patch antenna was 

experimentally studied in [116].  The design's proposed the width of the antenna 

with the height of the non-conductor substrate provided great bandwidth with better 

results were obtained the reflection coefficient. The two of the most important 

parameters accountable for the expanding of the antenna were the width of the 

rectangular patch antenna and the altitude of the dielectric substrate with 

consideration of the tallness of the rectangular-shape antenna constant in all cases. 

The rectangular-shape antenna was fed by a strip line feed with a feature impedance 

of 50 ohm. The object utilized for the substrate was FR-4 epoxy with a loss tangent 

of 0.0270 and a dielectric constant of 4.400. The material used for the patch layer 
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was a copper material with a thickness of 0.018 millimeters. The patch antenna 

length defined the resonant frequency and was significant parameter applied in the 

design. The simulated result of the antenna parameters with width increases and the 

dielectric constant substrate at 1.5 mm, simulated had good return loss at 15.00 mm 

of width with the resonant frequency of 7.000 GHz and the radiation efficiency 

with elevated bandwidth of extra than 1.000 GHz. 

Slits were included in the ground plane layer of a simple rectangular-shape 

patch antenna with a transmission line model method for the C-band applications 

was measured and presented by A novel tulip-shaped monopole antenna for UWB 

applications A novel tulip-shaped monopole antenna for UWB applications [117]. 

The design objective to achieve one-band, multi-band, and dual-band antennas was 

proposed for C-band frequency band at the same patch antennas. This design was 

achieved through etched double slots or one I-shaped slot in the background layer 

of the antenna. There were two most important slots accountable for provided 

bandwidth and generated multiband. One was the rectangular-shape slot situated 

directly below the feed line, and another one was the rectangular-shape slot situated 

directly on the other end of the feed line. The slot’s dimensions were used as 

parameters, which easily affected the performance and parameters of the antenna to 

achieve the target. The results were practical from the experimental of the plain 

rectangular-shape patch antenna without slots were designed on an FR-4 epoxy 

board with dimension is 15.380 mm x 11.530 mm with thickness of 1.500 mm and 

relative permittivity of 4.400 ,which using the transmission line representation 

method in C-band. The measured reflection coefficient result was -27.35 dB at the 

resonant frequency of 5.989 GHz with the maximum directivity of 7.92 dBi and 

great bandwidth of 0.3789 GHz or 6.330 %.The results were practical from the 

experimental of the rectangular-shaped patch antenna with the narrow or tight 

rectangular-shape slot situated directly below of the feed line as shown below in 
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next section. The measured reflection coefficient result was -23.420 dB at the 

resonant frequency of 5.910 GHz with the maximum directivity of 8.160 dBi and 

small bandwidth of 0.21985 GHz or 3.720 %.The results is practical from the 

experimental of the rectangular-shaped patch antenna with the wide the rectangular-

shape slot situated directly on the other end of the feed line. The measured 

reflection coefficient results -21.78 dB and -30.98 dB at the resonant frequencies of 

5.900 GHz and 7.750 GHz, respectively, with the maximum directivities of 7.95 

dBi and 12.86 dBi, respectively and great bandwidths of 7.620 % and 6.190 %, 

respectively. The measured reflection coefficient resulted in -17.73 dB, -20.87dB, 

and -20.87dB at the resonant frequencies of 4.96 GHz, 5.96 GHz, and 6.82 GHz, 

respectively. The maximum directivities were 10.17dBi, 8.66dBi, and 8.81 dBi with 

great bandwidths of 5.640 %, 11.740%, and 6.300 %, respectively. 

2.3.8.  Development of double-band design of a T-shaped patch antenna 

A new double-band design of a T-shaped patch antenna with a strip feed 

line and rectangular-shaped  ground plane was presented in [118], who proposed a 

design for a patch antenna that could produce double-band frequency for wireless 

local area network to cover two bands (2.4 GHz-5.8 GHz) with satisfying radiation 

characteristics. This microstrip antenna has a T-shaped patch and is excited by I-

shaped strip feed line through the conjunction of a rectangular-shaped strip with the 

ground layer. This design was achieved through an etched T-shape in the radiating 

layer and a feed line which coupled by etched rectangular-shapes in the background 

layer of the antenna. Two important were parameters accountable to provide 

bandwidth for the double-band frequency in this design, the horizontal component 

(width) of the T-shaped patch antenna and the vertical component (length) of the T-

shaped patch antenna. Adjusting the horizontal and vertical components of the T-

shaped patch easily achieved good results for antenna parameters. The simulated 
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result of the vertical component revealed that two broad band’s obtained at same 

antenna. The lower band achieved an impedance bandwidth of 0.250 GHz or 11.40 

% with the central frequency at 2.420 GHz and return loss of -27.20 dB, whereas 

the simulated bandwidth for the upper band reached 0.750 GHz or 13.00 % with the 

central frequency at 5.780 GHz and return loss of -25.00 dB. The simulated result 

of the horizontal component, revealed that two broad band obtained at same 

antenna. The lower band achieved an impedance bandwidth of 0.085 GHz or 3.429 

% with the central frequency at 2.450 GHz and return loss of -25.50 dB, whereas 

the simulated bandwidth for the upper band reached 0.100 GHz or 1.724 % with the 

central frequency at 5.800 GHz and return loss of -25.20dB. 

A new U-shaped slot patch antenna that generated three separate resonant 

for Ku band and X applications with changed ground plane configuration was 

presented in [119], who proposed a design for a new U-shaped slot patch antenna 

that could produce triple-band frequency for wireless communication system to 

cover two bands (Ku band and X band) with satisfying radiation characteristics. 

This microstrip antenna had three U-shaped slots etched in the patch layer with 

different sizes and probe-feed, where three rectangular-shaped slots were etched in 

the background layer with same sizes. Three important parameters were 

accountable to provide bandwidth for the three-band frequency in this design, the 

thickness or height of the substrate, the shape of the slot, and the size of slot. 

Adjusting the width and length of all slots and the thickness of the substrate 

components of the patch easily to achieved good results for antenna parameters. 

Clearly, triple return loss with different values was obtained at the same antenna 

with triple resonant frequencies. Therefore, the simulated result of proposed 

antenna was considered as three antennas in the same antenna with different 

resonant frequencies of 9.750 GHz, 12.155 GHz, and 13.485 GHz with bandwidth 

of 2.880 %, 8.290 %, and 7.380 %, respectively. 
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A novel circular shape patch antenna with a square background layer and  

inverted L-shape slots was proposed in [120],who proposed a design with new  

inverted L-shape slots on a circular shape patch antenna to generate six resonating 

frequencies for (K), (Ku), and (X ) band applications with fulfilling radiation 

pattern characteristics (co-cross polarization). This microstrip antenna had four 

inverted L-shaped slots etched in the patch layer with of the same sizes and coaxial-

probe feeding technique and square-shaped background layer. There are four 

important parameters accountable to provide bandwidth for the six-band frequency 

in this design: the space between the slots, the width of the slots another, the length 

of the slot and finally, the feed location in the design. Graphs indicated that the 

level surface current density close to slots L1, L2, .L3, and L4 were answerable for 

the resonating frequencies; the feed location with slots were responsible to generate 

six different resonating frequencies with high gain and perfect reflection coefficient 

characteristics. Adjusting the width and length of all slots with the feed location of 

the circular shape patch antenna easily to achieved good results for antenna 

parameters. The measured and simulated results of the parameters were clearly 

seen: six reflection coefficients with different values were obtained at same antenna 

with six resonant frequencies, frequencies the three at a lower band and three at a 

higher band.  The lower band (X and Ku band) 11.600 GHz, 13.920 GHz, and 

17.110 GHz had good impedance bandwidths of 6.500 %, 11.600 %, and 4.600 %, 

respectively, where the peak gains were 7.390 dBi, 2.250 dBi, and 6.650 dBi, 

respectively. The higher band (K band) of 19.470 GHz, 21.110 GHz, and 23.050 

GHz with good impedance bandwidths of 5.800 %, 3.500 %, and 5.800 %, 

respectively, where the peak gains were 5.830 dBi, 6.050 dBi, and 7.320 dBi, 

respectively. 

A new mono-pole patch antenna design with a smaller and rectangular-

shaped ground plane for a wireless local area network application was created in 
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[121], They focused their work on a new patch antenna array with a single-layer 

and mono-pole that performed to optimize band width to cover specific groups 

from the frequency spectra at the WLAN band with good gain and a perfect 

reflection coefficient. There were many important techniques accountable in this 

design, which were made available for use to provide broad bandwidth for WLAN 

band frequencies. The techniques included the substrate thickness, the shaped and 

size of the  background layer, the length of feed line the different types of 

substrates, and finally the number of patch antennas of design. The mono-pole 

patch antenna designed was printed on a smaller and rectangular-shaped ground 

plane, which covered specific bands from the frequency spectra with a compact size 

of 20.00 mm × 20.00 mm. The antenna consisted of two radiating elements on two 

sides are in the shape of a dollar-symbol, which were separated by the width of the 

strip line feed. The first technique was used to adjust for different values of the 

thickness of the substrate. The antenna obtained a return loss of a - 65 dB minimum 

and close enough to perfect values with band frequencies of 5.000 GHz-5.700 GHz, 

where the thickness was = 0.794 mm. The second technique used different values  

of the substrate. The graph indicates the optimized structure made by the RT-droid- 

5870 substrate on the layer with a thickness of 0.794 mm with a loss tangent of 

0.0005 and a dielectric constant of 2.330. The return loss was -48.500 dB with the 

resonance frequency of 5.300 GHz.  

A U-shaped structure slot antenna, dual-band, and  circularly polarized with 

a single mineral sheet and feed by a coplanar wave-guide was simulated, measured, 

and presented  in [122],who focused their work on a new structure antenna in a 

single-layer with a U-slot and U-strip that performed to optimize band width and to 

cover specific groups from the dual-band frequency spectra at the Wi-Fi and Wi-

MAX bands with good gain and a perfect reflection coefficient. The two antennas 

(U-slot and U-strip) were designed and fabricated along with same relevant 
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dimensions, on a single layer from an FR-4 epoxy substrate. The substrate board 

dimension was 36.00 mm x 55.00 mm with a thickness of 1.00 mm, loss tangent of 

0.02, and relative permittivity of 4.400. The coplanar waveguide-fed technique was 

applied for its comparatively wide impedance bandwidth and simplified 

configuration with the single mineral layer. The gap width was 0.30 mm with the 

feed line width at 3.80 mm. and the length was 17.00 mm, which was determined 

previous to obtaining 50.00 ohms. Using the coplanar waveguide-fed technique 

with an air gap and applying on their two structures achieved dual-band frequencies 

in the same patch antenna. Therefore, simulated and measured results were 

obtained and achieved. The dual-band frequencies were specified at 2.600 GHz and 

3.600 GHz for a U-slot antenna slot and 2.500 GHz and 3.500 GHz for a U-strip 

antenna with good impedance bandwidths of 20.81 % and 12.50 % for a U-slot 

antenna and 7.20 % and 4.10 % for a U-strip antenna, respectively. 

2.3.9.  Development of double-band design of Left hand circularly Polarized 

A novel double-band (left hand circularly polarized) antenna for WI-MAX 

and X bands was fabricated and fully tested in [123], who focused their work on a 

new structured antenna to achieve good performance for dual-band with broad 

bandwidth and high gain by series modifications of parameters made to optimize 

the design. The double-band antenna with a U-slot and inverted L-shape was 

designed and printed on a square layer of FR-4 epoxy substrate with a dielectric 

constant of 4.400 and thickness of 1.60 mm, and loss tangent of 0.022. The 

radiating board dimension is 50.00 mm x 50.00 mm, and the ground plane was 

70.00 mm x 70.00 mm. The antenna was fed by a coplanar waveguide-fed 

technique with 50.00 ohms special impedance. It was characterized by its length of 

12.00 mm and width of 5.30 mm and air gap with on both extremities of 0.50 mm. 

To achieve a maximum gain in double different frequency bands while keeping the 
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reflection coefficient better than -10 dB within the two different bands and wide 

impedance bandwidth, melioration of the dimensions of the U and L slots and 

feedline were made. The impedance bandwidth improved as much as required, 

which obtained double frequency with circular polarization. The double frequency 

was lower band for WI-MAX and upper band for X-band. The measured 

impedance bandwidths were 13.40 % from 2.770 GHz to 3.200 GHz at the WI-

MAX-band and 9.230 % from 10.250 GHz to 11.250 GHz at the X-band, where the 

measured reflection coefficient was -35.50 dB and -45.50 dB, respectively. 

The double-band antenna with dual -inputs and two-outputs in the same 

design for a double-polarized antenna was presented in [124], who proposed their 

work to produce two types of radiation parent fields and improve a channels 

capacity with good return losses for Wi-Fi and WI-MAX applications. The antenna 

was designed on four layers on the same dielectric substrate at the same thickness 

of substrates, where the ground layer was used to separate the top layer and the 

bottom layer; also, the air gap was used to separate the bottom layer and the 

reflector layer. The inverted two T- or E-shaped coupling slots etched from the 

ground plane had a length of 12.60 mm and a width of 4.85 mm. In addition, the 

ground plane was placed between the bottom layer and top substrate to eliminate 

and separate the electric connection between the radiating patch and feed strip line. 

The feed strip line -1 was etched on the bottom substrate layer, which had a length 

of 18.00 mm and a width of 3.02 mm was manufactured on a lower priced FR-4 

substrate with a thickness of 1.60 mm, and relative permittivity of    4.40. The 

patch made from the substrate was FR-4 epoxy with loss tangent of 0.0220 and 

dielectric constant of 4.400 with thickness of 1.60 mm, where the feed-2 was placed 

on the top layer, which was orthogonal to the feed -1. Techniques were used in 

dual-input and dual-output antennas to change the height of the air gap, slot sizes, 

feed line- 1 length, patch width and patch length. In addition, the length and width 
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of the radiating patch had the same length and width of the reflector patch to make 

it possible to generate the second frequency. The simulated and measured results of 

the reflection coefficient of the double band and double polarized antenna were in 

perfect agreement. The value of the reflection coefficient was -24.670 dB at a 

resonant frequency of 2.430 GHz and reflection coefficient was -20.920 dB at a 

resonant frequency of 3.240 GHz. The directivities for a 2.430 GHz frequency was 

6.860 dBi, and for a 3.240 GHz frequency was 7.130 dBi with the value of gains at 

5.780 dBi and 4.070 dBi, respectively. 

A double-band elliptical polarized antenna with three different shapes of 

slots loaded on a single radiating layer was proposed in [125], who proposed their 

producing two different frequency bands elliptically polarized for a wireless local 

area network and Long Term Evolution telecommunications networks (LTE) to 

improve the gain. The simple structure of the antenna consisted of a small square-

shaped radiating layer with compact dimensions of 44.30 mm x44.30 mm and 

larger the ground layer. The fabricated and designed antenna on a single layer from 

FR-4 epoxy had a loss tangent of 0.0220 and a dielectric constant of 4.700 with a 

thickness of 1.60 mm with the characteristic impedance of the strip line feed 

designed to be 50.00 ohms. The patch antenna was composed of three different 

shapes of slots with different locations on the radiating layer. Four L-shaped slots 

were inserted at the corners of the radiating element; also, four T-shaped slots were 

etched at the edges of the square patch antenna while the other rectangular slot was 

set at the center of the radiating element.  

The techniques used in the double-band elliptical polarized antenna 

included changing the patch length, feed location, slot width, the slot length, and 

the ground layer size with different values of the length and width. This technique 

was used to generate higher gain because the larger size of the ground layer 

generated greater than normal gain [126][127]. The simulation and measurement 
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results were achieved as shown below. Two reflection coefficients -24.545 dB for 

the lower band and -26.566 dB for the higher band were obtained, and two 

resonance frequencies were 2.656 GHz and 5.800 GHz, respectively. Also, the total 

impedance bandwidths were 0.0849 GHz or 3.200 % for the lower band and 0.2787 

GHz or 4.80 % for the higher band and realized gains of 6.910 dBi and 7.220 dBi, 

respectively. 
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Chapter 3: 

Theory of Microstrip Patch Antennas 

In this chapter, is first, an introduction to the printed antennas (microstrip 

patch antennas), followed by the positive and negative aspects. In the second part, 

the types of feed designing techniques are discussed. In the third part, a complete 

explanation of the printed antenna repetition is given, and its theory discussed. 

Finally, the working mechanism is explained.  

3.1.  Introduction  

The idea of the printed antenna repetition was first established by Des-

champs in [128][129].  He obtained an invention or discovery and patented it in 

[130][131]. Still, the first time was fabricated and tested during the 1970s 

[132][62][133] when suitable substrates were used or collected. Since then and for 

this reason, printed antenna continuously become more fully developed and one of 

the most attractive antenna options that are used in a wide range of modern 

communication systems. This significant development in advanced 

communication systems has made the microstrip patch antenna applications grow 

fast. This rapid development in printed patch antenna applications and uses 

derived a continuous research effort for improving and developing its properties 

such as multiband, gain, bandwidth, efficiency, and polarization. Recently, 

broadband or multiband printed antennas attract much attention in modern wireless 
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communication systems, such as Bluetooth technology, wireless local area 

network (WLAN), satellite technologies, radar, WI-MAX, and Wi-Fi technologies 

since they can provide better weather breakthrough and mobility with higher speed 

data and smaller size than narrow band antennas. 

3.1.1.  Basic Structure of the Microstrip Patch Antenna  

In its most basic fundamental configuration form, a printed antenna 

(Microstrip patch antenna) consists two of very important parts. The first part is a 

radiating patch on one side of a dielectric substrate, and the second, is a ground 

plane, as shown in Figure 1,  

Where  

L = the length of the patch antenna 

W = the width of the patch antenna 

t = the thickness of the patch antenna   

h = the height of the dielectric substrate 

   = free-space wavelength 

   = dielectric constant 

In general, many shapes of printed antennas, such as dipole, square, 

rectangular, circular, triangular, annular ring, elliptical, and some other standard 

configurations, are shown in Figure 2. For the square patch antenna, the length L 

and W of the patch usually are equal 0.333λo < L and W < 0.5λo and 0.333λo < L 

< 0.5λo for a rectangular printed antenna [134][135], where λo is the free-space 
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wavelength. The microstrip patch antenna is selected to be very thin such that t << 

λo, where t is the microstrip patch antenna thickness. The altitude h of the 

dielectric substrate is usually 0.003λo ≤ h 0.05λo [136]. The dielectric substrate 

constant is typically in the range of εr from 1.00 to 12.00 [137][138].Microstrip 

patch antennas radiate fundamentally perfect radiation because of the fringing 

fields between two parts, the printed patch antenna edge and the ground plane. On 

an excellent performance, a thick dielectric substrate and a low dielectric constant 

are necessary because they provide better efficiency, higher bandwidth, and better 

radiation [139][140]. Furthermore, such a styling leads to a larger printed patch 

antenna, the relative proportional from normal size. For design of the compact 

printed patch antenna, the higher dielectric constants should be used, which makes 

the design was perfect and low efficiency and results in a decidedly narrower 

bandwidth. For it reason, a compromise was discovered the relationship between 

antenna size dimensions such as width and length and antenna performance. 

 

Figure 1 Basic structure of microstrip patch antenna 
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Figure 2 Common shares of microstrip patch antenna elements. 

3.2.  Characteristics of Microstrip Patch Antenna  

Microstrip patch antennas are more popular for use in wireless applications 

due to their typically low-profile structure. Therefore, they are very compatible 

with embedded printed antennas. Wireless devices, such as walkie-talkies, cellular 

phones, and pagers are designed to be held in the hand The wireless 

communication and communication antennas on military hardware such as 

missiles need to be thin and conformal and are generally printed patch antennas 

[141][142]. Another domain where they have been used successfully is in TV and 

GPS satellite communication systems. First, in order of importance are advantages 

and disadvantages discussed by Kumar and Ray [75][143], as given below: 

Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 

3.2.1.  Advantages of Microstrip Patch Antennas  

Microstrip patch antennas have many advantages [144][145] compared to 

conventional microwave antennas.  
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The significant essential benefits of microstrip patch antennas are listed as follows:  

• They are lightweight and small size with high-level planar composition. 

• They easily integrate with other integrated microwave circuits (MICs) on the 

same substrate. 

• They allow double and triple frequency operation. 

• They can be easily made conformal to the host surface. 

• The ease of mass production using printed circuit technology leads to lower 

manufacturing costs.  

• They can be made compact for use in personal mobile communication. 

• They allow both linear polarization and an elliptical polarization. 

3.2.2.  Disadvantages of Microstrip Patch Antennas  

Microstrip patch antennas have some disadvantages compared to the 

conventional microwave antennas.  

The primary essential problems of microstrip patch antennas are listed as follows: 

• They have a narrow bandwidth. 

• They have low gain and Low efficiency. 

• They a low power-handling capability. 

 Printed patch antennas have a positive aspect, a very high antenna (Q), which 

represents the losses associated with the antenna, and an extensive quality factor 

(Q) leads to a narrow bandwidth and low efficiency. The quality factor can be 

made smaller by increasing the thickness of the dielectric substrate. But with 

increasing depth, an increasing portion of the total energy delivered by the source 

goes to the surface Wave. This surface wave contribution can be calculated as a 

loss of unwanted power as it eventually spreads at the bends and causes 

deterioration of the antenna properties. However, surface waves reduced by using 

photovoltaic image structures, as discussed in [146]. Other problems, such as 
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lesser gain and little power handling ability, can be overcome by using an array 

configuration of elements. 

3.3.  Feed Techniques of Microstrip Patch Antenna 

Microstrip patch antennas can be feeding techniques by a variety of 

methods, such as coaxial feeding, microstrip feeding, proximity feeding, and 

aperture feeding. These methods can be classified into two categories, contact and 

non-contact. In the communication mode, the RF power is directly fed to the 

radioactive correction using conduction, such as a microstrip line. In the non-

contact scheme, electromagnetic field coupling is made to transfer the energy 

between the microstrip line and the radioactive correction [147]. The four most 

popular feeding techniques and easily in made are the microstrip line, the axial 

probe (both contact schemes), the aperture coupling, and the proximity coupling 

(both non-contact systems).  

On one hand, the printed patch antenna can be straight excited either by a coaxial 

probe feed or by a feed line in the printed patch antenna. Also, it can be excited by 

not directly using an electromagnetic coupling or a coupling of the aperture and a 

coplanar waveguide feed, in which case, there is indirectly sheet metal contact 

between the feed line and the patch [148][149]. The technique affects input 

impedance and antenna characteristics and is an important design parameter. 

3.3.1.  Coaxial Feed  

Coaxial cable is one of the basic techniques used to feed printed patch 

antennas. The coaxial cable is connected to the antenna so that its external 

connector is connected to the ground plane while the internal connector is soldered 

to the metal patch layer [150][151], as shown in figure 4. Coaxial feeding is not 

difficult to design, easy to manufacture, and match with its input impedance for the 
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patch, but has less spurious radiation [152][153]. However, coaxial feeding has 

defects requiring high welding accuracy. There is difficulty in using a coaxial 

feeding kit with many needed weld joints. Coaxial feeding usually gives a narrow 

bandwidth. Also, when using a thick substrate, there will be a more extended probe 

that increases surface strength (or surface power) and urges feeding [153]. It is 

difficult to model since a puncture has to be drilled into the substrate, and the 

conductor protrudes outside the ground plane, thus, not making it completely flat 

for thick substrates. Another disadvantage is noted: when a substrate’s thickness is 

higher than the coaxial feeding, the probe length increases making input impedance 

nor inductive than resulting in miss- matching problems in the patch feed [109]. On 

the other hand, the central negative aspect is that it produces or provides very 

narrow bandwidth. Also, it is a problematic model because a hole has to be drilled 

into the substrate, also, the conductor protrudes outside the ground plane and does 

not make it entirely flat for h < 0.02λo. Furthermore, for thicker substrates, the 

length of investigation makes longer more inductive input impedance, resulting in 

matching problems. To reduce these types of the drawbacks tense, study non-

conducting strategies. Excitation of patch happens predominantly through the 

coupling of the feed current to the field of the patch antenna mode. Coupling 

constants can be obtained as 

Coupling =            
   

     .      (1) 

Where: 

                      
 

 
  

                        
 

  
  

                                                   

                                                                 

The coupling is a maximum for a feed located at a radiating edge of the patch  
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(   /   = 0 or      ). Resulting impedance can be made by an equivalent circuit 

as shown in figure 3 and figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 3 Circuit diagram of coaxial feed 

 

Figure 4 Coaxial feed 
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3.3.2.  Microstrip Line Feed  

In this type of feeding technique, the connector bar is joined directly to the 

microstrip patch antenna rim or edge, as shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 Microstrip line feed 

In this condition, each microstrip patches antenna has a line feeding from one 

structure plane. The feed line of the tape procedure is smaller in width compared to 

the microstrip patch antenna.  This type of feed arrangement has the advantage that 

feed can be etched on the same substrate of the printed patch antenna to provide a 

flat structure. Microstrip line feeding is not complex to design, easy to manufacture, 

and match with its input impedance for the printed patch antenna. It is also of 

outstanding quality for use in antenna-array feeding networks. The purpose of the 

inset cut available in the printed patch antenna is to match the impedance of the line 

feed line with the printed patch antenna without the need for any other matching 

part to the structure plane. It's accessible and available to achieve by adequately 

controlling the width, the length, and place the inset, as shown in figure 6.and 

figure 7. 
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Figure 6 Microstrip line feed with inset 

 

 

Figure 7 Circuit diagram of microstrip feed 

However, when the thickness of the dielectric substrate is increased, this 

increases the surface waves, and external feeding radiation are also increased. This, 
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impedes the antenna bandwidth is rising [154][155]. Feeding radiation also causes 

unwanted polarizing radiation a negative aspect in this type of feed. 

3.3.3.  Aperture Coupled Feed Method  

This method, the activity of physical for the ground plane, needs use between two 

or more substrates, as shown in figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 Aperture coupled feed 

The slot is placed on the ground surface layer, and the feed line is put on the 

bottom substrate. The electromagnetic waves are connected to the upper substrate 

through the ground plane slot. One should take care of the substrate limits and 

should choose a way that optimally feeds and performs independent radiation that 

can occur. The coupling opening should be nearly focused so that the magnetic 

field correction is most considerable. The application of this equation can calculate 

the coupling amplitude.  

Coupling =      d     
 
         

   
    .     (2) 
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The maximum coupling occurs when the slot is centered below the printed patch 

antenna (       ) or      
 

 
    , everywhere the magnetic field is at maximum 

peak [156]. 

On the other hand, the typical total coupling amount from the feed line to the 

antenna patch is determined by the flow of the structure configuration shape, size, 

and the distance between the patch and feed line and also the place of the aperture. 

As the ground plane separates between the patch antenna and feed line, the margin 

of radiation is reduced. In general design, high dielectric materials are used for the 

bottom layer substrate and low thickness of dielectric materials are used for the 

upper layer substrate to improve the radiation of the patch [157][158]. The central 

negative aspects and the major disadvantages of aperture coupled feed technique 

are complicated. It is difficult to manufacture due in multiple layers, and also 

increases the size of the thickness of the patch antenna. The aperture-coupled feed 

technique system also provides narrow bandwidth in design and high cost; the 

negative aspects. 

3.3.4.  Proximity Coupled Feed Method  

The proximity coupled feed method can be use, where two or multilayer 

substrate composition is considered, as shown in figure 9. Generally, in this design 

configuration, a microstrip line is placed on the bottom substrate, and the patch 

antenna element is put on the upper substrate. Another name for this feeding is 

attaching the electromagnetic feed. It is electromagnetically coupled feed. Nature 

appears capacitive between the feed line and the antenna patch in this design 

configuration. The proximity coupled feed method technique has a unique central 

positive aspect and a main advantage, for it altogether removes spurious feed 
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radiation and provides very high bandwidth (up to 13%) [159][160].The feed 

technique is due to the overall increase in the thickness of the printed patch 

antenna correction. This chart of design configuration also provides options 

between two different buffer dielectric media. One is a single radiating layer 

correction, and another is the feed line used to improve the individual performance 

of the antenna. The corresponding pattern and matching can be done by controlling 

the length of the feed line, the space between the line feed and patch antenna, and 

the width of the line feed ratio of the patch. The proximity coupled feed method 

technique has the central negative aspect, and the significant disadvantages are 

complicated of configurations. Intricate consists of many interlinking intricate 

parts or elements. Intricate is difficult to manufacture because the two dielectric 

layers in the chart of design configuration which needs a suitable alignment. There 

is also an increase in the total thickness and size of the patch antennas. 

 

Figure 9 Proximity coupled Feed 
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3.3.5.  Comparing the Different Feed Techniques 

The equivalent circuits of the four types of feed techniques are shown in 

figures 10 and 11 while Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of the different 

feed techniques of printed antennas.  

 

Figure 10 Equivalent circuits for different feed techniques for patch antenna 
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Figure 11 Summary the characteristics of the different feed techniques 
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Table 1 Comparing of the different feed techniques 

 

 

Characteristics 

 

 

 

 

Microstrip Line 

Feed 

 

 

 

Coaxial Line 

Feed 

 

 

 

Aperture 

coupled Feed 

 

 

 

 

Proximity 

coupling Feed 

 

 

Spurious feed 

radiation 

 

 

More 

 

More 

 

Less 

 

 

Minimum 

Bandwidth 

(achieved with 

impedance 

matching) 

 

2-5% 

 

2-5% 

 

2-5% 

 

13% 

 

Reliability 

 

 

Better 

 

 

Poor due to 

soldering 

 

 

Good 

 

Good 

 

Ease of 

fabrication 

 

Easy 

 

Soldering and 

drilling needed 

 

Alignment 

required 

 

Alignment 

required 

 

Impedance 

Matching 

 

Easy 

 

Easy 

 

Easy 

 

Easy 
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3.3.6.  Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of Feeding Methods  

Summary of advantages and disadvantages of feeding methods as shown in 

table 2 

Table 2 Advantages and disadvantages of the four feeding methods 

Feeding Methods Advantages 

Coaxial Feed 

 

 Easy to match 

 Low spurious radiation 

Microstrip Line  Monolithic 

 Easy to fabricate 

 Easy to match by controlling 

 Insert position 

 Easy to match 

 Low spurious radiation 

Aperture 

Coupled 

 Use of two substrates avoids 

the harmful effect of a high dielectric 

constant substrate on 

the bandwidth and efficiency 

 No direct contract between feed 

and patch avoiding large probe 

reactance or width microstrip line 

 No radiation from the feed and 

active devices since a ground 

plane separates them from the 

radiating patch 
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Feeding Methods Advantages 

Proximity 

Coupled 

 No direct contact between feed 

and patch 

 Can have a large enough thickness 

for patch substrate and much 

thinner feed substrate 

3.4.  The Techniques and Methods of Analyses of Patch Antenna  

The most popular methods used to analyze of microstrip patch antennas 

which mainly include integrated equations and immediate processes. Techniques 

are the transmission line model, cavity model, and full-wave model [161][162].The 

transmission line technique model, the simplest of all, gives good physical insight 

but a lower rank in the correct. The cavity technique model ranks higher in 

accuracy and gives complete physical insight but is more complicated. The full-

wave technique model is a very high degree in the actual, adapt able and versatile. 

The full-wave technique model can modify the manipulation of a single element, 

limited layers, infinite arrays, and stacked elements. Also, it is based on a random 

choice of items from multilateral components in the sophisticated design.  

3.4.1  Transmission Line Model Technique 

A transmission line model technique (TLMT) presents a microstrip antenna 

with two narrow apertures or slits in a machine for microstrip antenna to insert. The 

width “W” and the height “h” are separated by the transmission line of length “L” a 

string, but not from the same kind of substrate or non-homogeneous line of two 

dielectrics, as shown in figures 12, 13, and 14.  
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Figure 12 Transmission Line Model (TLM) 

 

Figure 13 Electric field lines. 
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Figure 14 A Side view of the patch electric fields 

 

Figure 15 Microstrip patch antenna 

Typically, one layer is air, and another is the substrate. In figures 12, 13, 14, and15 

as seen, most electric field lines are in the substrate and parts of some lines in the 

air. As a consequence, the transmission line cannot support, and the contribution 

across electric and magnetic waves, and also, the phase velocities are different in 

the substrate and air [163]. Instead, the standard mode of propagation would be the 
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semi or the almost-TEM pattern. Thus, to be successful in producing a desired or 

intended result, the effective dielectric constant       must be acquired to find the 

amount of the fringing and wave propagation in the transmission line. The value of 

       is a minimal degree; it is not considerably than  . The fringing fields around 

the outer limits of the patch are not confined in the dielectric substrate [164], and 

also, spreads are smooth in the air as shown in figures 16, 17 and18. 

 

 

Figure 16 Fringe field in the side view of the antenna 

The expression for effective dielectric constant       [165] is given by: 

      
      

 
 

      

 
   

    

 
 
 

 

 
....... (3) 

Where, 
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Figure 17 Fringe field on the top side view of the antenna 

 

Figure 18 Fringe field on the side view of the antenna by coaxial probe feed 

The order, for good design in the basic for the microstrip patch antenna, the major 

in the TM10 mode, the length “L” of the rectangular patch antenna must be a small 

degree; not considerably less than λ/2, where λ is the wavelength of the signal 

passing through the dielectric medium. It is equal to    /      , where    is the 

free-space wavelength. The TM10 model technique strongly suggests the truth, that 
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the field varies one λ/2 cycle along the length, and there is no change or difference 

along the width’s” of the printed patch antenna. In Figures 19 and 20 the current 

and voltage distribution on the patch surface through the TM10 modes is shown. 

The printed patch antenna is two narrow apertures separated by the transmission 

line with the length and an open-circuit on both ends. Along the width of the patch, 

the current is minimal due to open terms, and the voltage is most excellent and 

maximum, as shown in figure 21. 

 

Figure 19 TM10 model techniques 

 

Figure 20 Voltage and current variation 
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Figure 21 V, I, and Z distribution along the patch's resonant length. 

The fields at the two edges in the microstrip patch antenna can be resolved into 

normally conforming to a standard along with tangent components concerning the 

ground plane. The edges along the width can, therefore, be represented as two 

radiations, separate λ/2 elbows, and excited in-phase and radiating in half above the 

area of the ground plane. The fringing fields can be along the width of the narrow-

shaped radiated slots and electrically patch the antenna, which looks larger than its 

physical dimensions. The relative length of dimensions of the patch antenna patch 

along is fringing length plus the length of the patch antenna. Its length has now 

been made larger on each end by a distance ΔL, which is specified or stated 

empirically in the equation by Hammers-tad rule [274, 275], given as 

                         
            

 

 
    

              
 

 
     

      (4) 

                                                    

                  (5) 
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For a given resonance frequency       

 ,the effective length       is given by [165] ,276] as 

      
 

         
 or 

 

         
        or 

  
 

         
            (6) 

For a rectangular-shaped patch antenna, the resonance frequency for any TMnm 

mode is given by James and Hall rule [166] as 

   
 

       
   

 

 
    

 

 
         (7) 

, where m and n are modes along width (W) and length (L), respectively  

For efficient radiation, the width (W) was given by rule in [167] as 

  
 

   
 

 

    
        (8) 

, where effect of curvature of conformal cylindrical-rectangular patch antenna on 

resonant frequency been presented by rule in [151][168] as 

        
 

    
   

 

   
    

 

  
            (9) 

Where, 

L is the length of the patch antenna  
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R is the radius of the cylinder 

2θ is the angle bounded the width of the patch 

ε is the electric permittivity  

μ is the magnetic permeability 

   
 

       
       (10) 

                     

            
   

 
                

 
        (11.a) 

    
  

                      
 

 
          (11.b) 

Hence,            a resonance frequency of (m, n) mode) as shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 Geometry of cylindrical-rectangular patch antenna 
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3.4.2.  Cavity Model Technique  

Although the transmission line model (TLM) discussed in the previous 

section is easy to use, it has some inherent disability or disadvantages. Specifically, 

it is useful for corrections of rectangle design and ignores field variations along 

radioactive edges. These defects can be overcome using a cavity model. The 

following is a brief overview. In this technique, the inner area is a buffer zone, 

similar to the electric cavity walls, which form an edge along the patch layer on top 

and bottom. The basis of this assumption, the following observations of thin 

substrates is h << λ [169] and the thickness of the substrate is closer to each other. 

Therefore, the electric fields in the interior region do not occur much in the z-

direction that is normal to the microstrip patch. Thus, the electric field is Z-directed 

only, and the magnetic field has only transverse    and    components and is in 

the patch-bound area Mining and ground plane. This observation provides for 

electricity; the walls are at the top and bottom. On this condition, the current 

density      and charge distribution     shows on the upper surfaces of the patch 

and base piece, where the lower layer is the ground plane and the top layer is the 

patch antenna, as shown in figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 Charge distribution and current density creation on a patch. 
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Two mechanisms control the distribution of these charges, an attractive mechanism, 

and repulsive mechanism, as researched and discussed by Richards [17]. The tool is 

beautiful between the reverse charges on the lower side surface of the patch layer 

and the ground layer, which helps keep the charge concentration without damaged 

or impaired in any way. Also, it is repulsive between charges in the bottom surface 

of the patch, which causes to be exerted a force on some charges transferred from 

the bottom to the top of the piece. This affects these charges movement and 

currents flow at the top and lower surfaces of the patch layer. The cavity model 

supposes the quantitative relation between the height to the width is minimal (the 

height of the substrate and the width of the piece). In the result of this case, the 

attractive mechanism control dominates and causes most of the current and the 

charge concentration to be below the patch antenna surface. The contemporary 

creation flows to the upper surface of the patch layer and is further decreased, 

which much less than the height (h) to width patch ratio. The current on the top 

patch layer surface of the parcel is roughly equal to zero, which will not allow the 

creation of any magnetic field tangent elements to the edges of the patch antenna. 

For this reason, the four sidewalls of the printed patch are used to indicate the 

possibility modeled as entirely magnetic conducting surfaces. It strongly suggests 

the truth or implies that the magnetic fields and the electric fields distribution 

benefit the patch would not be disturbed. This case by performing (an activity) and 

limitation of the size of patch width and height of the dielectric substrate ratio 

would be there small magnetic fields.  It would not make the tangential magnetic 

fields to be completely equal near or to zero. 

However, the magnetic field is less than usual, but the four sidewalls show the 

possibility of being entirely magnetically conducting [170]. For this reason, the 

walls of the cavity, as well as the physical object inside the cavity, are loss-less. 
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Therefore, the pit would not radiate the input impedance would be purely reactive. 

Hence, we need the operation to account for radiation and parts of all loss 

mechanisms.  

The loss mechanisms, which be introduced into account, are a loss resistance      

and a radiation resistance    . The loss cavity is now an antenna, and the loss is 

considered through the loss of the actual loss       , given by 

       
 

  
      (12) 

Where, 

    indicates the total antenna quality factor as expressed in [69] in the following 

form: 

       
 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
     (13) 

In Equation (3.10), the    represents the quality factor of the dielectric and is given 

as  

      
  

  
     

 

    
      (14) 

   Total antenna quality facto 

   Denotes the angular resonant frequency 

      Stands for the total energy stored in the patch at resonance 

   Represents the dielectric loss 

     The loss tangent of the dielectric 
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   Quality factor for radiation 

   Quality factor of dielectric 

      Effective loss tangent 

  The skin depth of the conductor   

  The height of the substrate      

   The conductor loss  

   The quality factor for radiation 

    The power radiated from the patch antenna 

    Resistance Loss 

   Radiation resistance 

The    represents the quality factor for radiation and given as  

      
  

  
        

 

   
       (15) 

The    represents the quality factor for radiation and given as 

      
  

  
              

              (16) 

Substituting Equations (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) into Equation (3.9), we get. 

The total effective loss tangent (    ) for the microstrip patch antenna by using the 

equation (3.14)  
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 =     + 
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       (17) 

3.4.3.  Multi-inputs and Multi-outputs Network (MIMUN) 

The multi-inputs and multi-outputs network model Technique for printed 

antenna analysis is a supplement of the cavity technique. In this way, the 

electromagnetic fields are designed in double parts, one is situated directly below 

the patch, and the other is outside the piece as modeled separately. The printed 

patch antenna is analyzed as a double -dimensional flat grid, with multiple numbers 

of ports on the outside edge of a closed geometric figure with a periphery [171].The 

multi-point impedance matrix of the patch was obtained from its double- 

dimensional Green's function. The fringing fields along the boundary and the 

radiated fields merged by adding an equal or equivalent grid to the acceptable edge. 

The segmentation or partitioning method is then used to find a comprehensive 

impedance matrix. Radioactive fields are acquired from the distribution of voltage 

around the boundary or the periphery [172]. The above three analytical methods are 

used to accomplish the simplicity and the capacity to good and accurate. In the 

following two ways, the radiation of a printed antenna is calculated from the 

distribution of an equal or equivalent magnetic current around the radiation patch 

perimeter, obtained from the corresponding voltage distribution. Thus, the printed 

antenna analysis problems reduce, with innovation and finding good solutions, 

another hand, are finding the end edge voltage (V) distribution for a given 

excitement in a specific technique. These techniques of methods above are accurate 

and correct for acting according to a fixed plan or regular microstrip patch antenna 

geometries. For the multiplex geometries and complex geometries, we use the 

numerical techniques of methods described below in the next department 

employed. 
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3.4.4.  Method of Moments (MOM)  

In techniques, the Method of Moments is two ways. The first, the outer part 

of the printed patch antenna, is called surface currents which are used to model the 

printed patch antenna. The second, the polarization currents in the dielectric 

substance slab, are used to form the fields in the dielectric substances lab 

[173][174]. By using the integral equation is devising methodically or formulated 

for the unknown currents on the printed antenna between feed lines and their 

images in the ground plane, because the integral equations transformed into 

algebraic equations that can be easy to solve using a computer. This technique takes 

into computation the fringing electrical fields outside the printed antenna, the 

physical boundary of the double -dimensional printed patch, thus providing a 

typically more accurate solution. 

3.4.5.  Finite Element Method (FEM) 

The Method Finite Element Technique (FET), which is different from the 

MOM, is suitable for relating to the measurement of volume configurations. In this 

technique, the area surface of interest is divided into several limited surfaces or 

volume elements depending upon the planar surfaces and relating to the size of 

volume structures to examine methodically with in detail the structure of the printed 

patch antenna. These suitable discredited units, in most cases, are referred to for 

details in limited styles and any well-determined geometric shapes, such as 

prismatic elements for three-dimensional configurations and triangular elements for 

planar and tetrahedral configurations also, which are suitable even for curved 

geometry [175][176]. This technique includes the integration of certain essential 

functions of the entire conducting printed patch antenna, which is divided into 

several sub-sections, and the problems of solving wave equations with 
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heterogeneous boundary conditions is solved by decomposing them into two 

boundary value problems that split parts. The first part corresponds to a non-

homogeneous wave’s equation with homogeneous boundary conditions. The 

second part uses Laplace’s equation with non-homogeneous boundary conditions. 

3.4.6.  Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD) 

The Finite Difference Time Domain Technique (FDTDT), different from 

the MOM, SDT, and FEMT is a well-suited technique for printed antennas as it can 

handily model a great many numbers structural in homogeneities found in these 

configurations. It can also be a result of the response of the printed antenna over the 

full bandwidth with a single simulation. In this procedure or technique, spatial as 

well as time networks for the magnetic electric and electric fields are produced 

from which the solution is needed. The three-dimensional dis-cartelization along 

three Cartesian coordinates (Z, Y, and X) is taken to be the same plane. Hence, 

cells containing sources are excited with the suitable excitation function which 

propagates along the structure. The discrete-time variations of the fields are 

specified at correct and desired locations. When using the integration line of the 

electrical fields (    , as a result, the voltage (V) can be obtained at the two 

locations. Therefore, the current (I) is calculated by a circle integral of the magnetic 

fields         surrounding the conductor wire, where a Fourier transform generates a 

frequency response. The above numerical techniques are used based on the 

electrical current distribution on the conductor layer of printed patch antennas and 

the ground layer. The plans give results for any arbitrarily shaped printed antennas 

with reasonable accuracy. Otherwise, most procedures are time-consuming to make 

the goals. These technical methods can be used to plot current distributions on 

printed patch antennas and give a physical insight and ability to get more accuracy 

required for antenna design. 
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3.5.  Measurement of Microstrip Patch Antenna Characteristics 

In the general case, to describe the antennas have many numbers of 

parameters such as. 

 Radiation pattern. 

 Radiation resistance 

 Aperture 

 Effective area. 

 Directivity. 

 Polarization properties. 

 Input impedance. 

 Gain. 

 Bandwidth. 

 Radiation pattern 

3.5 1.  Antenna dimensions 

The resonant length L= λd ⁄ 2 for this patch operates in the TM10 mode at 

the x-axis, as shown in Figures 24, 25, and 26. Determines the precise resonant 

frequency for this printed patch antenna and is shown by about λd ⁄2 [177][178] for 

a rectangular printed patch antenna excited and emotional in its fundamental mode, 

where λd is the wavelength in the printed circuit board material. The printed patch 

antenna is a segment larger electrically than the physical size dimensions required 

in the fringing fields. The difference between physical size and electrical field lines 

is fundamentally dependent on the printed circuit board thickness and the value for 

the dielectric constant of the substrate used in the design. A good approximation 
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for the resonant length ‘L' for a rectangular patch that operates in the TM10 

[179][180] mode is  

  ≈ 0.49    = 0.49   
 

   
.     (17) 

 

 

Figure 24 Radiation mechanism of microstrip patch antenna  

 

Figure 25 Fringing field lines for microstrip patch antenna  
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This mathematical relationship includes a first-order correction for the edge extension 

due and suitable to the fringing fields, with 

  = resonant length 

   = wavelength in the printed circuit board 

   = wavelength in free space 

   = dielectric constant material 

Other parameters that have less impact on the resonant frequency include: 

• The size dimension for ground plane size dimensions. 

• The metal used. 

• The metal-dielectric thickness used 

• Patch (input impedance) width 

3.5.2.  Design procedure for patch antenna dimensions  

In the procedure of adopting a design strategy we try to keep the bandwidth 

as maximum as possible with a return loss at a minimum. Design procedure is 

conventional based on existing literature of especially those considered superior, 

such as dielectric of substrate and material type. We choose (  ) in advance as a 

dielectric of the substrate is not easily available, which alongside also brings the 

low cost of the material and brings the thickness of the material with itself. 

3.5.3.  Steps involved of the design procedure for patch antenna dimensions 

In figure 26, the electrically the patch of the microstrip antenna looks 

greater than its physical dimensions by the fringing effects. 

1-The expression for an effective dielectric constant is given as [165]: 

      
      

 
 

      

 
   

    

 
 
 

 

 
       (18) 
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For 
  

 
  , where    = Width of the patch 

2. The expression for the length ΔL is given by [165],  

  

 
      

            
 

 
       

              
 

 
     

       (19) 

            
            

 

 
       

              
 

 
     

       (20) 

3. The expression for the length is given by [165] , 

    
  

          

               (21) 

Where,    =   is the speed of light in free space. 

4. The expression for the effective length is given by[5] [165] , 

                   (22) 

5. The expression for the width is given by [165] , 

   
    

 

        
  

 

    

       (23) 

6. The expression for the impedance is given by [181][82], 

                 
   

 

  
           (.24) 
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Figure 26 Fringing effects on the patch microstrip antenna  

3.5.4.  The Impedance Matching  

The expressed method, the technique to get an excellent resonant frequency, 

uses the feeding position of the excited patch antenna, which is usually placed in its 

base position in the middle of the direction of the correction width (X-axis) and 

somewhere along with the radiating layer length direction correction (Y-axis). The 

exact place of feed along the radiating layer length is used to get an excellent 

resonant frequency. It is determined by electromagnetic waves fields’ distribution 

in the radiated layer. Looking at the electric field (voltage -V) and magnetic field 

(current -I) variation along the horizontal surface of the radiating layer for the 

antenna having effect and change of the impedance matching (Z) of the patch 

antenna as shown in figures 27 and 28.In figure 28, the patch antenna has an 

electrical field (voltage (V)) of zero in the center and minimum near the right edge 

and maximum near the left edge, with a maximum current (I) at the center and a 

minimum near the right and left edges. The field’s distribution continually changes 

in the amplitude size and the signal sign, as shown in figure 29 below. 
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Figure 27 Current and voltage distribution on a resonant length  

 

Figure 28 Current distributions on the patch surface 

 

Figure 29 The voltage distribution along the patch's resonant length 
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From the changing current magnitude and voltage through a printed patch antenna, 

as a result, the impedance of the printed antenna is changing from least to most 

significant. Now, we can figure that the impedance is maximum (typically a bout of 

two hundred ohms) near the edges of the patch. The magnitude of the current is the 

minimum, and the significance of the voltage (V) is a maximum. Also, the 

impedance (Z) is minimum (theoretically zero ohms) in the middle of the radiated 

layer when the size of the current (I) is maximum and the magnitude of voltage is 

minimum. That means that there are two points where the impedance is fifty ohms 

somewhere along the patch antenna length in the X-axis of the element, where 

would typically connect to the feed line of the printed antenna length, as shown in 

figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 Fundamental TM10 mode of patch antenna 

As a result, we can connect to the printed patch antenna at other beneficial 

impedance points, and impedance up to two hundred ohms (200 ohms) is common. 

This skill can use for example, an element array can feed with a simple parallel 

feed by matching individual patch antennas elements to 100 ohms and correlating 

them in parallel results at 50 ohms end impedance without the need for impedance 

transformers. The same skill can be used for a four or more elements array patch 
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antenna with the elements connected at their 200 Ω points. If want to connect to 

the edge of the patch and are looking for specific impedance, could modify the 

patch width to give the impedance needed; increasing the width of the patch 

decreases the impedance. 

3.6.  Fundamental Specification of Microstrip Patch antennas  

3.6.1.  Radiation Pattern 

The microstrip patch antenna radiates the input power in directions known 

for sure. The printed patch antenna has directivity. Generally, the directivity is 

expressed in dBi or dB [182]. For example, if the printed antenna has 100.00% 

radiation efficiency, all directivity would be changed to gain. Typical, the classic 

half-wave printed patch antenna efficiencies are above 90.00%. We easily estimate 

quite the directivity of the printed patch antenna. The radioactive edges of the 

microstrip patch antenna correction can be seen as double radiating splits above the 

ground layer. Assuming the sum radiation patterns occurs in half the hemisphere on 

the ground side of the printed; we get a 5.153 dBi or 3dB directivity increase. This 

would be a printed patch antenna with an excellent face-to-back ratio where 

maximum radiation pattern occurs towards the face and zero radiation patterns 

occur towards the side back. This radiation patterns ratio of face-to-back is highly 

dependent on the external form or appearance characteristic and the area size of the 

ground layer in real life. This forward-backward ratio depends heavily on the size 

and shape of the ground-plane in real life, and one more; three dBs or dB is can be 

added because there are two apertures. The length of these slots typically equals the 

impedance width. Also, the width of these apertures and the distance in the Y-axis 

of the patch equals the substrate height. These apertures typically have a directivity 

of two to three dBs compared to an isotropic radiator and behave like a dipole 
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antenna. These slots usually have a directivity orientation of between 2.00 dB and 

3.00 dB, compared to an isotropic antenna radiator, and behave as a dipole. Results: 

we get a total sum directivity of between (8.00 dBi to9.00 dBi) [65].The rectangular 

printed patch antenna excited in its essential method has a highest directivity in the 

vertical direction (broadside or Z-axis) with the printed patch antenna. Also, when 

moving away from broadside towards lower elevations, the directivity decreases. 

The size of the 3.00 dB packet is the bandwidth which reduces the beam gain by 3 

dB to achieve a broadband gain for either side of the main beam. Figure 31 shows a 

characteristic radiation patterns (front and back) for a simple rectangular printed 

patch. 

 

Figure 31 Characteristic radiation patterns (front and back) for patch  

3.6.2.  Directivity of Microstrip Patch Antenna  

The microstrip patch antenna directivity is a measure of the directional 

characteristic of a radiation antenna compared to those of isotropic radiation 

antenna [142].The directivity is at all times greater than one since an isotropic 

antenna radiator is not directional, as shown in figure 32. The directivity is well-

defined as the proportion of the maximum power density in the main beam 
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direction to the average radiated power density for the same antenna at same time. 

The directivity of the microstrip patch antenna is expressed as 

   
 

 
         

       
       

  
    

  

  

   
      

        
       

  
  

       (25) 

, where the isotropic radiator emits an equal amount of energy in all directions and 

has no directivity 
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Where, 

                  

                          

                                

A simple estimated expression for the directivity of a patch antenna is given as [5]-

336] 

  
         

     
     (27) 

Where, 
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            (28) 

Where, 

                                              

                                                       

 
    

  
  

      (29) 

                                                                                    

 

Figure 32 Pattern of an Isotropic Antenna in the Vertical & Horizontal 

3.6.2.  Antenna Gain  

Another essential characteristic is the antenna gain (G). It is the capability to 

interest and to concentrate the radiated power in each path in the far-field. All 

antennas that in our devices have no gain because they have negative structures or 

in other words, are passive structures [5] [33]. The antenna gain is known as the 
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total directivity of the antenna multiplied by the factor representing the radiation 

efficiency for the same antenna. Radiation patterns efficiency (E) is usually less 

than 100.00% as a result that the gain of all antennas is still lower than directivity 

for the same antenna. In addition, antenna gain is usually less the antenna 

directivity because the radiation patterns efficiency of the antenna lies in the range 

0 < radiation efficiency <1 [3] [5]. 

Radiation efficiency, which expresses or measures the quantities of the losses in 

the antenna, is definite as the percentage or ratio of radiated power (Pr) from the 

patch antenna to input power (Pi) for the same antenna. The input power (Pi) is 

converted to radiant power, surface wave energy, and a small fraction dissipated 

due to the dielectric losses and conductor. Surface waves are directed wave waves 

within the substrate are partially radiated and reflected again at the edges of the 

substrate. 

The surface waves are passing without difficulty excited (enthusiastic) when 

materials that has higher substrate dielectric constants also with thicker substrate 

material used in the design [16][25]. Not passionate or not excited surface waves 

are difficult to pass through more top substrate dielectric constants with thicker 

substrate materials, in this case, using air dielectric. There are many techniques to 

block or prevent surface wave excitation e, but this topic is beyond the framework 

of this thesis. On the other offer, the gain can also be identified clearly and, by 

using the total efficiency of the antenna rather than just the radiation efficiency. The 

gain can also be specified using the overall effectiveness rather than just radiation 

efficiency. This overall efficiency is a combination of efficiency linked to the 

impedance matching and the radiation pattern efficiency of the same antenna. A 

useful expression to compute the antenna gain is given by [183][184]: 
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Where, 
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With  
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)            (36) 

The expression for                  pattern of the rectangular patch antenna is 

given:  

        
                

  

              
       (37) 

                     
          

              
         (38) 

The directivity or gain of the antenna can also be determined for the dipole that has 

2.15 dBi of directivity over an isotropic radiator [8]. When we specify the 

directivity of an antenna relative to a dipole, we use dBD .So far, there is no loss of 

antenna, and an integrated average has been contained as included in the directivity 
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pattern through an entire enclosure in or as if in a sphere that has to be 0 dBi. This 

means that creating directivity in each direction reduces directivity in other 

directions, as shown in figure 33. 

 

Figure 33 The isotropic antenna as the reference 

3.7.  Model Analysis of Microstrip Antenna 

The utterly level in which the electric field changes is also recognized as the 

polarization plane as shown in figure 34. The primary microstrip patch antenna 

covered so far is linearly polarized since the electric field changes in only one 

direction. The antenna polarization can be any electromagnetic radiation between 

the vertical guidance and the horizontal direction depending on the orientation of 

the printed patch antenna are used, as shown in figures 35 and 36 [77][185]. 
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Figure 34 Wave model of electromagnetic radiation 

 

Figure 35 Vertically polarized of the electromagnetic radiation 

 

Figure 36 Horizontally polarized radiation 
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The complete polarization types of electromagnetic waves are[186] as follows: 

(1) Linear Polarization (LP). 

(i) Horizontal Linear Polarization. 

(ii) Vertical Linear Polarization. 

(2) Circular Polarization (CP). 

(i) Left Hand Circular Polarization (LHCP). 

(ii) Right Hand Circular Polarization (RHCP). 

(3) Elliptical Polarization (EP). 

(i) Left Hand Elliptical Polarization (LHEP). 

(ii) Right Hand Elliptical Polarization (RHEP). 

Three different types of polarization are shown in figure 37. 

 

Figure 37 Three different types of polarization 
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3.7.1.  Linearly Polarization  

The linear polarization plane is the (X-Z-plane) in figure 38. For the most 

advantageous system performance and achievement, the antennas for transmitting 

and receiving there are essential and must have the same polarization characteristic. 

The microstrip patch antenna described above produces horizontal polarization. 

When rotated by a right angle (90°), the current wave passes in the vertical plane 

direction; then, the antenna creates new polarization; and becomes vertically 

polarized. Many communication applications, such as TV satellite communications, 

do not work well with linear polarization because the relative orientation of the 

antennas is undisclosed and unknown for these systems applications and due to the 

rotation of Faraday. The better way for these applications is using the circular 

polarization is very useful because it is not sensitive to antenna orientation. 

 

Figure 38 Linear polarization planes 
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3.7.2.  The Expression for Linear Polarization 

If the plane of the electrical field does not change as the electromagnetic 

wave propagates, the waves are said to be vertical linear polarized as shown in 

figure 39. 

 

Figure 39 Linearly polarized along y-axis 

If an electromagnetic wave to be propagated along Z-axis and the electric wave lies 

only in the Y-Z plane, the electromagnetic waves are said to horizontal linear 

polarize along the Y-axis as shown in figure 40. 

 

Figure 40 Electric field components along x and y 
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The expression for the electric field components along x and y is 

                  (39) 

                            (40) 

      
        

                            (41) 

, as shown in figure 40 and, where  

                                  

                    =   
  } 

When, the linearly polarized (LP) consists of two electrical waves in orthogonal 

planes propagating in the same direction, as shown in figure 41. 

 

Figure 41 Two waves propagating in the same direction 

The expression for the electric field components along (x-z) and (y-z) planes is: 
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 Where, 

   
                              (43) 

   
                             (44) 

 

Figure 42 Electric field components 

The electric field lies in a plane somewhere between (x-z) and (y-z) planes 

with          ), as shown in figure 43. 

 

Figure 43 Electric field lies in a plane  
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The expression for the electric field components along x and y is: 

                      (45) 

                    (46) 

Total the electric field            is given by 

       =           +             (47) 

The ratio of    to     is AR where, 

AR= 
  

  
  = tan       (48) 

Examples of the Field Component Ratio of the linear polarization are 

(i) 0° linear polarization along X-direction and the ratio of    to     is = 
  

  
  = 0 

(ii) 90° linear polarization along Y- direction and the ratio of    to     is = 
  

  
  = ∞ 

(iii) 45° linear polarization and the ratio of    to     is = 
  

  
  = 1 

3.7.3.  The Circular Polarization 

In the circularly polarized antenna, the electric field modifies and varies in 

two perpendicular planes, one in the x-direction and another in the y-direction with 

the same magnitude and out phase by 90°or phase difference of 90°. The result did 

cause, at the same time, excitation in two different modes the TM10 mode on X-

direction and the TM01 mode on Y-direction. One of the two methods is excited 

with delay with a 90°phase difference concerning the other purpose. A circularly 
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polarized (CP) antenna has two types, right-hand circular polarized (RHCP) and 

left-hand circular polarized (LHCP) are dependent upon the design. The RHCP 

when the phases are 0° and -90° for the antenna in figure 44 when it radiates 

towards the reader, and LHCP when the periods are 0° and +90°. 

 

Figure 44 Circular polarization  

3.7.4.  The Expression for Circularly Polarization 

If the phase difference between the electrical field (  ) and electric field 

(  ) is π/2 or –π/2, where the magnitudes of    and    (major axis = minor axis) 

are equal the wave is said to be circularly polarize (CP) as shown in figure 45 and 

figure 46. 

 

Figure 45 Electric field (Ex) and (Ey) with phase shift (π/2) 
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Figure 46 Electric field (Ex) and (Ey) with phase shift (φ) 

The electric fields can be expressed as 

                            (49) 

                              (50) 

Where,     
 

 
  

Hence, electric field (  ) becomes 

                            (51) 

The total of the electric field            is given by 

       =                                  sin (      
 

 
 )       (52) 

Where,    =   (major axis = minor axis) 

Hence, axial ratio (AR) becomes as shown in figure 47. 
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Axial ratio (A.R) = 
          

          
  = 

    

    
 =1        (53) 

 

Figure 47 Electric field (Ex) and (Ey) with phase  

The electromagnetic waves can be either left hand circularly polarized (LHCP) or 

right circularly polarized (RHCP), depending upon rotation of the electric field 

along the direction of propagation, as shown in figure 48. The left and right 

circularly polarized wave can be expressed as 

          =   sin (       and           =    cos (          (54) 

          =   sin (       and          =    cos (             55) 

 

Figure 48 Left and Right circularly polarized 
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3.7.5.  The Expression for Elliptically Polarization 

If the phase difference between the electric field (  ) and electric field (  ) 

is (  ) or - ( ) where (    ) and the magnitudes of    and    (major axis   

minor axis) are equal the wave is said to be elliptically polarized as shown in figure 

49. 

The electric fields             can be expressed as 

                               (56) 

                                (57) 

, where the      0° and                  or        (major axis ≠ minor axis) 

Hence, axial ratio (A.R) becomes 

Axial ratio (A.R) = 
          

          
  = 

    

    
  ≠1     (58) 

And        becomes 

       =                                  sin (              (59) 

 

Figure 49 Electric field (Ex) and electric field (Ey)  
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3.7. 6.  Dual Feed Circularly Polarization Microstrip Patch Antenna 

Double feeding can be performed by using two structures, hybrid quadrature 

and hybrid ring. Wilkinson power divider, which is dividing the power into two 

parts are the same magnitude and out phase by 90° [187]. It's like T- junction signal 

power divider with two coaxial feeders without phase shift 90 ° [188], as shown in 

figure 50. While that design works well, the splitter and delay line raise valuable 

consideration about board circuit space in the design. As a result, more insert losses 

in the design may be inclined to radiate and may degrade the radiation pattern of 

the printed antenna. The ability to raise interest in circular polarization in the patch 

depends on three things significant it needs to do: 

• Divide the input signal into two equal parts of the same magnitude. 

• Feed one input signal to the horizontal radiator at the x-axis and the other to the 

vertical radiator at the y-axis. Each radiator behaves like a pair of radiator slots in 

the printed patch antenna, as shown in figure 50.  

• Modify and change the phase rotated by angle 90° in one of the input signals.  

On the other hand, for circular polarization to be generated in the printed patch 

antenna, two points for feed are 90° out of the phase and equal in magnitude 

between them is required[189] , and which impacts the overall performance of the 

axial ratio (AR) [190]. 
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Figure 50 Typical configurations of dual-fed circularly polarized  

While that design works well, but the splitter and delay line raise valuable 

consideration board circuit space in the design. The, different approach, is based on 

the real fact that each printed patch antenna system TM10 and TM01 behaved like 

the parallel-resonant circuit in work, as shown in figure 51.  

 

Figure 51 Nearly square mechanisms for circular polarization 

In this condition, we make the X-axis and Y-axis dimensions of the printed patch 

antenna to a small degree different. Therefore, we get two different resonant 

frequencies, as shown in figure 52, lower- resonant frequency ((   )) and upper-
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frequency ((   )), and we notice two different parallel-resonant circuits in the work. 

This technique creates a phase shift change and modification frequency. 

 

Figure 52 Two different resonant frequencies 

3.7. 7.  Singly Feed Elliptically Polarization Patch Antenna 

Typical perfect configurations of an individually fed elliptically or 

circularly polarized printed patch antennas, shown in figure 53, is a fundamental 

technique.  A lone point feed patch can create circularly polarized radiation, and it 

is a very desirable necessary course of action in stressful situations, such as severe 

and complex configuration to conciliate double-perpendicular feeds with a power 

divider network. In general condition, one-point feed generally to the printed patch 

antenna which can be radiated only linear polarization. Where, the circular 

polarization emitted from the antenna, necessary in many applications. The circular 

or elliptically polarization is achieved by two orthogonal patch modes without-

phase rotated by 90°and equal amplitude to succeed in this work. It can be reached 

easily by a small degree of disturbing the patch at suitable positions concerning 

required feeding it is to be done. 
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Figure 53 Typical configurations of the singly fed circularly polarized  

3.8.  Overview of the Antenna Parameters 

3.8.1.  Bandwidth 

Another important parameter of an antenna it contains much data that is 

significant in the design is the bandwidth, as shown in figure 54. In general 

principle, in most of the times, the impedance matching or return loss bandwidth 

identified clearly to measure the antenna bandwidth. Also expressed in unit GHz or 

MHz and percent % given as 

BW = {[((   )) - ((   ))] / [((   ))]} x100          (60) 

Where,                                     
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Figure 54 Impedance bandwidth definitions 

Also, it is essential information to understand and recognize that there are 

many other bandwidth definitions: The different meanings of bandwidth exist are: 

 The directivity bandwidth. 

 The polarization bandwidth.  

 The efficiency bandwidth.  

Most of the time, directivity and efficiency are often combined to determine the 

gain bandwidth. 

3.8. 2.  Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) and Return Loss 

Additionally, the excellent significance parameter of an antenna is the 

reflection coefficient of the antenna inputs. It is definite as the ratio of the reflected 

current (  ) or voltage (  ) to the incident current (  ) or voltage (  ), as in   , 

where the patch antenna is connected to port-1 of the spectrum analyzer. It is the 

measure of the impedance of a failure to correspond (mismatch) between the 

antenna input and the feed source. The unit of measurement of mismatch is usually 
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described in terms of a return loss     or voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), as 

shown in figures 55 and 56. The definition of the return loss (   ) the quantities' 

relation between the reflected power (  ), to the incident power (  ), expressed in 

unit dB given as 

  = {(    –     )   (    +     )             (61) 

   = (SWR-1)  (SWR+1)                 (62) 

Where, 

    The reflection coefficient  

Consequently, 

    (       (                 (63) 

      = -   log (  /  ) = -20 log (SWR-1) / (SWR+1))       (64) 

(  ) = - 20 log (      )          (65) 

Or typically, the reflection coefficient is expressed in dB: 

             
    

    
   =               

          (66) 

Where,  

                                            

                                        

And the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is expressed in as 
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   Γ  

   Γ  
  , than        ∞          (67) 

 

Figure 55 Reflected voltage and incident voltage  

 

Figure 56 Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) 
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Chapter 4:  

A Novel Design Specification of Board band 

Microstrip Patch Antennas 

Microstrip patch antennas play a fundamental role in day-to-day life. This is 

the reason for so much research systematically in the field of the microstrip patch 

antenna. There are a number of ongoing researches intended to have efficient, 

broadband and compact microstrip patch antennas with include high gains. 

Proceeding with the same target, we came across a rectangle-shaped antenna with 

foam gap and strip line feed. It is obvious from [191] we can get better results that 

with the application of the height of the dielectric substrate on a patch antenna 

[191] proposes an antenna of different width dimensions with a height of the 

dielectric substrate applied on the patch, and to note, that their performance analysis 

was especially based on the reflection coefficient, radiation efficiency, resonant 

frequency, and bandwidth. 

Considering [191][119], we see its rectangular patch antenna of size 40.00 x 

20.00     is etched on Rogers_ RT_ Duroid 5880 substrate of thickness    =1.60 

mm and relative permittivity of (   ) 2.20. The patch is electromagnetically fed by 

the L-shaped line feed fabricated on an FR4 Epoxy substrate of thickness    =1.60 

mm and relative permittivity of (   ) 4.28. Its resonating band is 3.30 GHz and 

bandwidth is 3.030 GHz to 3.380 GHz and having a peak bandwidth of 10.00 %. It 

is applicable in the field of ENSEMBLE 6.0. Another, we have [192] a square 
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patch antenna with a size of 3.60 x 3.60      designed on a substrate (Rogers _RT 

_Duroid 5880) of the relative permittivity of 2.20 and height of the dielectric 

substrate of (1.00 mm-0.50 mm) with the square ground plane. It has a size of 40.00 

x 40.00      fabricated on the base substrate (Rogers_ RT _ Duroid 3010) with a 

dielectric constant of 10.2 and thickness of 0.635-mm, where the foam layer is used 

to separate the patch layer and the ground layer with thickness of 1.00 - 0.50 mm. 

Its resonating band 21.00 GHz and bandwidth equal 18.20 % with a peak gain of 

5.00 dBi, thus, making it appropriate for software package IE3D and wide band 

applications. Adding on, we have a semi-elliptical patch antenna [193] with a 

ground plane dimension of 75.00 × 75.00     , fabricated with a multilayered 

substrate material. Two glass epoxy FR-4 with the dimension of 14.00 × 23.00     

have a loss tangent (tan  ) =0.025, thickness    = 1.59 and relative permittivity     

= 4.40. Two glass layers separated by a thin air gap substrate have a thickness of    

=1.00 mm with a relative permittivity     =1.00. The antenna works in a resonating 

band of 3.210 GHz- 4.050 GHz with a bandwidth of 21.00% or 840.00 MHz, the 

maximum gain value is 4.60 dBi, and with the circularly polarized radiation, make 

it suitable for WI-MAX wireless systems and IE3D applications. 

Now, referring [194], we come across another circular printed patch antenna 

with a coaxial-fed radius of 5.00 mm. It is etched on Rogers _ RT_ Duroid 5870 

substrate of thickness    =1.60 mm and relative permittivity of εr =2.30 with an air 

gap for three different air or foam gap        heights. The resonant frequency for a 

circular printed patch antenna with a / h = 1.875 is 18.10 GHz and a / h = 2.310 is 

15.450 GHz, thus, applicable to a wide range of patch. 

Lastly, referring to [8][195], we witness the eight-element patch antenna 

array with a feeding network with five different substrate layers and two air gap 

layers with U-slot. The size of one patches antenna of 57.00 × 60.00        and the 
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total substrate layer’s thickness of 5.708 mm, excluding the air gap layer. It is 

manufactured on four FR4 epoxy with     = 4.40 and tan δ = 0.020 with different 

thickness, where the five-layer from Rogers _RT _Duroid 5880 with     = 2.20 and 

tan δ = 0.0009. The larger bandwidth of 17.50 % with a pack gain of 9.7dBi at 

centered about 5.554 GHz, thus making it suitable for Wi-Fi wireless systems, ADS 

and HFSS applications. 

In this chapter of the thesis work, the rectangular shape of the microstrip 

patch antenna with line feed ware presented. Introducing of a foam gap layer 

between the radiating patch and ground layer is used to change in character of the 

resonating behavior of rectangular printed patch antenna. Improved performance is 

observed in the geometry after adjusting the foam gap layer, as shown in figures 

57and 58. 

4.1. Antenna Design and Theory with Foam Gap   

The proposed rectangular shape patch antenna consists of a radiating layer, 

foam layer, and ground plane layer using copper with a thickness of 0.0035 mm, a 

three-dielectric substrate in between, and with the air above as shown in Figure 58. 

The upper substrate layer is Rogers’s _RT _Duroid 5881with the tangent loss (tan 

δ) of 0.0009, a thickness    ) of 1.60 mm, and permittivity  r 2.170. The medium 

substrate is air gap or foam gap. Two layers separated by either a foam-gap with 

low permittivity or an air-gap yielding the bandwidth of 15.00 to 30.00% 

[185][196][197]. The lower substrate is Rogers _RL_ Duroid 5870 with 

thickness    ) of 1.6 mm, permittivity Єr of2.330 and tangent loss of 0.00120, as 

shown in Figure 57, Figure 58, and Figure 59. The geometrical dimensions of a 

rectangular-shaped antenna are provided in Table 3. 
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Figure 57 Dimensions of the proposed antenna 

 

Figure 58 The proposed patch antenna layers and dimensions 

 

Figure 59 The proposed patch antenna layers and dimensions of the substrate  
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Table 3 Design parameters of the proposed patch antenna 

Parameters Numerical Values in mm 

Patch width  p 62.500 

Patch length  p 41.50 

Substrate-1 height h1 1.60 

Substrate-2 height h2 1.60 

Ground width  g 80.00 

Ground length  g 80.00 

Feeding width  f 3.00 -5.5 

Feeding length  f 22.500 

Foam gap height h2 1.00-4.40 

4.1.1.  Simulation Results and Discussion  

Designs yielded very good wideband with high directivity and excellent 

gain in two-band operation. Design and simulations were achieved using two 

software packages, including the Microwave Office (AWR) 2019 version and 

advanced Design System (ADS) 2019 version. The proposed antenna configuration 

was first verified using AWR software followed by ADS software verifications to 

obtain accurate results. The simulation results are presented graphically plot and 

discussion based on the observation of the sufficient foam dielectric substrate 

thickness. The effect of the foam thickness variation on all the patch antenna 

parameters include the reflection coefficient (S11), bandwidth (BW), resonant 

frequency (FR), voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), directivity (D), and gain (G). 
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4.1.2.  Simulation Results and Discussion of Return Loss  

The simulation results tabulated of the reflection coefficient is expressed in 

- dB below is obtained through varying the foam gap layer thicknesses from 1.00 

mm to 4.40 mm by step 0.2 mm. The strip line feed used is designed with a width 

of 3.00 mm and a length of 22.00 mm. A frequency range of 4.00 to 6.001 GHz is 

carefully chosen as shown in figures 60 and 61, and 200.00 test points are selected 

over this range to obtain accurate results and confirm by using two different of 

software. Table 4 and 5 show the simulated results for the different foam gap layer 

thicknesses.  

 

Figure 60 Return loss for a foam gap layer at different thickness by ADS 

 

Figure 61 Return loss for a foam gap layer by ADS and AWR 
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Table 4 Effect of gap layer thickness on return loss 

Foam gap  Return Loss by AWR Return Loss by ADS 

Thickness (mm) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) 

1.00 -12.58 -11.93 -11.43 -12.22 

1.20 -13.78 -12.53 -12.08 -12.94 

1.40 -13.87 -13.33 -13.54 -13.64 

1.60 -13.99 -14.55 -14.64 -13.63 

1.80 -15.73 -16.09 -15.56 -14.24 

2.00 -17. 18 -17.59 -16.33 -14.85 

2.20 -18.43 -19.37 -17.64 -15.53 

2.40 -20.41 -22.07 -19.23 -16.23 

2.60 -22.83 -25.48 -20.35 -17.75 

2.80 -26.04 -30.33 -22.24 -18.54 

3.00 -30.87 -40.31 -24.44 -20.11 

3.20 -40.64 -35.37 -41.65 -22.38 

3.40 -36.57 -28.53 -38.95 -22.96 

3.60 -30.36 -24.68 -35.56 -23.24 

3.80 -26.28 -22.19 -31.88 -24.35 

4.00 -23.67 -20.31 -27.67 -25.49 

4.20 -21.68 -18.82 -25.38 -26.83 

4.40 -20.18 -17.65 -23.56 -28.25 
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Table 5 Effect of foam gap layer thickness on return loss 

Foam gap  Return Loss by AWR Return Loss by ADS 

Thickness (mm) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) 

1.00 -13.48 -26.783 -13.57 -30.36 

1.20 -13.58 -30.63 -13.83 -12.59 

1.40 -13.58 -13.41 -13.44 -13.44 

1.60 -14.41 -14.72 -14.21 -14.83 

1.80 -14.71 -16.18 -15.52 -16.30 

2.00 -16.84 -17.87 -16.94 -20.56 

2.20 -18. 34 -19.91 -18.19 -23.57 

2.40 -20.37 -22.57 -20.63 -27.59 

2.60 -23.41 -25.86 -20.35 -35.35 

2.80 -25.99 -31.47 -23.45 -38.76 

3.00 -30.74 -40.79 -26.55 -29.59 

3.20 -40.46 -31.77 -31.95 -38.85 

3.40 -39.31 -28.53 -41.65 -22.60 

3.60 -29.96 -24.39 -28.24 -20.49 

3.80 -25.48 -20.49 -25.24 -18.87 

4.00 -23.59 -19.90 -23.07 -39.00 

4.20 -21.73 -18.69 -31.65 -30.83 

4.40 -21.58 -17.48 -19.86 -16.65 
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The designed rectangular-shaped patch antenna a with foam gap layer has a perfect 

reflection coefficient (RL-1 and RL-2) characteristic that is less than -40.64 and-

35.37 dB by AWR and-41.65 and -22.38 dB by ADS at a foam gap layer thickness 

of 3.2 mm, where the resonant frequency 4.425 GHz and 5.637 GHz, respectively, 

by AWR and 4.525 GHz and 5.665 GHz by ADS, as shown figures 62 and 63.From 

figures as foam gap layer thickness increases. The result, increasing the negative 

value of the reflection coefficient (RL-1 and RL-2) implies perfect impedance 

matching where foam gap layer thickness with respect to the reference impedance 

of 50 ohms of the line feed. The reflection coefficient improved by increasing the 

width line feed, as shown in figure 62. The maximum reflection coefficient is 

obtained at foam gap layer thickness from 2.5 mm to 4.00 mm where the line feed = 

5.5 mm. 

 

Figure 62 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on Return loss 
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Figure 63 Effects of foam gap thickness on Return loss 

4.1.3.  Simulation Results and Discussion of Resonant Frequency 

The results from the two software packages show the perfect agreement of 

resonant frequency. As foam gap thickness changes from 1.00 mm to 4.40 mm, as 

shown in figures 64, 65, and table 6, the lower resonant frequency (FR-1) is shifting 

from 4.091 GHz to 4.450 GHz, while at the higher resonant frequency (FR-2) the 

value shifting is 5.200GHz to5.717GHz using AWR software, whereas the lower 

resonant frequency (FR-1) shift from 4.373 GHz to 4.555 GHz, while at the higher 

resonant frequency (FR-2) the value shifts by 5.436 GHz to 5.694 GHz using ADS 

software . 
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Figure 64 Effect of foam gap layer thickness on resonant frequencies 

 

Figure 65 Effect of foam gap layer thickness on frequencies and return losses 
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Table 6 Effects of foam thickness on resonant frequencies 

Foam gap  Resonant Frequency by 

AWR 

Resonant Frequency by ADS 

Thickness (mm) FR-1 (GHz) FR-2 (GHz) FR-1 (GHz) FR-2 (GHz) 

1.00 4.091 5.200 4.373 5.436 

1.20 4.124 5.245 4.394 5.438 

1.40 4.305 5.367 4.413 5.496 

1.60 4.335 5.410 4.415 5.533 

1.80 4.343 5.450 4.436 5.546 

2.00 4.353 5.490 4.456 5.573 

2.20 4.363 5.520 4.457 5.582 

2.40 4.387 5.550 4.483 5.617 

2.60 4.400 5.585 4.496 5.625 

2.80 4.400 5.600 4.506 5.644 

3.00 4.412 5.620 4.517 5.654 

3.20 4.425 5.637 4.525 5.665 

3.40 4.434 5.638 4.529 5.678 

3.60 4.444 5.640 4.536 5.683 

3.80 4.444 5.665 4.544 5.687 

4.00 4.444 5.696 4.546 5.687 

4.20 4.450 5.705 4.555 5.691 

4.40 4.450 5.717 4.555 5.694 
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4.1.4.  Simulation Results and Discussion of Gain and Directivity 

The gain of an antenna describes how much of the signal power is radiated 

in a specified direction. The gains are below shown as in table 7 and figure 66 the 

minimum and maximum amount for rectangular-shaped patch antenna with a foam 

gap layer that is equal to 6.255 dBi and7.921 dBi achieved at a lower resonant 

frequency, whereas 7.362 dBi and 8.905 dBi achieved at a higher resonant 

frequency. From the table and figure, as the foam gap layer thickness increases, the 

result increasing the value of the gains, which means the patch antenna is more 

effective at these resonant frequencies. The directivities are displayed below as in 

table 8 and figure 66. the minimum and maximum amounts of directivity for a 

patch antenna with the a foam gap layer, that is equal to 7.661 dBi and 8.769 dBi is 

achieved at foam gap thickness of 1.00 mm and 4.40 mm with a lower resonant 

frequency band of 4.373 GHz and 4.555 GHz respectively, whereas a directivity is 

equal to 8.560 dBi and 10.171 dBi achieved at the same thickness for the higher 

resonant frequency band 5.436 GHz and 5.694 GHz, respectively. From the table 

and figure, as foam gap layer thickness increases, the result increasing the value of 

the directivities. This means the patch antenna is more effective at these resonant 

frequencies, and it has a good ability to radiate signal power in a particular 

direction. 
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Table 7 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on gains 

Foam gap Gains 

Thickness (mm) G -1 (dBi) G -2 (dBi) 

1.00 6.255 7.362 

1.20 6.335 7.485 

1.40 6.337 7.537 

1.60 6.343 7.581 

1.80 6.347 7.651 

2.00 6.591 7.757 

2.20 6.652 7.773 

2.40 6.733 7.823 

2.60 6.800 7.861 

2.80 6.930 7.953 

3.00 7.251 8.264 

3.20 7.355 8.381 

3.40 7.461 8.444 

3.60 7.562 8.521 

3.80 7.651 8.691 

4.00 7.871 8.820 

4.20 7.921 8.905 

4.40 7.931 8.911 
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Figure 66 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on gains  

Table 8 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on directivities 

Foam gap Directivities 

Thickness (mm) D -1 (dBi) D -1 (dBi) 

1.00 7.661 7.661 

1.20 7.783 7.783 

1.40 7.831 7.831 

1.60 7.923 7.923 

1.80 8.064 8.064 

2.00 8.114 8.114 

2.20 8.132 8.132 

2.40 8.194 8.194 

2.60 8.213 8.213 

2.80 8.246 8.246 

3.00 8.283 8.283 

3.20 8.301 8.301 
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Foam gap Directivities 

3.40 8.432 8.432 

3.60 8.550 8.550 

3.80 8.662 8.662 

4.00 8.696 8.696 

4.20 8.762 8.762 

4.40 8.769 8.769 

 

4.1.5.  Simulation Results and Discussion of Bandwidth 

The bandwidth of the antenna for this foam gap thickness is calculated as 

shown below in table 9 and figure 67 and figure 68 to be 1.1.609 GHz and a center 

resonant frequency of 5.070 GHz is obtained which is completely close to the 

desired design resonant frequency of 5.000 GHz where the foam gap thickness is 

3.2 mm. It is observed from the figures and table that, as the foam, gap thickness is 

increased from 1.00 mm to 4.40 mm the Centre resonant frequency starts to 

increase slightly. It is also seen that though the maximum bandwidth is obtained at 

4.0 mm. 

 

Figure 67 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on bandwidth 
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Figure 68 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on center frequency  

Table 9 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on bandwidth 

Foam gap Bandwidth by AWR Bandwidth by ADS 

Thickness 

(mm) 

BW -1 

(%) 

BW -2 

(%) 

BW -1 

(%) 

BW -2 

(%) 

1.00 4.890 7.270 3.430 16.550 

1.20 4.980 7.240 4.280 17.750 

1.40 18.610 5.390 5.620 18.430 

1.60 19.150 6.530 17.860 19.220 

1.80 19.720 7.060 31.510 25.090 

2.00 20.170 7.540 32.030 25.420 

2.20 20.690 8.080 32.080 25.550 

2.40 21.530 8.510 32.270 25.810 

2.60 34.430 27.130 32.800 26.260 

2.80 34.950 27.460 33.440 26.760 

3.00 35.270 27.690 33.390 26.710 

3.20 35.650 27.900 33.980 26.700 
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Foam gap Bandwidth by AWR Bandwidth by ADS 

3.40 35.810 28.010 33.980 26.700 

3.60 35.990 28.210 34.780 27.330 

3.80 36.220 28.280 34.660 27.230 

4.00 36.400 28.370 34.710 27.260 

4.20 35.470 27.930 34.880 27.410 

4.40 36.170 28.500 34.950 27.460 

 

4.1.6.  Simulation Results and Discussion of Voltage Standing Wave Ratio  

The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) graph of the proposed patch 

antenna shows. The VSWR value under 2 at the foam gap thickness of 3.20 m is 

1.00, 1.43, and 1.11 at resonant frequency 4.500 GHz, 5.080 GHz, and 5.693 GHz, 

respectively. VSWR values imply the impedance matching between the feed and 

the source is perfect as shown in figure 69, and that one is a substantial requirement 

for the proper working of the patch antenna. 

 

Figure 69 Effects of foam gap on the voltage standing wave ratio 
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4.1.7.  Simulation Results and Discussion of Radiation Pattern  

The radiation pattern describes how the electromagnetic waves are 

transmitted out into free space by the proposed antenna or how antenna is received. 

The field pattern or antenna pattern is represented graphically as a plot of one of 

several of related variables for an electromagnetic wave, including the radiation 

properties of the field and the field strength of the proposed antenna representing 

function of the whole space. The antenna pattern for the E- plane and H- plane of 

the achieved antenna, for the resonant frequencies 4.5000 GHz.5.0000 GHz, and 

5.7000GHz respectively, are given in figures below  

Figure 70 illustrates an H- plane radiation pattern simulation result of a 

proposed microstrip patch design by Microwave Office’s EM structure at resonant 

frequency = 4.5GHz, main lobe direction = 0.00 deg, and half power beam width 

(HPBW) = 28.24 deg, where figure 71 illustrates an E- plane radiation pattern 

simulation result of  the proposed microstrip patch design. 

 

Figure 70 H-plane radiation pattern of resonant frequency 4.5000 GHz 
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Figure 71 E-plane radiation pattern of at resonant frequency 4.5000 GHz 

4.1.8.  The Gain and Directivity Radiation Pattern 

The radiation patterns at 4.4898 GHz, 5.0408 GHz, and 5.7000GHz are 

illustrated in Figures below.  
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The gain pattern at 4.4898000 GHz is 6.98079 dBi, with directivity of 8.3501 dBi 

and efficiency of 65.2482 %, as illustrated in figure 72. 

 

 

Figure 72 The patterns at 4.4898 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.0408 GHz is 9.7095 dBi, with directivity of 9.7095 dBi and 

efficiency of 100.00 %, as illustrated in figure 73. 

 

 

Figure 73 The patterns at 5.0408 GHz (a) E–Phi and (a) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.83674 GHz is 7.9667 dBi, with directivity of 8.51664 dBi and 

efficiency of 88.106 %, as illustrated in figure 74. 

 

 

Figure 74 The patterns at 5.83674 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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Figure 75 illustrates the H-plane radiation pattern simulation results of proposed 

microstrip patch design by Microwave Office’s EM structure at resonant frequency 

of 5.00 GHz, main lobe direction of 0.00 deg, and half power beam width (HPBW) 

of 35.20 deg, where figure 76 illustrates the E-plane radiation pattern simulation 

result of  the proposed microstrip patch design. 

 

Figure 75 H-plane radiation pattern of resonant frequency 5.000 GHz 

 

Figure 76 E-plane radiation pattern resonant frequency 5.000 GHz 
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Figure 77 illustrates the H-plane radiation pattern simulation results of the proposed 

microstrip patch design by Microwave Office’s EM structure at resonant frequency 

of 5.700 GHz, main lobe direction of 0.00 deg, and half power beam width 

(HPBW) equal to 28.85 deg, where figure 78 illustrates the E-plane radiation 

pattern simulation result of the proposed microstrip patch design. 

 

Figure 77 H- lane radiation pattern of resonant frequency 5.7000 GHz 

 

Figure 78 E-plane radiation pattern of resonant 5.7000 GHz frequency 
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4.2.  Design of Antenna with Open Slot on Backside of Radiating Layer 

In the design, we add E- or U- slots on the backward of the patch layer to 

the first design, as shown in figure 79. The antenna size is shown in table 4.7. The 

geometry of the consolidated wideband antenna and double-frequency operation is 

shown in Figure 80. It comprises three layers of substrate. The upper layer is patch, 

the middle layer is foam, and the lower layer is the ground. An open U- or E-shaped 

slot is etched in the backside of the radiating patch to realize broadband operation 

with three resonant frequencies. The antennas is designed to operate at 4.440, 

5.100, and 5.920 GHz bands and simulated using two software packages software. 

First verified simulated using the Micro-Wave Office (AWR) version 2019 

software and confirmed simulation by Advance Design System (ADS) version 

2016, whereas MATLAB version 2019 used to compare the two simulation results. 

It is simulated using a full-wave electromagnetic modeling hybrid, which uses the 

method of moments (MOM) structure simulator. The radiated layer substrate is 

Rogers_ RT_ Duroid 5881 with a thickness of 1.600 mm and relative permittivity 

(   ) of 2.170 with the tangent loss is0.0009.The ground layer substrate is 

Rogers_RT_Duroid5870 of thickness 1.600 mm and relative permittivity (  ) of 

2.330 with tangent loss of 0.0012, where the center layer is an air or a foam gap of 

a thickness of 3.200 mm and relative permittivity (  )) of 1.000, as shown in figure 

81. 
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Figure 79 New proposed patch antenna 

 

Figure 80 The dimensions of the proposed patch antenna 

 

Figure 81 Layers of the proposed patch antenna 
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Table 10 Design parameters of the proposed patch antenna 

Parameters Numerical Values in mm 

Patch width  p 62.500 

Patch length  p 41.50 

Substrate-1 height h1 1.60 

Substrate-2 height h2 1.60 

Substrate-foam height h3 3.20 

Substrate width  g 80.00 

Substrate length  g 80.00 

Feeding width  f 5.5 

Feeding length  f 22.500 

Foam gap height h2 3.20 

L1 5.5 

L2 7.3 

D-L 28.8-38.80 

S-   52.60 

S-   41.60 

W1 5.50 

W2 12.00 

 

4.2.1.  Simulation Results and Discussion with U-Open Slot 

In order to understand completely the impact of the space between the edge 

of the point feed of the antenna and the bottom of the printed figure (D-L) 

parameter as shown in figure 82, the parametric investigation was carried out by 
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varying this parameter, whereas anther values are still constants, as shown in table 

10. 

 

Figure 82 Proposed patch antennas with an E-slot 

4.2.2.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot of Return Loss 

The proposed without the open E-slot and foam gap, as shown in Figure 83. 

Figure 84 shows the simulated reflection coefficient without the open E-lot and 

foam gap in the patch. Good agreement between two software simulations. Both 

results prove that the antenna has excellent performance. The small discrepancies 

between the two results could be attributed to the two soft ware’s have different 

logarithms. Also, according to the results, a four-frequency antenna can be obtained 

with a four-reflection coefficient (S11≤ -10dB). The four-frequency (FR-1 – FR-4) 

are 4.433, 5.833, 6.442, and 6.662, GHz, respectively, and the reflection 

coefficients are -12.626, -19.43, -35.42, -19.23 dB respectively with AWR 

software. The reflection coefficients are -15.29, -10.65, -27.52, and -15.57dB with 

ADS software with resonant frequencies of 4.443, 5.833, 6.438, and 6.662 GHz dB, 
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respectively. The corresponding impedance bandwidths (BW-1- BW-4) are 0.066, 

0.065, 0.055, and 0.079 GHz, as shown in table 11. 

 

Figure 83 Patch antennas without an E-slot and gap 

 

Figure 84 Return loss of patch without the open E slot and foam gap 
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Table 11 Summary of simulated results antenna without a gap and open slot 

 

Parameters 

 

FR-1 

 

FR-2 

 

FR-3 

 

FR-4 

Resonant 

Frequency in 

GHz 

4.430 5.90 6.440 6.660 

Return Loss in 

dB 

-12.65 -19.30 -35.40 -19.23 

Bandwidth in 

GHz 

0.066 0.065 0.055 0.079 

VSWR 1. 610 1.241 1.033 1.242 

Gain in dBi 8.289 8.889 9.289 9.430 

Directivity in dBi 9.620 9.720 9.920 10.748 

 

The proposed with a foam gap, as shown in figure 83. The simulated results of the 

return loss characteristics with resonant frequencies of the proposed antenna and 

foam gap have a different thickness as shown in figure 85.  
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Figure 85 Return loss of an antenna with a foam gap  

The simulated results indicate that the gap thickness can change the input 

impedance of the antenna and resonant frequencies. By properly adjusting the value 

of a gap thickness, new frequency close to FR-1 and FR-2, are obtained in as shown 

in figure 85 for the antenna proposed without the open E-slot and foam gap. Also, it 

is clear that as foam gap thickness increases, the impedance matching in the first 

band (FR-1) becomes better, while that in the second band (FR-2) becomes 

exemplary. The return loss and resonant frequencies for different thicknesses are 

shown in tables 12 and 13 as shown in figures 86 and 87. 
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Figure 86 Resonant frequencies of an antenna with a foam gap 

Table 12 Resonant frequencies of an antenna without an open E-slot 

Gap 
Resonant Frequency 

by AWR 

Resonant Frequency 

by ADS 

Thickness 

(mm) 

FR-1 

(GHz) 

FR-2 

(GHz) 

FR-1 

(GHz) 

FR-2 

(GHz) 

1.00 4.091 5.200 4.373 5.436 

1.20 4.124 5.245 4.394 5.438 

1.40 4.305 5.367 4.413 5.496 

1.60 4.335 5.410 4.415 5.533 

1.80 4.343 5.450 4.436 5.546 

2.00 4.353 5.490 4.456 5.573 

2.20 4.363 5.520 4.457 5.582 

2.40 4.387 5.550 4.483 5.617 

2.60 4.400 5.585 4.496 5.625 
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Gap 
Resonant Frequency 

by AWR 

Resonant Frequency 

by ADS 

2.80 4.400 5.600 4.506 5.644 

3.00 4.412 5.620 4.517 5.654 

3.20 4.425 5.637 4.525 5.665 

3.40 4.434 5.638 4.529 5.678 

3.60 4.444 5.640 4.536 5.683 

3.80 4.444 5.665 4.544 5.687 

4.00 4.444 5.696 4.546 5.687 

4.20 4.450 5.705 4.555 5.691 

4.40 4.450 5.717 4.555 5.694 

 

Table 13 Reflection coefficients of an antenna without an open E-slot 

Foam gap  Return Loss by AWR Return Loss by ADS 

Thickness 

(mm) 

RL-1 (- 

dB) 

RL-2 (- 

dB) 

RL-1 (- 

dB) 

RL-2 (- 

dB) 

1.00 -12.58 -11.93 -11.43 -12.22 

1.20 -13.78 -12.53 -12.08 -12.94 

1.40 -13.87 -13.33 -13.54 -13.64 

1.60 -13.99 -14.55 -14.64 -13.63 

1.80 -15.73 -16.09 -15.56 -14.24 

2.00 -17. 18 -17.59 -16.33 -14.85 

2.20 -18.43 -19.37 -17.64 -15.53 

2.40 -20.41 -22.07 -19.23 -16.23 

2.60 -22.83 -25.48 -20.35 -17.75 
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Foam gap  Return Loss by AWR Return Loss by ADS 

2.80 -26.04 -30.33 -22.24 -18.54 

3.00 -30.87 -40.31 -24.44 -20.11 

3.20 -40.64 -35.37 -41.65 -22.38 

3.40 -36.57 -28.53 -38.95 -22.96 

3.60 -30.36 -24.68 -35.56 -23.24 

3.80 -26.28 -22.19 -31.88 -24.35 

4.00 -23.67 -20.31 -27.67 -25.49 

4.20 -21.68 -18.82 -25.38 -26.83 

4.40 -20.18 -17.65 -23.56 -28.25 

 

 

Figure 86 Reflection coefficients of antenna by ADS and AWR  

Furthermore, the impedance bandwidth of double frequency bands improved as 

shown in table 14 and figure 87.In the statuses of foam gap thickness are equal 

from 2.6 mm to 4.4 mm, the antenna obtained a greater bandwidth of 36.400 % and 

28.370 % (4.263 GHz – 5.872 GHz) in double frequency bands, respectively 
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Figure 87 Bandwidth of an antenna with a foam gap  

Table 14 Bandwidth of an antenna without an open E-slot 

Foam gap  Bandwidth by AWR Bandwidth by ADS 

Thickness 

(mm) 

BW -1 

(%) 

BW -2 (%) BW -1 

(%) 

BW -2 

(%) 

1.00 4.890 7.270 3.430 16.550 

1.20 4.980 7.240 4.280 17.750 

1.40 18.610 5.390 5.620 18.430 

1.60 19.150 6.530 17.860 19.220 

1.80 19.720 7.060 31.510 25.090 

2.00 20.170 7.540 32.030 25.420 

2.20 20.690 8.080 32.080 25.550 

2.40 21.530 8.510 32.270 25.810 

2.60 34.430 27.130 32.800 26.260 

2.80 34.950 27.460 33.440 26.760 

3.00 35.270 27.690 33.390 26.710 
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Foam gap  Bandwidth by AWR Bandwidth by ADS 

3.20 35.650 27.900 33.980 26.700 

3.40 35.810 28.010 33.980 26.700 

3.60 35.990 28.210 34.780 27.330 

3.80 36.220 28.280 34.660 27.230 

4.00 36.400 28.370 34.710 27.260 

4.20 35.470 27.930 34.880 27.410 

4.40 36.170 28.500 34.950 27.460 

 

4.2.3.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot without an edge of Return Loss 

The proposed with an open E-slot and a foam gap without an edge. The 

construction of the new proposed antenna with an open E-shaped slot is shown in 

figure 82. The prototype of the new design has been successfully performed with 

considerable impedance bands and good impedance matching characteristics. 

Figure 88 presents the simulated resonant frequencies and reflection coefficients 

diagram for the new antenna. Simulated results showed in figure 89 and table 15 

that the D-L of the E-slot has a significant effect on reflection coefficient 

characteristics and the impedance matching performance of the patch antenna. The 

return loss (RL-2) is varying at a very steady rate. It is greatest around 31.8 and 

32.8 mm, but before and after this distance, is very good. The return loss (RL-1) is 

decreasing at a very steady rate as the D-L of the E-slot increased. 
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Figure 88 Return loss of an antenna with open E slot  

 

Figure 89 Effects of open E-slot on Return loss  
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Table 15 Reflection coefficients of an antenna an open E-slot  

E-Slot Return Loss 

D-L(mm) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) 

28.8 -41.95 -22.55 

29.8 -40.99 -24.86 

30.8 -40.96 -27.88 

31.8 -35.99 -46.55 

32.8 -34.73 -45.32 

33.8 -32.98 -39.37 

34.8 -31.88 -36.87 

35.8 -29.94 -34.28 

36.8 -27.38 -36.13 

37.8 -26.55 -38.88 

38.8 -25.22 -39.45 

 

4.2.4.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot of Resonant Frequency 

According to the simulated results in figure 88, figure 90, and table 16, the 

D-L of the E-slot has a significant effect on the resonant frequency performance of 

the proposed patch antenna. The resonant frequency (FR-2) varies at a very steady 

rate as the D-L of the E-slot increases. It is shifts to low frequency, where the 

resonant frequency (FR-1) is still at the same position as the D-L of the E-slot 

increases. 
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Table 16 Resonant frequency of an antenna with an open E slot  

E-Slot Resonant Frequency 

D-L (mm) FR-1 GHz) FR-2 GHZ) 

28.8 4.426 5.945 

29.8 4.419 5.885 

30.8 4.419 5.815 

31.8 4.419 5.756 

32.8 4.410 5.716 

33.8 4.408 5.616 

34.8 4.400 5.634 

35.8 4.400 5.614 

36.8 4.400 5.574 

37.8 4.400 5.555 

38.8 4.395 5.545 

 

 

Figure 90 Resonant frequency of an antenna with an open E-slot  
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4.2.5.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot of Bandwidth 

Figure 91 and table 17 show the simulated bandwidth characteristics of the 

suggested antenna with an E-slot. The D-L of the E- lot applied has a significant 

effect on the two impedance bandwidths. Also, it is clearly observed that the 

wideband that included (BW-1 and BW-2) with two resonant frequency operations 

achieved. The bandwidths have very little alteration where the D-L of 28.8 mm to 

30.8 mm, whereas the maximum is around 31.8 mm, after this distance, the 

bandwidths are decreasing at a much more stabilized rate. 

 

Figure 91 Bandwidth of an antenna an open E-slot  
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Table 17 Bandwidth of an antenna with an open E-slot without an edge 

E-Slot bandwidth 

D-L (mm) BW-1 (%) BW-2(%) 

28.8 28.85 5.32 

29.8 30.11 7.36 

30.8 38.73 29.39 

31.8 36.73 28.35 

32.8 36.00 27.92 

33.8 35.85 27.79 

34.8 34.89 27.37 

35.8 34.69 27.29 

36.8 34.17 26.94 

37.8 33.88 26.75 

38.8 33.55 26.60 

 

4.2.6.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot of Gain and Directivity 

In figure 92 and table 18 the slot length effect maximizes with an increase in 

both gains. The proposed patch antenna achieved excellent gains (G-1 and G-2) 

with improvement of about 8.52 dBi and 9.77 dBi, respectively. The investigation 

records an increase in the gain (G-2) at E-slot height 28.8 mm to 34.8 mm. Gain 

(G-2) is a maximum at 34.8 mm, after this distance, the (G-2) decreases at a much 

more stabilized rate. Where, the investigation records a few increases in the gain 

(G-1) at E-slot height 28.8 mm to 38.8 mm. 
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Figure 92 Gain of an antenna with an open E-slot  

Table 18 Gain of an antenna with a foam gap and an open E-slot  

E-Slot without an edge Gain 

D-L (mm) G-1 (dBi) G-2 (dBi) 

28.8 8.35 9.50 

29.8 8.44 9.63 

30.8 8.48 9.68 

31.8 8.50 9.75 

32.8 8.51 9.78 

33.8 8.52 9.77 

34.8 8.52 9.75 

35.8 8.50 9.70 

36.8 8.50 9.68 

37.8 8.49 9.65 

38.8 8.48 9.60 
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Simulated results in figure 93 and table 19 we observed that the D-L of the E-slot 

has a significant effect on the directivity characteristics of the patch antenna. The 

directivities (D-1 and D-2) vary at a very stabilized rate. Tthey are maximum 

around 32.8 and 36.8 mm, but before and after this distance they are very good. 

Table 19 Directivity of an antenna with an open E-slot  

E-Slot without edge Directivity 

D-L (mm) D-1 (dBi) D-2(dBi) 

28.8 9.60 10.00 

29.8 9.73 10.20 

30.8 9.78 10.30 

31.8 9.85 10.45 

32.8 9.88 10.48 

33.8 9.87 10.47 

34.8 9.85 10.47 

35.8 9.80 10.46 

36.8 9.78 10.38 

37.8 9.75 10.35 

38.8 9.70 10.25 
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Figure 93 Directivity of an antenna with an open E-slot  

4.2.7.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot of Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 

The value of the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) should very small and 

less than 2 for efficient performance of the patch antenna. The proposed antenna 

with slot length (D-L) has given 1.00, 1.39, .1.500, and 1.00 at resonant frequency 

4.400, 4.84, 5.10, and 5.5.64 GHz, respectively, with bandwidth of 4.273 GHz to 

6.125 GHz. The VSWR values imply the impedance matching between the feed 

and the source is perfect, as shown in figures 94, 95, and table 20, and one is a 

substantial requirement for the proper working of the patch antenna. 
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Figure 94 VSWR of an antenna with an open E-slot without  

 

Figure 95 VSWR of an antenna with a foam gap and an open E-slot  
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Table 20 VSWR of an antenna with an open E-slot without an edge 

E-Slot without an edge (VSWR) 

D-L (mm) VSWR-1 VSWR-2( 

28.8 1.024 1.460 

29.8 1.050 1.413 

30.8 1.045 1.363 

31.8 1.018 1.325 

32.8 1.019 1.235 

33.8 1.021 1.136 

34.8 1.024 1.061 

35.8 1.026 1.012 

36.8 1.029 1.041 

37.8 1.033 1.049 

38.8 1.036 1.057 

 

4.2.8.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot of Radiation Pattern 

The patch antenna radiation pattern characteristics are taken in expressions 

of angle Phi (ϕ). It is an important angle rather than a reference to angle theta (θ) 

because it is already orthogonal to the proposed patch antenna itself. Efficient 

broadside antenna radiation pattern characteristics are observed for the proposed 

frequency. However, relatively considerable cross-polarization radiation in the H-

plane and E-plane pattern is a common advantage of this type of line-fed microstrip 

antenna with an E-slot without an edge and thick foam substrate as shown figures 
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below. Moreover, it is observed that the half-power beam widths (HPBWs) at the 

proposed frequencies (4.450, and 5.700 GHz) of the H-plane are           and 

       respectively as shown in figures 96, 97, 98 and 99. 

 

Figure 96 H-plane radiation pattern of a frequency 4.45 GHz 

 

Figure 97 H-plane radiation pattern of a frequency 5.70GHz 
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Figure 98 E-plane radiation pattern of a frequency 4.450 GHz 

 

Figure 99 E-plane radiation pattern of a frequency 5.700 GHz 

The radiation patterns at 4.43000, 5.0000, 5.700, and 5.8360 GHz are illustrated in 

Figures 100, 101, 102, and 103. 
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The gain pattern at 4.3400 GHz is 7.74816 dBi with directivity of 8.2257 dBi and 

efficiency of 89.588 %., as illustrated in figure100. 

 

 

Figure 100 The patterns at 4.4300 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.000 GHz is 9.732176 dBi with directivity of 10.2182dBi and 

efficiency of 89.412 %, as illustrated in figure 101. 

 

 

Figure 101 The patterns at 5.000 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.800 GHz is 8.82226 dBi with directivity of 9.56314dBi and 

efficiency of 84.316 %., as illustrated in figure 102. 

 

 

Figure 102 The patterns at 5.800 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.700 GHz is 10.1085dBi with directivity of 10.4994 dBi and 

efficiency of 91.392 4%, as illustrated in figure 103. 

 

 

 

Figure 103 The patterns at 5.700 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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4.3.  Antenna with E- Slot and Edge on Backside of Radiating Layer 

This case study of an antenna with an E-slot and an edge (W2) is shown in 

figure 105 and table 10. The numerical investigation for different D-L’s in case of 

Ws2 = 12.00 mm is performed, whereas anther values are still constants shown in 

table 10, and simulated results are fond in the next section. 

 

Figure 104 New proposed patch antenna with an E-slot and an edge 

4.3.1.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot with Edge of Return Loss 

Simulated results in figures 105, 106, and table 21 showed that the D-L of 

the E-slot with an edge has a significant effect on the reflection coefficient       is 

characteristics and the impedance matching performance of the patch antenna. The 

return loss (RL-2) is varying at a very steady rate. It is greatest around 34.8 and 

35.8 mm, but before and after this distance, it is very good, when the return loss 

(RL-1) increases at a steady rate, so does the D-L of the E-slot with an edge. 
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Figure 105 Return loss of an antenna with an edge 

Table 21 Effects of an edge on Return Loss  

E-Slot with an edge Return Loss 

D-L (mm) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) 

28.8 -25.57 -16.93 

29.8 -25.86 -18.07 

30.8 -26.14 -19.95 

31.8 -26.44 -22.99 

32.8 -27.08 -27.99 

33.8 -27.53 -38.63 

34.8 -28.14 -36.91 

35.8 -28.75 -31.16 

36.8 -29.07 -29.42 

37.8 -29.67 -28.47 

38.8 -30.38 -28.27 
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Figure 106 Effects of edge on the reflection coefficients  

4.3.2.  Simulation Results of E-Open Slot with Edge of Resonant Frequency 

Simulated results in figure 105, figure 107, and Table 22 show that the D-L 

of the E-slot with an edge has a significant effect on the resonant frequency 

performance of the proposed patch antenna. The resonant frequency (FR-2) is 

varying at a very steady rate as the D-L increases. It shifts to low frequency, where 

the resonant frequency (FR-1) is still at the same positions as the D-L increases. 

 

Figure 107 Effects of an edge on the resonant frequency  
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Table 22 Effects of an E-slot with an edge on the resonant frequency  

E-Slot with an edge Resonant Frequency 

D-L (mm) FR-1 (GHz) FR-2 (GHZ) 

28.8 4.460 6.070 

29.8 4.460 6.000 

30.8 4.460 5.930 

31.8 4.460 5.860 

32.8 4.460 5.800 

33.8 4.460 5.740 

34.8 4.460 5.700 

35.8 4.450 5.660 

36.8 4.450 5.640 

37.8 4.450 5.620 

38.8 4.450 5.600 

 

4.3.3.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of Bandwidth 

Figure 108 and Table 23 show the simulated bandwidth characteristics of 

the suggested antenna with an E-slot. With edge, The D-L applied has a significant 

effect on the two impedance bandwidths. Also, it is clearly observed that the 

wideband that included BW-1 and BW-2 with two resonant frequency operations 

achieved. The bandwidths have very little alteration where the D-L of 28.8 mm to 

29.8 mm, whereas the maximum is around 30.8 mm. Passing this distance the 

bandwidths decrease at a much more stabilized rate. 
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Figure 108 Effects of an edge on the bandwidth  

Table 23 Effects of an edge on the bandwidth  

E-Slot with an edge Bandwidth 

D-L (mm) BW-1 (%) BW-2 (%) 

28.8 31.61 5.28 

29.8 31.68 5.33 

30.8 40.00 32.10 

31.8 38.41 29.58 

32.8 37.76 28.97 

33.8 36.63 28.42 

34.8 35.96 28.08 

35.8 35.06 27.56 

36.8 34.61 27.51 

37.8 33.94 26.88 

38.8 33.71 26.79 
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4.3.4.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of Gain 

In figure 109 and table 24, the slot length effect maximizes with an increase 

in both gains. The proposed patch antenna with an E-slot edge achieved excellent 

gains (G-1 and G-2) with improvement of about 8.882 and 10.053 dBi, 

respectively. The investigation records an increase in the gain (G-2) at E-slot with 

edge heights ranging 33.8 to 36.8 mm. The (G-2) is a maximum at a value 34.8 

mm. After this distance, the gain (G-2) decreases at a much more stabilized rate, 

where, and the investigation records a few increases in the gain (G-1) at E-slot with 

edge heights 28.8 to 34.8 mm. After this distance, the gain (G-1) decreases at a 

much more stabilized rate. 

 

Figure 109 Effects of an edge on the gain of an antenna 
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Table 24 Effect an edge on the gain of an antenna 

E-Slot with an edge Gain 

D-L (mm) G-1 (dBi) G-2 (dBi) 

28.8 8.585 9.775 

29.8 8.666 9.861 

30.8 8.781 9.881 

31.8 8.872 9.958 

32.8 8.881 10.022 

33.8 8.882 10.053 

34.8 8.877 10.043 

35.8 8.870 10.021 

36.8 8.868 10.021 

37.8 8.866 9.989 

38.8 8.852 9.966 

 

4.3.5.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of Directivity 

In figure 110 and table 25 the slot length effect maximizes with an increase 

in both directivities. The proposed patch antenna with an E-slot edge achieved 

excellent (D-1 and D-2) directivities with an improvement of about 9.871 and 

10.491 dBi, respectively. The investigation records an increase in the directivity (D-

1) at the E-slot with an edge height of 28.8 to 34.8 mm. The directivity (D-1) is at a 

maximum at 32.8 mm, and after this distance, the directivity (G-2) decreases at a 

much-stabilized rate. Where, the investigation records a few increases in the gain 

(D-2) at the E-slot with an edge height of 28.8 to 37.8 mm, and after this distance, 

the directivity (D-2) decrease at a much more stabilized rate. 
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Table 25 Effects of an open E-slot with an edge on the directivity  

E-Slot with edge Directivity  

D-L (mm) D-1 (dBi) D-2 (dBi) 

28.8 9.521 10.112 

29.8 9.651 10.182 

30.8 9.781 10.261 

31.8 9.844 10.341 

32.8 9.871 10.402 

33.8 9.866 10.433 

34.8 9.857 10.442 

35.8 9.853 10.491 

36.8 9.844 10.490 

37.8 9.843 10.481 

38.8 9.840 10.432 

 

 

Figure 110 Effects of an edge on the directivity of an antenna 
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The gain pattern at 4.460 GHz is 8.37045 dBi with directivity of 9.08945 dBi and 

efficiency of 84.7423 %, as illustrated in figure 111. 

 

 

Figure 111 The patterns at 4.460 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.000 GHz is 9.74352 dBi with directivity of 9.99915 dBi and 

efficiency of 94.2839%, as illustrated in figure 112. 

 

 

 

Figure 112 The patterns at 5.000 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.800 GHz is 11.3909 dBi with directivity of 11.3909 dBi and 

efficiency of 100.00 %, as illustrated in figure 113. 

 

 

Figure 113 The patterns at 5.800 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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4.3.6.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of VSWR 

The value of the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) should beery small 

and less than 2 for efficient performance of the patch antenna. The proposed 

antenna with an E-slot edge length (D-L) has given 1.082, 1.383, .1.440, and 1.023 

at resonant frequency 4.460, 4.950, 5.341, and 5.700 GHz, respectively, with 

bandwidths of 4.278GHz to 6.225GHz. The VSWR values imply the impedance 

matching between the feed and the source is perfect, as shown in figures 114, 115, 

and table 26 and one is a substantial requirement for the proper working of the 

patch antenna. 

 

Figure 114 VSWR of an antenna with an edge 
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 Figure 115 Effects of an edge on the VSWR of an antenna 

Table 26 Effects of an edge on the VSWR of an antenna 

E-Slot with an edge VSWR 

D-L (mm) VSWR-1 VSWR-2 

28.8 1.111 1.337 

29.8 1.107 1.284 

30.8 1.104 1.224 

31.8 1.100 1.158 

32.8 1.093 1.084 

33.8 1.092 1.024 

34.8 1.082 1.028 

35.8 1.076 1.054 

36.8 1.070 1.073 

37.8 1.060 1.079 

38.8 1.053 1.080 
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4.4.  Design of Antenna with E- Slot on Backside of Radiating Layer 

In order to understand completely the impact of the space between the edge 

point feed of the antenna and the bottom of the printed figure (D-L) parameter, as 

shown in figure 116, the parametric investigation was carried out by varying the 

parameter, whereas anther values that were still constants shown in table 10. 

4.4.1.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot of Return Loss 

Simulated results in figures 117, 118 and table 27 shows that the D-L of the 

U-slot without an edge has a significant effect on the reflection coefficient       

characteristics and the impedance matching performance of the patch antenna. The 

return loss (RL-2) varies at a very steady rate. With its greatest around 36.8 to 38.8 

mm, but before this distance it is very good. The return loss (RL-1) increases at a 

very steady rate as the D-L of the U-slot without an edge increase. 

 

Figure 116 Proposed patch antennas with a U-slot  
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Figure 117 Reflection coefficient of an antenna with an open U slot  

 

Figure 118 Effects of an open U-slot on a reflection coefficient  
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Table 27 Effects of an open U-slot on a reflection coefficient  

U-Slot without edge Return Loss 

D-L (mm) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) 

28.8 -27.65 -18.02 

29.8 -24.26 -14.57 

30.8 -27.95 -21.58 

31.8 -29.24 -20.82 

32.8 -29.28 -29.59 

33.8 -28.57 -29.83 

34.8 -31.24 -30.16 

35.8 -31.45 -35.46 

36.8 -31.93 -55.23 

37.8 -32.57 -43.57 

38.8 -33.29 -40.66 

 

4.4.2.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot of Resonant Frequency 

Simulated results in figure 117, figure 119, and table 28 shows that the D-L 

of the U-slot without an edge has a significant effect on the resonant frequency 

performance of the proposed patch antenna. The resonant frequency (FR-2) varies 

at a very steady rate as the D-L is increased. It shifts to low frequency, where the 

resonant frequency (FR-1) is still at the same positions as the D-L increases. 
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Table 28 Effects of an open U-slot on a resonant frequency 

U-Slot without an edge Resonant Frequency 

D-L (mm) FR-1 (GHz) FR-2 (GHZ) 

28.8 4.440 6.070 

29.8 4.440 6.020 

30.8 4.440 5.980 

31.8 4.440 5.900 

32.8 4.440 5.800 

33.8 4.440 5.790 

34.8 4.450 5.740 

35.8 4.450 5.7000 

36.8 4.450 5.660 

37.8 4.450 5.630 

38.8 4.450 5.610 

 

 

Figure 119 Effects of an open U-slot on a resonant frequency  
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4.4.3.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot of Bandwidth 

Figure 120 and table 29 show the simulated bandwidth characteristics of the 

suggested antenna with a U-slot without an edge. The D-L applied has a significant 

effect on the two-impedance bandwidth. Also, it is clearly observed that the 

wideband that included BW-1 and BW-2 with two resonant frequency operations 

have been achieved. The bandwidths have very little alteration where the D-L is 

28.8 mm to 30.8 mm, whereas the maximum is around 31.8 mm, after this distance, 

the bandwidths are decrease at a much more stabilized rate. 

 

Figure 120 Effects of an open U-slot on bandwidth characteristics  
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Table 29 Effects of an open U-slot on bandwidth characteristics  

U-Slot without an edge Bandwidth 

D-L (mm) BW-1 (%) BW-2 (%) 

28.8 32.23 4.22 

29.8 32.44 4.55 

30.8 32.85 5.21 

31.8 40.03 29.85 

32.8 38.36 29.11 

33.8 38.10 29.04 

34.8 37.96 28.85 

35.8 37.03 28.58 

36.8 36.22 28.02 

37.8 35.00 27.48 

38.8 35.51 27.13 

 

4.4.4.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot of VSWR 

The value of a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) should be very small 

and less than 2 for efficient performance of a patch antenna. The proposed antenna 

U-slot without an edge length (D-L) has given 1.052, 1.363, .1.500, and1.000 at 

resonant frequencies 4.440, 4.890, 5.441, and 5.660 GHz, respectively, with 

bandwidths of 4.273GHz to 6.045GHz. The VSWR values imply the impedance 
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matching between the feed and the source is perfect as shown in figures 121, 122 

47, and table 30 and one is a substantial requirement for the proper working of the 

patch antenna. 

 

Figure 121 VSWR of an antenna with an open U-slot  

 

Figure 122 Effects of foam gap layer thickness on gains 
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Table 30 Effects of an open U-slot on VSWR characteristics  

slot without an edge voltage standing wave ratio 

D-L (mm) VSWR-1 VSWR-2 

28.8 1.087 1.287 

29.8 1.141 1.458 

30.8 1.086 1.182 

31.8 1.072 1.200 

32.8 1.072 1.070 

33.8 1.062 1.108 

34.8 1.073 1.064 

35.8 1.055 1.033 

36.8 1.052 1.000 

37.8 1.048 1.013 

38.8 1.045 1.019 

4.4.4.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot of Gain 

A U-slot patch antenna without an edge provided a much higher gain than a 

single patch without a slot at small extra cost as shown in table 31 and figure 

123.All gains are slowly increasing from 28.8 to 34.8 mm and decreasing from 35.8 

to 38.8 mm.  
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Table 31 Effects of an open U-slot on gains characteristics 

U slot without an edge Gain 

D-L (mm) G-1 dBi) G-2(dBi) 

28.8 8.58 9.72 

29.8 8.66 9.84 

30.8 8.69 9.87 

31.8 8.72 9.96 

32.8 8.73 9.97 

33.8 8.75 9.96 

34.8 8.73 9.96 

35.8 8.71 9.91 

36.8 8.71 9.89 

37.8 8.69 9.87 

38.8 8.68 9.84 
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Figure 123 Effects of an open U-slot on gains characteristics 

4.4.5.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot of directivity 

A U-slot patch antenna without an edge provided much higher directivity 

than a single patch without a slot at small extra cost as shown in table 32 and figure 

124.All directivities are slowly increasing from 28.8 to 35.8mm and decreasing 

from 35.8 to 38.8mm. 

 

Figure 124 Effects of an open U-slot on directivities characteristics  
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Table 32 Effects of an open U-slot on directivities of an antenna 

E-Slot with edge Directivity  

D-L (mm) D-1 (dBi) D-2 (dBi) 

28.8 9.521 10.112 

29.8 9.651 10.182 

30.8 9.781 10.261 

31.8 9.844 10.341 

32.8 9.871 10.402 

33.8 9.866 10.433 

34.8 9.857 10.442 

35.8 9.853 10.491 

36.8 9.844 10.490 

37.8 9.843 10.481 

38.8 9.840 10.432 

 

4.4.6.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot of radiation pattern 

The radiation patterns of the patch antenna at 4.440, 5.000, and 5.800 GHz 

are illustrated in Figures below.  
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The gain pattern at 4.440 GHz is 8.52819 dBi with a directivity of 9.18704 dBi and 

efficiency of 85.9242 %, as illustrated in figure 125. 

 

 

Figure 125 The patterns at 4.440 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.000 GHz is 9.71854 dBi with directivity of 9.97807 dBi and 

efficiency of 94.1992 %, as illustrated in figure 126. 

 

 

Figure 126 The patterns at 5.000 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.800GHz is 11.357 dBi with directivity of 11.357 dBi and 

efficiency of 100.00 %, as illustrated in figure 127. 

 

 

Figure 127 The patterns at 5.800 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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4.5.  Antenna with U- Slot and Edge on Backside of Radiating Layer 

This case study of an antenna with the U-slot and an edge (W-2) is shown in 

figure 128 and table 10. The numerical investigation for a different D-L in the case 

of Ws2= 12 mm is performed, whereas anther values are still constants as shown in 

table 10Simulated results in the next section.  

 

Figure 128 Proposed patch antennas with a U-slot and an edge 

4.5.1.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of Return Loss 

Figures 129, 130, and Table 33 show a parametric study of the reflection 

coefficients with different slot lengths D-L, when the D-L length is 35.8 mm, the 

reflection coefficient (RL-2) is peak value with the range of -42.25 dB at the 

proposed resonant frequency, where the RL-1 is a good value with the range of -

28.23 dB. However, the other values such as from 28.8 to 38.8 mm, except for 35.8 

mm achieve a good reflection coefficient at a nearly resonant frequencies band. 
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Figure 129 Effects of a U-slot and an edge on Reflection coefficient  

Table 33 Effects of a U-slot and an edge on a reflection coefficient  

U-Slot with an edge Return Loss 

D-L (mm) RL-1 (- dB) RL-2 (- dB) 

28.8 -25.84 -14.82 

29.8 -26.17 -15.34 

30.8 -26.50 -16.35 

31.8 -27.83 -18.03 

32.8 -27.17 -20.67 

33.8 -27.53 -29.84 

34.8 -28.03 -31.74 

35.8 -28.23 -42.25 

36.8 -28.43 -34.84 

37.8 -28.77 -31.33 

38.8 -29.12 -30.01 
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Figure 130 Effects of an open U-slot with an edge on a reflection coefficient  

4.5.2.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of Resonant Frequency 

The simulated plot of varied resonant frequencies that were obtained by 

effect various lengths D-L from 28.80 to 38.80 mm is represented in figure 129, 

figure 131 and table 34 shows the general effect of the variable parameter U-slot 

with edge (D-L increase in the D-L length, there is no shift in the lower resonant 

frequency band (FR-1), while there is a significant transformation in the higher 

resonant frequency band (FR-2) and curve shift towards minimum resonant 

frequency. 

 

Figure 131 Effects of a U-slot and an edge on a resonant frequency  
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Table 34 Effects of an open U edge on a resonant frequency  

U-Slot with an edge Resonant Frequency 

D-L (mm) FR-1 (GHz) FR-2 (GHZ) 

28.8 4.460 6.110 

29.8 4.460 6.050 

30.8 4.460 5.981 

31.8 4.460 5.910 

32.8 4.460 5.840 

33.8 4.460 5.780 

34.8 4.460 5.727 

35.8 4.460 5.691 

36.8 4.460 5.652 

37.8 4.460 5.631 

38.8 4.460 5.611 

 

4.5.3.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of bandwidth 

The simulated plot of varied bandwidths that were obtained by affecting 

various lengths D-L from 28.80 to 38.80 mm is shown in figures 129, table 35, and 

figure 132, showing the general effect of the variable parameter U-slot with edge 

(D-L). When the D-L Length is 30.8 mm; there is a significant change in the 

bandwidths. The bandwidths BW-1 and BW-2 are peak values with the range of 

40.71 % and 30.04 % at the proposed resonant frequencies. This includes values 

such as from 31.8 to 38.8 mm except for 28.8 and 29.8 mm. Thus, Technique is 

achieving good bandwidths at an almost resonant frequencies band. 
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Figure 132 Effects of an open U-slot with an edge on a bandwidth  

Table 35 Effects of a U-slot and an edge on a bandwidth  

U-Slot with an edge Bandwidth 

D-L (mm) BW-1 (%) BW-2 (%) 

28.8 32.23 3.65 

29.8 32.40 5.913 

30.8 40.71 30.04 

31.8 39.42 29.75 

32.8 38.16 29.34 

33.8 38.03 29.15 

34.8 36.21 28.23 

35.8 35.45 27.79 

36.8 34.48 27.51 

37.8 34.35 27.21 

38.8 34.00 27.01 
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4.5.4.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of VSWR 

The simulated plot of varied voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) that 

obtained by affecting various lengths D-L from 28.8 to 38.8 mm is shown in figures 

133, 134, and table 36. Figure 134 shows the general effect of the variable 

parameter U-slot with edge (D-L). When the D-L length is 35.8 mm; there is a 

significant change in the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR-2), which is at 

minimum value with the range of 1.00 at the proposed resonant frequency, while 

there is small change in the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR-1).These are 

implied values from 31.80 to 38.8 mm, except for 35.8 mm, resulting in achieving 

standing wave ratio at an almost resonant frequency band. 

Table 36 Effects of an open U-slot with an edge on a VSWR  

U-Slot with an edge voltage standing wave ratio 

D-L (mm) VSWR-1 VSWR-2 

28.8 1.108 1.449 

29.8 1.106 1.414 

30.8 1.099 1.359 

31.8 1.095 1.291 

32.8 1.092 1.205 

33.8 1.087 1.126 

34.8 1.085 1.053 

35.8 1.083 1.00 

36.8 1.083 1.037 

37.8 1.079 1.060 

38.8 1.075 1.077 
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Figure 133 VSWR of antenna with foam gap open U slot with edge 

 

Figure 134 Effects of a U-slot and an edge on a VSWR  

4.5.5.  Simulation Results of U-Open Slot with Edge of Gain 

The radiation patterns at 4.4600, 5.000, and 5.8400 are illustrated in figures 

below.  
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The gain pattern at 4.4600 GHz is 7.83304 dBi with directivity of 8.967 6dBi and 

efficiency of 77.004 %, as illustrated in figure 135. 

 

 

Figure 135 The patterns at 4.4600GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.000 GHz is 9.787511 dBi with directivity of 10.2651 dBi and 

efficiency of 89.5364% as illustrated in figure 136. 

 

 

Figure 136 The patterns at 5.000 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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The gain pattern at 5.840 GHz is 8.45497 dBi with directivity of 9.21861dBi and 

efficiency of 83.8757 %, as illustrated in figure 137. 

 

 

Figure 137 The patterns at 5.8400 GHz (a) E–Phi and (b) E-Theta 
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4.6.  The Summary Simulated Results of Design Antennas 

A comparison between the proposed antenna with a foam gap and open U-

and E-shaped slot is etched in the backward of the radiating patch layer. Also, all 

antennas are designed based on substrate material similarity and applications. Then 

compare all parameters of the antenna such as return loss (RL), the resonant 

frequency (FR), directivity (D), bandwidth (BW), voltage standing wave ratio 

(VSWR), and gain. It is tabulated in Table 37 and the plot figures below. 

Table 37 Summary simulation of the proposed antennas 

Parameter Foam E-Slot 

without Edge 

 

E-Slot 

with Edge 

 

U-Slot 

Without Edge 

 

U-Slot 

with Edge 

 

FR GHz 4.425-

5.662 

4.419-815 4.440-

5.930 

4.440-5.900 4.460-5.910 

R L - dB 40.64- 

22.96 

40.99-24.86 26.14-

20.10 

29.24-20.82 26.55-17.200 

BW % 35.37-

26.70 

38.73-29.39 40.00-

32.210 

40.30-29.85 40.711-30.045 

G dBi 7.355-

8.381 

8.48-9.68 8.781-

9.881 

8.723-9.962 8.820-9.992 

D dBi 8.301-

9.852 

9.85-10.45 9.781-

10.182 

9.952-10.642 9.975-10.760 

VSWR 1.0-1.180 1.045-1.163 1.143-

1.224 

1.072-1.221 1.099-1.322 
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4.6.1.  The summaries simulated results of return loss 

Figure 138 illustrates the simulated reflection coefficient comparison. The 

results of the foam gap antenna agreed well with the numerical results of other 

antennas. It is clear from the comparison results that the patch antennas have good 

matching impedance at the resonant frequencies (FRs). 

 

Figure 138 Comparison of the reflection coefficient  

4.6.2. The summary simulated resonant frequencies 

Figure 139 illustrates a comparison of the simulated resonant frequencies. 

The simulated results of the foam gap resonant frequencies agreed well with the 
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numerical results of other resonant frequencies. It is clear that the patch antennas 

operate at two resonant frequencies (FRs). 

 

Figure 139 Comparison of the resonant frequencies  

4.6.3.  The summary simulated bandwidths  

Figure 140 illustrates the simulated bandwidth comparison. The simulated 

results of the U-slot bandwidth agreed well with the numerical results of the E-slot 

and more than the foam gap. It is clear from the comparison results that the 

antennas operate at operate at a huge impedance bandwidth for all antennas. 
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Figure 140 Comparison of the bandwidths of the proposed antennas  

4.6.4.  The summary simulated gains  

Figure 141 illustrates the simulated gain comparison. The simulated results 

of the U-slot gain agreed well with the numerical results of the E-slot gain and were 

more than the foam gap gain. It is clear from the comparison results that the 

antennas have good gains at all resonant frequencies. 
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Figure 141 Comparison of the gains of the proposed antennas  

4.6.5.  The summary simulated directivities 

Figure 142 illustrates a simulated directivity comparison. The simulated 

results of the U-slot directivity agreed well with the numerical results of E-slot and 

were more than foam gap. It is clear from the comparison results that the antennas 

have good directivities at all resonant frequencies. 
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Figure 142 Comparison of the directivities of the proposed antennas  

4.6.6.  Summary simulated Voltage Standing Wave Ratio  

Figure 143 illustrates the simulated voltage standing wave ratio comparison. 

The simulated results of the foam gap antenna agreed well with the numerical 

results of other antennas. It is clear from the comparison results that the antennas 

matching impedance at the resonant frequencies 
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Figure 143 Comparison of the VSWR of the proposed antennas  
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Chapter 5:  

A Novel Design, and Analysis of Two Broadband 

Microstrip Patch Antenna 

5.1.  Proposed Patch Antenna  

The proposed patch antenna consists of a radiating layer and ground plane 

layer using copper with a thickness of 0.0035 mm, a two-dielectric substrate 

between, and with free space above, as shown in figure 144. The upper substrate 

layer is Arlon_CuClad 217 LX with a thickness of (h2) 3.2 mm, permittivity of Єr 

2.17, and the tangent loss of 0.0009. The lower substrate is Arlon_AR 350 with a 

thickness of (h1) 1.575 mm, permittivity of Єr 3.500, and tangent loss of 0.00260, 

as shown in Figures 145, and 146 and geometrical dimensions are provided in table 

38. 

The main goal of the proposed antenna is to improve the bandwidth and to 

facilitate the multiband operation through the defected radiating patch structure 

(DRPS). The DRPS is realized by etching a certain pattern in the front side metallic 

plane which perturbs the current path distribution in the radiated layer, and hence 

increases the effective inductance and capacitance of the micro strip patch antenna, 

therefore, resulting in a controlled irritation and diffusion of the electrical field and 

magnetic field through the patch antenna substrate layers. Also, the shape of the 

defect may be changed from the simple shape to the complicated shape; 
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furthermore, the defect depends on the type, length, width, and location of the slot 

for better performance of the antenna parameters such as gain, bandwidth, cut off 

frequency, return loss, and resonant frequencies. From simulation results proved, 

the impedance bandwidth and surface current of the antenna is affected by the 

DRPS. This technique was successfully performed to improve the bandwidth and to 

solve the major disadvantages and limitations of the antenna. 

 

Figure 144 Proposed patch antenna layers 

 

Figure 145 Dimensions of the proposed antenna 
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Table 38 Dimensions of the proposed antenna 

Parameters Numerical Values in mm 

Patch width  p 51.5 

Patch width  p 40.4 

Substrate-1 height h1 1.6 

Substrate-2 height h2 3.2 

Substrate width  g 80 

Substrate length  g 70 

Feeding width  f 4.8 

Feeding length  f 30 

Slot width  s 1-13 

Slot length  s 1-19 

 

 

 

Figure 146 Geometry of antenna without and with a DRPS 
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Designs yielded excellent broadband with high gain multiband operation. 

Design and simulations were achieved using the Advance Design System (ADS) 

version 2016 and the Microwave Office (AWR) version 2019. The simulation 

results are presented graphically, and the discussion based on the observation of the 

sufficient lower dielectric substrate thickness is found in first section. The 

significant effect of the slot length and width variation on the bandwidth, voltage 

standing wave ratio (VSWR), reflection coefficient, gain, and resonant frequency 

are presented in the second section. 

This section describes the patch with a single dielectric substrate layer as 

shown in Figure 147. The performance properties of this design serve as a baseline 

reference for the subsequent designs containing two dielectric substrate layers and 

the DRPS. 

 

 

Figure 147 Geometry of one-layer patch antenna  

In Figure 148, simulated results of a one-layer micro strip patch antenna show the 

effect on the thickness of the Arlon_AR350 height (h1). The patch antenna has one 
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return loss with resonant frequency at the thickness of 1.6 mm, two at over 2.8 mm, 

and three at 4.0 mm. 

 

 

Figure 148 Return losses for different values of substrate thickness  

5.1.1.  Antenna Design with Two Layers 

This section describes the patch with a two-dielectric layered substrate 

characterizing the performance parameters of an antenna as shown in Figure 149. 

 

Figure 149 Geometry of two layers patch antenna  
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The patch antenna without a DRPS with a substrate thickness of 2.80 mm 

has a good reflection coefficient of -32.67 and -41.69 dB at the resonant 

frequencies of 2.410 and 3.150 GHz. The substrate thickness of 3.20 mm a 

reflection coefficient of -27.21 and -40.51 dB with the resonant frequencies of 

2.398 and 3.150 GHz, as shown in figure 150. This section describes the effects of 

substrate thickness on the patch antenna parameters with two layers and without a 

DRPS. 

 

 

Figure 150 Return losses of two layers patch antenna 

In Figure 150 and figure 151, the results from the two software packages 

show good agreement. As thickness height varies from 1.6 to 4.0 mm, the lower 

resonant frequency (FR-1) shifts from 2.367 to 2.420 GHz using ADS software, 

while the higher resonant frequency (FR-2) shifts from 3.080 to 3.176 GHz using 

AWR software. 

As shown in figure 152 and table 39 the substrate thickness gives the maximum 

values of both reflection coefficients between 1.50 and 4.00 mm. 
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Figure 151 Resonant frequencies of two layers patch antenna 

 

Figure 152 Return losses of two layers patch antenna 
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Table 39 Effects of substrate thickness on the reflection coefficient 

 

Substrate 

Thickness 

(mm) 

 

RL-1 

using 

AWR (-

dB) 

 

RL-2 using 

AWR (-dB) 

 

RL-1 using 

ADS (-dB) 

 

RL-2 

using 

ADS (-

dB) 

1.6 -14.98 -18.26 -11.88 -18.27 

1.8 -16.95 -19.78 -12.85 -19.98 

2.0 -19.25 -21.50 -14.15 -19.50 

2.2 -22.43 -24.05 -15.43 -21.05 

2.4 -26.81 -27.74 -16.64 -21.50 

2.6 -38.60 -33.68 -18.13 -23.68 

2.8 -32.67 -41.69 -20.82 -28.39 

3.0 -25.25 -29.98 -24.25 -30.88 

3.2 -25.25 -25.54 -27.25 -40.54 

3.4 -19.11 -22.74 -36.91 -28.54 

3.6 -17.75 -19.39 -36.95 -28.59 

3.8 -16.28 -17.62 -30.38 -23.92 

4.0 -15.06 -16.13 -27.66 -21.23 

 

The effects of substrate thickness (h2) on directivity and gain as shown 

figure 153 shows a plot of the proposed antenna without the DRPS gains and 

directivities at the two resonances related to substrate thickness. The gains and 

directivities increase directly related to the substrate thicknesses. 
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Figure 153 Gains and directivities of two layers patch antenna 

5.1.2.  Antenna Two Layers with Slot Length as parametric 

The parameters responsible for antenna performance are substrate 

thicknesses, slot length, slot width, slot shape (such as square, rectangular, 

triangular, ring, U-, I-, E-, and H-), and slot location. All have a significant effect 

on the operation of the antenna and are controllable. The first one is Slot Length as 

parametric     ) The slot length selection in this work for the parametric study 

where all parameters are constant such as    = 5.5 mm,                 

       are shown in figure 154.  

This section has discussed the effects of the slot length    ) on the antenna 

parameters. 
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Figure 154 Geometry of the patch antenna with a DRPS 

5.1.3.  Effects of Slot Length      on Return Loss and Resonant Frequency  

Simulation results of a patch antenna with a variation of length DRPS where 

width DRPS is 3.0 mm and substrate thicknesses (h2) and (h_) are 3.2mm, 1.6mm, 

respectively, as shown in figure 155, figure 156, and figure .157. Four reflection 

coefficients of -23.75 ,-46.88,-25.21,,and -40.78 dB (RL-1, RL-2, RL-3, and RL-4) 

with resonant frequencies of 2.447, 2.782, 3.060, and 3.390 GHz (FR-1, FR-2, FR-

3, and FR-4) when the length is equal to 13 mm. The DRPS has only two reflection 

coefficients with a slot length from 0.0 mm to 11.0 mm. The results are entirely 

clear regarding the effects of using a DRPS through variations of slot length on the 

reflection coefficient and the resonant frequency. 
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Figure 155 Return losses of the patch antenna with a DRPS 

Figure 156 and figure 157 show a comparison between two simulations of both 

reflection coefficients (RL-1 and RL-4) parameters. Also, in figure 156 shows that 

this design makes the reflection coefficients below -15 dB in the both band and 

also, the slot length (    has a large affects the impedance matching, where the slot 

length (    is between 0.00 to 19.00 mm. 

 

 

Figure 156 Return losses for different values of slot length  
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Figure 157 Return losses where values of the slot length  

The results of the two software packages are shown and confirm good 

agreement when slot length (    is from 0.00 to 19 mm, as shown in figure 158. 

The lower resonant frequency (FR-1) changed from 2.410 to 2.450 GHz and the 

higher resonant frequency (FR-2) shifted from 3.166 to 3.405 GHz using AWR 

software whereas, the lower resonant frequency (FR-1) changed from 2.420 to 

2.480 GHz, while the higher resonant frequency (FR-2) shifted from 3.130 to 3.430 

GHz using ADS software as shown in figure 159.  

 

Figure 158 Two resonant frequencies for different values of slot length  
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Figure 159 Four resonant frequencies for different values of slot length  

5.1.4.  Effect of Slot Length (Ls) on Bandwidth 

An appropriate length of the slot inserted at the proper location contributed 

to a perfect matching to increase the bandwidth. The result obtained showed that 

increased as the slot length had considerable influence on the absolute value of the 

bandwidth, as shown in figure 160. The slot length increased from 00.00 mm to 

12.00 mm and obtained good bandwidth, whereas the best result was found 

between 12.00 to 16.00 mm of slot length. 

 

Figure 160 Bandwidth for different values of slot length  
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5.1.5.  Effects of Slot Length      on VSWR 

Figure 161 shows the VSWR plot of the proposed DRPS with different 

values of slot length. The resonant frequencies of 2.45 and 3.385 GHz at slot length 

of 3.0 mm, the VSWR are found to be 1.139 and 1.018 with a lower bandwidth of 

48.92 % and upper bandwidth of 37.87 % Therefore, the proposed structure is a 

covered (2.3789-3.553) band suitable for Wi-Fi and WI-MAX applications. 

 

Figure 161 VSWR for different values of slot length 

5.1.6.  Effects of Slot Length (Ls) on Gain and Directivity 

Figure 162 shows a plot of the proposed DRPS   directivities related to slot 

length (Ls). Directivity-2 and directivity-3 increased from 7.0 to 11 mm of the slot 

length and decreased from 11.0 to 19.0 mm, whereas directivity-1 and directivity-4 

increased directly related to the slot length. Figure 163 shows a plot of the proposed 

DRPS gains related to slot length (Ls). The gain-3 decreased directly related to the 

slot length whereas the gain-4 increases directly with slot length. Anyhow, gain-

1and gain-2 was still nearly at the same values 
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Figure 162 Four directivities for different values of slot length 

 

Figure 163 Four gains for different values of slot length 
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5.2.  Patch Antenna with U-Slot and Width as a parametric      

In this study, the adjustment of slot width is introduced deliberately to 

produce and increase wideband response in desired resonating bands. In addition, 

the flexibility of slot width       architecture improves the gain and directivity 

response of the designed microstrip patch antenna, where all parameters are 

constant (such as    = 13.00 mm,    =1.6 mm, and   =3.2 mm). This concept has 

been observed and confirmed through a full-wave simulation study as charted in the 

next section 

5.2.1.  Effects of Slot Width      on Return Loss and Resonant Frequency 

Simulation results are shown of a patch antenna with a variation of the 

width of a DRPS       where the length of the DRPS is Ls = 13.0 mm and 

substrate thickness is 3.2 mm. Good similarities obtained for all simulation results 

by using two different software programs as shown in figure 164 and figure 165, 

the four reflection coefficients of -24.30, -40.68, -25.02, and -38.43 dB at the 

resonant frequencies of 2.45, 2.77, 3.080, and 3.400 GHz when the width      is 

equal to 5.00 mm using AWR. The DRPS achieved good resonant at four different 

frequencies of 2.45, 2.78, 3.08 z, and 3.4 GHz, as shown in figure 166. Four various 

bands were produced; the first resonant frequency was the center band of Wi-Fi 

communication systems whereas the last three resonant frequencies were used for 

WI-MAX applications. 
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Figure 164 Return loss for different values of slot length 

 

Figure 165 Return losses for different values of slot width  
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Figure 166 Resonant frequencies for different values of slot width  

Figure 167 shows the comparison of the reflection coefficients using two different 

software programs of a DRPS presented in figure 155 with different values of slot 

width. Adding the slot width onto the radiated patch leads to achieving the perfect 

reflection coefficient characteristics. 

 

Figure 167 Return losses for different values of slot width  
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5.2.2.  Effects of Slot Width       on Bandwidth 

The antenna produced a better wideband performance by using an 

adjustable slot width; this variation of bandwidth is depicted in figure 168 and 

figure 169. The bandwidths increased in slowly at the period from 1.00 to 4.00 mm 

of slot width, whereas maximum bandwidths in occurred the period from 5.00 to 

11.00 mm of slot width with perfectly uniform. In the period from11.00 0 13.00 

mm the bandwidths decreased. 

 

Figure 168 Two bandwidths for different values of slot width  
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Figure 169 Four bandwidths for different values of slot width  

5.2.3.  Effects of Slot Width       on Gain  

Gain-1, Gain-2, and Gain- 3 decreased directly related to the slot width, 

whereas gain-4 increased directly related to the status of the slot width, as shown in 

figure 170 and figure 171. 

 

Figure 170 Four gains for different values of slot width 
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Figure 171 Gains for two different values of slot width 

5.2.4.  Effects of Slot Width       on Directivity 

Directivities-1, 2, 3 decreased directly related to the slot width, whereas the 

directivity-4 increased directly related to the slot width, as shown in figure 172. 

 

Figure 172 Directivities for different values of slot width 
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5.2.5.  Effects of Slot Width      on VSWR 

Figure 173 the SWR-lower and VSWR-upper are 1.132 and 1.006 obtained 

at resonant frequencies of 2.4480 and 3.4000 GHz for slot width (Ws= 11.00 mm) 

and for slot length are (Ls= 13.00 mm), respectively. The lower bandwidth and 

upper bandwidth are 49.00 %and 37.98 %, respectively. 

 

Figure 173 VSWR for different values of slot width 

5.3.  Summary Results  

Summary results are shown of a comparison of several parameters of an antenna 

with an open U-slot on the front side of the radiated layer and conventional antenna 

without slot, as shown in figures and table 40 below.  
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Figure 174 Comparison results of resonant frequency 

 

Figure 175 Comparison results of reflections coefficient 
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Figure 176 Comparison results of VSWR 

 

Figure 177 Comparison results of resonant frequency 
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Table 40 Summary of Simulated Results 

Parameters 

 

Antenna without 

slot 

Slot Length 

(Ls) 

Slot Width 

(Ws) 

FR 

(GHz) 
2.410 and 3.150 

2.450 and 

3.398 

2.448 and 

3.409 

BW 

(%) 

6.667 and 

10.477 

48.92 and 

37.87 

49.00.and 

37.98 

RL 

(- dB) 
32.67 and 41.69 23.74 and 40.78 24.74and 31.42 

VSWR 

(Linear) 
1.047 and 1.016 1.138and1.018 1.138and1.018 

 

5.4.  Novel Broadband and Multiple-Frequency Antenna 

In this design, a consolidated multi-frequency and wideband antenna are 

proposed. The multiple-band operation is achieved by embedding the S-shape slot 

on the front side of the patch layer and U-shape slot on the backside of the radiating 

layer. Moreover, a method for enhancing the impedance bandwidth of the multi-

frequency antenna is studied by a defected radiating patch structure (DRPS) and 

slot width. The DRPS is realized by cutting an S-shaped slot in the face side of the 

patch layer and a U-shaped slot on the backside of the patch layer. Simulated 

results show that the patch antenna with a DRPS can obtain a higher bandwidth for 

multi- bands than that without a DRPS. Further, results demonstrate that the 

antenna with a DRPS can operate in 2.300, 2.400, 5.830, 6.365, and 7.015 GHz 

bands with the perfect agreement between the two simulated results. The proposed 
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multi-band antenna with a DRPS configuration was first verified using AWR 

(Version.2019) software followed by ADS (Version 2016) software verifications 

5.4.1.  Antenna Geometry and Design 

The structure of the multiple- wideband antenna is shown in figures 

178,179,180 and .181The patch layer and microstrip feeder are printed on a 

Rogers_ Rt_ Duroid 5881 substrate with the thickness (h2)  of 1.575 mm, the 

relative dielectric constant (εr_2) of 2.17, the loss tangent (δ_2) of 0.0009. The 

ground layer is printed on an Arlon_ AD 360N substrate with the thickness (h1) of 

1.575 mm, the relative dielectric fixed (εr_1) of 3.5, the loss tangent (δ_1) of 0.003, 

ground layer size is 80.00 mm × 80.00 mm and patch antenna dimensions as shown 

in figure 181 and figure 182, and table 41 The width of the feeder (Wf = 13.00 mm) 

with the length of the feeder (Lf = 28.50 mm) is designed for (50.00 ohm) fifty-

ohm impedance matching, where W1 = (2.50~7.50) mm, W2 = (0.5~1.5) mm, W3 

= (1.5~4.5) mm and D-S = (13.00~21) mm. The S-shaped slot is etched into the 

front of the patch layer where the U-shaped slot is etched into the backside of the 

patch layer to conclude several multiple-wideband characteristics. There is U-

shaped gap between the layer units, which produces an increase the current path, 

which is a paramount factor for a wideband antenna. Thus, the proposed project 

introduces a novel design of multi-band microstrip patch antennas. It also provides 

a detailed modal explanation for the new patch layer. The proposed configuration in 

this work is first studied using the Method of Moment (MoM)-based AWR 

simulator on the radiating layer and followed by ADS software verification. Where, 

one layer antenna without slots as shown in figure 182. 
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Figure 178 Antenna layers 

 

Figure 179 Top layer of patch antenna  
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Figure 180 Top layer dimensions 

 

Figure 181 Back layer dimensions 
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Table 41 Dimensions of the proposed antenna 

Parameters Numerical Values in mm 

Rectangular -1 width & length  13-28.5 

Rectangular -2 width & length  36-12 

Rectangular -3 width & length  6-12 

Rectangular -4 width & length  36-12 

Rectangular -5 width & length  6-14.5 

Rectangular -6 width & length  6-12 

Rectangular -7 width & length  6-12 

Rectangular -8 width & length  20-10 

C- Gap width & length 15.0 -12.0 

Substrate-1 height     1.575 

Substrate-2 height     1.75 

Substrate width     80 

Substrate length     80 

   2.50~7.50 

   0.5~1.5 

   1.5~4.5 

D-S 13 ~21 

 

5.4.2.  Simulation Results of an Antenna One layer without slots 

This section discusses and analyzes the basic parameters of the antenna with 

one layer without slots, as shown in figure 182. 
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Figure 182 Antenna one layer 

5.4.3.  Return Loss and Resonant Frequency 

The one-layer proposed micro strip patch antenna without slots and with a 

C-gap shows a good return loss of -13.211, -29.645, -40.263, -10.154, -18.835, and 

-24.754 dB at the resonant frequencies of 3.072, 3.432, 4.515, 4.891, 5.992, and 

7.423 GHz respectively using ADS, as shown in figure 183. 

 

Figure 183 Return loss of antenna using ADS 
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Also, the return loss by AWR are -33.883, -20264, -30374, -10.883, and -

29.752 dB with the resonant frequencies of 2.313, 3.412, 5.973, 6.862, and7.409 

GHz, respectively, as shown in figure 184. 

 

Figure 184 Return loss of the antenna using AWR 

The two simulated results are good agreement at most points as shown in 

figure 185. 

 

Figure 185 Return loss of one layer antenna  
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5.4.4.  Directivity and Gain 

Figure 186 shows the  polar plot of  directivities and gains obtained for the 

proposed antenna without gaps In figure 186,the directivities of the proposed 

antenna at resonant frequencies are 7.709, 5 243, 10.225, 7.080, 9.527, and 10.488 

dBi whereas gains are 3.503, 3.593, 6.664, 3.819, 8.830, and 8.560 dBi, 

respectively 

 

Figure 186 Gain and directivity of the proposed antenna 

5.5.  Antenna One Layer with Gap and S -slot  

This section discusses and analyzes the basic parameters of the antenna with 

one layer and slots, as shown in figure 187. 
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Figure 187 Antenna with one layer with S-slot 

5.5.1.  Return Loss and Resonant Frequency 

The simulated return loss results of an antenna with a C- gap and S-slot are 

shown in figure 188. As shown, the antenna operates at seven resonant frequencies: 

2.35, 3.75, 3.90, 4.59, 5.29, 5.85, and 6.89 GHz. The two simulated results are in 

good agreement at six resonant frequencies. The small difference between the two 

results at one resonant frequency is due to the effect of the design parameter’s 

tolerance. The return loss results are -12.22, -15.44,-15.44,-20.30,-12.48, -43.85, 

and -27.01 dB, respectively. 
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Figure 188 Return loss of the proposed antenna  

5.5.2.  Directivity and Gain 

Figure 189 shows the polar plot of directivities and gains obtained for the 

proposed antenna without gaps. As shown in figure 189 the directivities of the 

proposed antenna at resonant frequencies are 6.989, 6.933, 7.027, 8.883, 11.112, 

and 10.433 dBi. The gains are 3.454, 4.263, 5.522, 4.176, 6, 617, 10.509, and 

9.883dBi, respectively. 

 

Figure 189 Gain and directivity of the proposed antenna 
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5.6.  Antenna with Gap and without S- slot 

This section discusses and analyzes the basic parameters of the antenna with 

two layers without slots, as shown in figure 190. 

 

Figure 190 Antenna with two layers and a C-gap 

5.6.1.  Return Loss and Resonant Frequency 

The return loss of the proposed  two layers antenna without gaps is 

presented in figure 191.The two simulated results are in good agreement at all 

resonant frequencies.Tthe upper substrate has an important effect on return loss and  

resonant frequencies are shifted towoard  the low frequency. 

 

Figure 191 Return loss of the antenna with a C-gap  
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5.6.2.  Directivity and Gain 

Applying two layers with a C-gap to the antenna with the two dielectric 

substrate layers results in the modified patch. Figure 192 and figure 193 reveal an 

important effect on gains and directivities of the proposed antenna that results 

increase. 

 

Figure 192 Gain and directivity of the antenna with a C-gap  

 

Figure 193 Gain and directivity of an antenna with a gap 
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5.7.  Two Layers with a C-gap and S- and U- slot 

This section discusses and analyzes the basic parameters of the antenna two 

layers with S- and U- slots, as shown in figure 194. 

 

Figure 194 Two layers Antenna with slots and C-gap 

5.7.1.  Return Loss and Resonant Frequency 

Figure 195 shows the simulated returns losses and resonant frequencies of 

the antenna after adding gaps, using two different simulators. Good agreements are 

obtained for all resonant frequencies, 2.31, 2.400, 5.760, 6.360, and 6.972 GHz, 

whereas return losses values of -26.352, -22.541, -21.045, -22.031, and -48.832 dB, 

respectively. The gap and slots are embedded at the center of the radiating layer 

forming (DRPS) which can notch the WLAN frequency band at 2.400 GHz and 

5.800 GHz. 
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Figure 195 Return loss of antenna with slots and C-gap 

5.7.2.  Directivity and Gain 

Comprehensive results presented in graph form in Figure 196 show clear 

indication of the effects of gaps and slots on the antenna and of an increase in peak 

gains and directivities at frequencies from 2.400 GHz to 6.640 GHz and then a 

decrease at frequencies from 6.450 GHz to 7.000 GHz. 

 

Figure 196 Gains and directivities of antenna with slots and C-gap 
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5.8.  Parametric Study 

In this design, we choose four parameters:  

1-   = (2.50~7.50) mm 

2-    = (0.50~1.50) mm 

3-    = (1.50~4.50) mm 

4- (D-S) = (13.00~21.00) mm 

The effects of varying the space between the ends of the U-slot (D-S) and open S-

shape slot with dimensions   ,   , and    and the space between the ends of the 

U-slot (D-S) are shown in figure 197 to figure 209. The dimensions of the ground 

layer (  -  ), the thickness of the substrate (  -  ), and the feed line (  -  ) are 

kept unaltered. 

5.8.1.  Effects of Varying the Slot Widths (  ) 

The width of the middle part of the S-shaped slot (  ) is the parameter, 

whereas    and    are constant (width (  ) = width (  ) = 3.5 mm). With 

increasing width (  ) the upper bandwidth (BW-U) increases as does the lower 

bandwidth (BW-L), as shown in figure 197.  

Furthermore, the higher resonant frequency (FR-U) shifts to low frequency 

whereas the lower resonant frequency (FR-L) shifts to high frequency, as shown in 

figure 198 with good return loss. 
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Figure 197 Effect of varying W3 on bandwidths 

 

Figure 198 Effects of varying W3 on resonant frequencies 

5.8.2.  Effects of Varying the Slot Widths (  ) 

The width of the top part of the S-shaped slot (  ) is the parameter, 

whereas    and    are constant (width (  ) = 1.50 mm and width (  ) = 5.00 

mm).As increasing width (  ) is increased the upper bandwidth (BW-U) is a 
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decreased moderately, where the lower bandwidth (BW-L) increased slightly, as 

shown in figure 199. Also, the higher resonant frequency (FR-U) is shifted to low 

frequency, whereas the lower resonant frequency (FR-L) is shifted to high 

frequency, as shown in figure 200 with good impedance matching for both bands. 

 

Figure 199 Effect of varying W1 on bandwidths 

 

Figure 200 Effects of varying W1 on resonant frequencies 
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5.8.3.  The effect of varying U-slot width (D-S) 

The effects of varying backside slot dimensions (D-S) discussed in this 

section. The space between ends of a U-slot (D-S) is a very critical parameter in 

this design because it has a big effect on the antenna parameters, such as the 

impedance bandwidth, resonant frequency, gain, and reflection coefficient      . In 

this section, space between the ends of the U-slot (D-S) changing from13.00 mm to 

21.00 mm, whereas    = 5.50 mm,    = 1.50 mm, and    = 5.00 mm, and other 

parameters are kept unchanged. With increasing width (D-S) of the horizontal part 

of the open U-shaped slot on the backside of the radiated layer as shown With 

increasing width (D-S) of the horizontal part of the open U-shaped slot on the 

backside of the radiated layer as shown designate which figures below. It is clear 

the lower resonant frequency (FR-L) increases, whereas the return loss (RL-L) 

varies at a very steady rate as illustrated in figure 201. 

 

Figure 201 Effects of varying (D-S) on lower resonant frequencies 
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Moreover, by increasing width (D-S), the upper resonant frequency (FR-U) shifts to 

a low frequency with a return loss (RL-U) varies at a very steady rate, as shown in 

figure 202. 

 

 

Figure 202 Effects of varying (D-S) on upper resonant frequencies 

With slightly increasing width D-S, the lower bandwidth (BW-L) has very small 

alteration at the width D-S of 13.00 mm to 15.00 mm, whereas the maximum 

bandwidth (BW-L)  is around D-S =17.00 mm, following that the lower bandwidth 

(BW-L) decreases at a little-stabilized rate, as shown in figure 203 and figure 205. 

Also, the upper bandwidth (BW-L) increases with a very steady rate, as shown in 

figure 204 and figure 205. 
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Figure 203 Effects of varying (D-S) on lower bandwidths 

 

Figure 204 Effects of varying (D-S) on upper bandwidths 
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Figure 205 Effects of varying (D-S) on bandwidths 

The radiation patterns at 2.4000, 5.8330, 6.3889, and 6.9910 GHz are 

illustrated in figures below. The gain (G-L) pattern of the lower band at 2.4000 

GHz is 6.101 dBi, as illustrated in figure 206, whereas the gain (G-U) pattern of the 

upper band at 5.8330 GHz is 9.3030 dBi, as shown in figure 207 and at 6.991 GHz 

is 9.837 dBi as shown in figure 208. Also, the maximum gain at 6.8890 GHz is 

11.707 dBi, as shown in figure 209. 
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Figure 206 Gain patterns at 2.400 GHz 

 

Figure 207 Gain patterns at 5.8333 GHz 
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Figure 208 Gain patterns at 6.99074 GHz 

 

Figure 209 Gain patterns at 6.38889 GHz 
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Chapter 6:  

Summary and Conclusions  

We have newly designed four different broadband single microstrip patch 

antennas. The characteristics of broadband single patch antennas have been 

investigated through different parametric studies using two diverges software. First, 

it verified by using Microwave Office (AWR) (Ver. 2019) software program 

followed by the Advanced Design System (ADS) (Ver. 2016) software verifications 

simulation software. The recently designed single patch antennas have achieved 

stabilized radiation patterns, perfect impedance matching, high gain, and good 

reflection coefficients |S|11|. The recently designed patch antennas with U- and S-

slots can be used for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) applications in two-

bands. The lower band has a resonant frequency of 2.400GHz with a wideband of 

11.553%, where the upper band has a resonant frequency of 5.8211GHz with a 

wideband of 35.971% with good impedance matching for both Also, the patch 

antennas with two-dielectric layered substrate and defected radiating patch structure 

can be used for Wi-Fi and WI-MAX wireless applications. The lower band has a 

resonant frequency 2.450 GHz with a wideband of 49.00 %, where the upper band 

has a resonant frequency of 3.409 GHz with a wideband of 37.98% with high gain 

and good impedance matching for both. Finally, the patch antennas with a foam gap 

and a U- or E-slots on backside of the radiating patch layer can be used for many 

wireless communication system applications where wide bandwidth is required. 
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The proposed antenna with slot length has given VSWR of 1.00, 1.39, .1.500, and 

1.00 at resonant frequency 4.400, 4.84, 5.10, and 5.5.64 GHz, respectively, with 

bandwidth of 4.273 GHz to 6.125 GHz. 

6.1.  Achievements  

Double-band and broadband operations were successfully combined into an 

exclusive patch antenna. The effects of varying the slot length and slot width were 

studied in great detail with the help of two software programs. The recently 

designed patch antennas yield desirable results throughout the operating frequency 

range. Above all, the recently designed patch antennas were found to improve gains 

of around 6.101dBi-11.707 dBi and bandwidths of around (11.553 % - 49.00 %) at 

the operating frequency ranges 

6.2.  Suggestions for Future  

A method for increasing the operating high-frequency range can be 

combined with the proposed antenna for application in the domain of satellite 

communication systems. The optimization of the newly designed antennas can be 

completed implemented using the array structure. This design will help to improve 

the gain, radiation efficiency, and impedance bandwidth of the patch antenna. At 

present, the facility for fabrication of the patch is not available in our college. The 

same designs will be performed near future. Furthermore, the radiation efficiency, 

gain, and impedance bandwidth can be developed by implementing appropriate 

techniques for the same. 
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Appendix A 

List of Publication and Accepted for Publication  

A.1.  Novel One Broadband with Multiple-Frequency Antenna 

A.1.1.  Broadband Antenna Using Foam Gap Substrate for Wi-Fi Band 

 The proposed antenna is designed for the resonating frequency of 4.45GHz and 

5.65GHZ  

o It is etched on Rogers_RT_Duroid5870 at the bottom layer. 

o The substrate of the thickness (h1) =1.60 mm 

o The relative permittivity of (Єr) = 2.33. 

o The tangent loss is 0.0012. 

o The Rogers_RT_Duroid5881at the top layer. 

o   The substrate of the thickness (h3)=1.60 mm. 

o The relative permittivity of (Єr) = 2.17. 

o The tangent loss is 0.0009. 

 The foam substrate for use between top layer and ground plane with thickness (h2) 
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 Software Used 

o AWR (2019) software  

o ADS (2106) software  

o MATLAB (2019)  

 The techniques used in the design  

o Line feed width. 

o Foam thickness (h2) (1.6-4.4) mm. 

A.1.2.  Broadband Microstrip Patch Antenna Based on Foam-Filled and One Open 

Slot on Backward of Radiating Layer 

 The antenna is designed to operate at 4.440, 5.100, and 5.920 GHz bands shown.  

o It is etched on Rogers_RT_Duroid5870 at the bottom layer. 

o The substrate of the thickness (h1) =1.60 mm 

o The relative permittivity of (Єr) = 2.33. 

o The tangent loss is 0.0012. 

o The Rogers_RT_Duroid5881at the top layer. 

o   The substrate of the thickness (h3) =1.60 mm. 

o The relative permittivity of (Єr) = 2.17. 

o The tangent loss is 0.0009. 

 The foam substrate for use between top layer and ground plane with thickness (h2) 
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 The techniques used in the design  

o Foam thickness (h2) (3.2) mm. 

o Slot Length (D-L) 

 Software Used 

o AWR (2019) software  

o ADS (2106) software  

o MATLAB (2019)  

A.2.  Novel Two Broadband with Multiple-Frequency Antenna 

A.2.1.  A Novel Design of Wide-band Antenna with Open U-Slot on Front Side of 

Radiated Layer for Applications in Wireless Communication 

 Top layer 

o Arlon_CuClad 217LX 

o Thickness (h2) of 3.2 mm 

o Permittivity =2.170 

o The tangent loss of 0.0009 

 Bottom layer 

o Arlon_AR350  

o Thickness (h1) of 1.575 mm 
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o Permittivity =3.500  

o Tangent loss of 0.00260 

 Software Used 

o AWR (2019) software  

o ADS (2106) software  

o MATLAB (2019)  

 The techniques used in the design  

o The Line feed. 

o Thickness (h2). 

o Slot Length (Ls) 

o Slot Width (Ws) 

A.2.2.  A novel Broadband and multiple-frequency Antenna with a Defected 

Radiating patch Structure and U- and S- Slots-Loaded for Wireless Communication 

Systems 

 Top layer 

o Rogers_ Rt_Duroid5881  

o Thickness (h2) of 1.575 mm 

o Permittivity =2.170 

o The tangent loss of 0.0009 
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 Bottom layer 

o Arlon_AD360N  

o Thickness (h1) of 1.575 mm 

o Permittivity =3.500  

o Tangent loss of 0.003 

 Software Used 

o AWR (2019) software  

o ADS (2106) software  

o MATLAB (2019)  

 The techniques used in the design  

o S-Slot Width(W1)  

o S-Slot Width(W2)  

o S-Slot Width(W3)  

o U-slot (D-S)  

 


